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SYNOPSIS 

An experimental and analytical examination of energy stored in the 

chain by power loader haulage units is. described. Particular attention 

--=:::> is paid to the use of hydrostatic absorbers and accumulatorl banks to 

simulate haulage forces including chain elasticity. 
, 

The IBM 360 emIT> modelling programme is used for an analytical 

examination of the hydrostatic absorber and accumulator bank simulation 

method to determine its accuracy. This dynamic modelling technique is 

seen to be ideal for the dynamic analysis of hydraulic systems. 

A series of full scale surface tests on a haulage unit loaded by a 

chain is described. These tests provide data for the dynamic model and 

serve as a comparison for the absorber loading tests. An examination 

is made into the effects of sprocket friction losses and chain 

anchorage methods on the torque-displacement characteristics of haulage 

u~its under energy release conditions. 

An experimental method is described to determine the pressure-volume 

characteristics of hydropneumatic accumulators. These are shown to 

operate under polytropic conditions for both charging and discharging 

at flow rates oorresponding to those found in chain elasticity 

simulation. Two methods are described of predicting the pre-charge 

pressures of accumulators used in combinations to achieve linear 

pressure-volume Characteristics. 

A conversational computer programme is presented which sets 

accumulator pre-charge pressures to achieve a suitable simulation for 

a given haulage chain system using an hydrostatic absorber. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Power loader haulage chain is a well known underground safety hazard. 

Projects relating to improvements in its usage continue to be of 

importance within the NCB. 

With safety in mind the Mines Inspectorate issued a directive 

stating that power loader haulage units should release chain tension at 

a controlled rate. Headquarters staff then gave the Mining Research and 

Development Establishment the task of ensuring that present and future 

haulage units working on chain systems comply. 

A typical power loader haulage unit working on a 200 m face equipped 

with 18 mm chain can exert a force of about 150 kN (15 tons). With the 

machine hauling on the maximum chain length this would produce a chain 

extension of about 1 m. Any uncontrolled release of the energy contained 

in the chain at this point .can cause violent movements of both the chain 

a-ld machine. It is required that when the machine is stopped, either 

manually or by the overload protection systems, that the tensions either 

side of the machine equalise at a rate such that there is no dangerous 

movements of machine or chain. Haulage force cannot be left 'locked in' 

since this is also a serious danger to machine operators and maintenance 

workers through sudden unexpected movements of the machine as the 

restraining forces relax. 

As an initial approach to simulating this phenomenon withi'1 the 

1aboratorY,a test rig was designed by MRDE Design Branch which employed a 

bank of compression springs to give a similar spring rate to that of a 

200 m length of haulage chain. Whilst this work was proceeding however, 

several haulage units were undergoing life and performance tests within 

the rotary test laboratory and differing types of loading systems were 

being evaluated. This led to an alternative to the 'spring' rig. 

To absorb power from a haulage unit a brake is required that will 

operate between 0 - 0.6 rad/sec (0 - 6 rev/min) at a torque rating of 

up to 54,000 N m (40,000 lb ft). This duty is outside the performance of 
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conventional dynamometers which operate at much higher speed and therefore 

need step up gearboxes so the speeds can be matched. Such dynamometers 

can be used for endurance tests but they are unsuitable for dynamics or 

response tests due to their high inertia when referred to the loading 

shaft. 

Two systems of low speed dynamometry have been proved successful 

for this torque speed range, water cooled pneumatically operated disc 

brakes and slow speed hydrostatic motors operating as pumps. Both these 

devices have low inertia and are suitable for either enduranoe or 

dynamic response tests on power loader haulage units. HYdrostatic 

absorbers have the additional advantage that the stiffness of the loading 

system can be adjusted by incorporation of hydro-pneumatic accumulators 

into the circuit such as to enable chain elasticity simulation. 

As this line of approach to chain elastiCity simulation seemed to 

eliminate the need for a large expensive special purpose rig it was 

decided to delay the decision to build the 'spring' rig tL~til an 

evaluation of the alternative approach had been made. 

For the purpose of this work two test facilities were made available,' 

a laboratory rig which utilised a hydrostatic power absorber to simulate 

loading conditions on a power loader haulage unit and a full scale mock 

face at Swadlincote Test Site employing a power loader haulage unit with 

appropriate chain and chain tensioners. 

A mathematical model using the IBM modelling technique CSMP 

(Continuous System Modelling Programme) was used to check the validity 

of using hydrostatic absorbers to simulate chain elasticity effects. The 

model operates in two sections. A release of strain energy is simulated 

assuming a power loader haulage unit to be loaded by a chain system. A 

series of calculations is then performed to choose the correct charge 

pressures of a bank of accumulators to enable a hydrostatic power 

absorber to exhibit the simulated effects. The second section of the model 

assumes the haulage to be loaded by the hydrostatiC power absorber and 
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the accumulator bank. Outputs from both sections can then be compared 

to assess the accuracy of the hydrostatic power absorber method of 

l,?ading. 

Resul ts from the surface trials were used as input data to the 

dynamic model. Characteristics of the haulage unit and three absorbers 

were determined using the laboratory rig also for,inclusion in the 

model. 

Two methods of setting accumulator bank pre-charge pressures are 

described, a pressure incrementing computational method and an empirical 

method. The CSMP model is used to compare these two techniques. The 

need for a precise knowledge of accumulator characteristics leads to an 

experimental 9JEaminatien of their performance bel.ng made. 

Factors which effect the haulage sprocket displacement - torque 

relationship such as interlink friction, chain drag are considered 

mathematically and comparisons made with the surface trials. 

This information together with data from the sections on accumulator 

characteristics and the CS1@ model are combined in a conversational 

computer programme. This programme enables a selection of absorber 

and 'accum;:Uaj;o~ baru:: details to be"made 'to' reproduce an adequat e simulation 

for any haulage, chain and chain tensioner details • 

• 
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2 DESCRIPTIO?! OF PACE EQUIP),1E1T ASSOCIATED HITH POllER LOADERS 

2.1 The Lonijwall !.!ininij S:vst em 

Most of the coal produced from British mines is obtained using the 

longwall mining system. Two tunnels, approximately 200 m apart are driven 

along a strata of coal. Between the road ways coal is removed from a 

connecting tunnel known as the coalface. As coal is removed from the face 

by a cutting machine working along its length, the power loader, both 

the face and the roadways are advanced into the strata. 

A scraper type conveyor, the armoured face conveyor, runs the 

length of the face and transports coal discharged by the power loader to 

one of the supply roadw~ys, the main gate, and hence to a belt conveyor for 

delivery to the pit bottom. The face is supported by hydraulically 

operated roof supports positioned every 1 m, these advance with the 

face allowing the unsupported area from which the coal has been removed 

to collapse. Power and water for the power loader is supplied by trailing 

cables looped along the face. A typical coalface layout is shown in 

Fig. 2.1. 

2.2 The Power Loader 

.: Several typ es of po;,er loader are in us e with the NCB, the two basic 

categories being trepanners, machines with the cutting drum axis parallel 

to the face and shearer machines with a cutting drum axis perpendicular to 

the face, shearers being used on approximately 75% of all faces. Po",er 

loaders have three basic components, a water cooled induction motor, a 

haulage unit, and gearhea.ds to transfer the drive from the motor to the 

cutting drums which they support and position. 

The machine is able to slide on the pans of the armoured face conveyor 

and is propelled along the face by winding itself along a round lin.<: chain 

running the length of the face and attached to anchorage points at the face 

ends. Rotation of a drive sprocket and two idler sprockets on the haulage 
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unit, in mesh with the chain, provide the necessary force to drag the 

machine along the face. 

2.3 The Chain and Chain Tensioner 

For efficient operation of the haulage system it is essential that the 

tension in the slack side of the chain T2 is at all times sufficient to 

strip the chain from the sprockets and stop 'bunching'. As the forces 

involved are high and the chain elastic, it is possible, on a typical 

face, for the haulage unit to extend the chain by as much as 1 m. To 

eliminate this slack chain and ensure that sufficient slack side tension 

is available, a variety of compensating devices for use at the chain 

anchorage points and setting procedures are available. 

Solid anchorage points can be used if sufficient pre-tension, ie the 

tension left in the chain with the haulage producing no effort, is induced 

into the chain. This method is undesirable however since the maximum 

hauling tension is approximately twice the value developed when using 

compensating devices, leading to increased chain wear and breakage. High 

pre-tension is also an undesirable safety hazard. 

The most frequently used compensating device is the Anderson Boyes 

spring tensioner Fig. 2.2. Here the reaction of the chain tension is taken 

through a group of compression springs. This system is set up by stalling 

the machine and applying maximum tension T1 to the maximum chain length, 

pulling the slack chain produced through the T2 compensating device and 

connecting the chain. As T1 is reduced the amount of chain extension 

reduces and the T2 compensating device compressed. This system ensures 

that T2 is maintained at all machine positions and chain tensions. 

Due to the difficulties of pulling all the slack chain through the 
k ~ 

compensating device and because of the danger of operating the haulage 

pressure overload d"vices when exerting maximum chain tension, spring 

type compensators have. a locking device 'lhich can. hold the springs in any 

state of compression. This allows the slack chain to be pulled through 
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the compensator with the sprincs nlightly compressed, removal of the lock 

eliminates any remaining slack chain. 

Other compensating devices in use employ similar principles with 

combinations of hydraulic rams and springs to achieve compensation and 

incorporate methods of tensioning or detensioning the chain without use 

of the haulage unit •. Their operational characteristics are similar to 

the Anderson Boyes spring tensioners. 

2.4 Power Loader Haulage Units 

2.4.1) Hydrostatic Haulage Units 

The basic requirements of a power loader haulage unit are that it 
, 

provides the necessary force to propel the machine along the face, that 

the machine speed is controllable by the operator and bi-directional, and 

that internal overload protection systems are incorporated to limit the 

maximum machine effort and the maximum current taken by the drive motor. 

Until recently these requirements were found to be satisfied by use of 

haulage units employing hydrostatic transmission drives with some degree 

of final gear reduction to the chain drive sprocket. Hydrostatic 

transmissions give controllable, infinitely variable bi-directional drives. 

In most cases output torque is proportional to the system pressure which 

can easily be sensed and used for control purposes. 

A wide range of hydrostatic haulage units are in use with the NeE 

employing many types of transmission elements. One early and still widely 

used haulage unit employs two, three piston plunger pumps, one fixed and 

one with variable displacement. These supply fluid to a fixed displacement 

motor with radial pistons operating through pivoted rollers onto an internal 

multi-lobed cam. The relatively large displacement of the motor compared 

with the pumps gives a speed reduction between the input to the pumps 

and the motor output reducing the required gear ratio. Direction control· 

is achieved by means of a direction control valve in the main fluid 

transmission circuit. Later haulage units employ axial piston swash plate 
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pumps with similar low speed motors. Overload protection on haulage force 

is achieved using a control signal,from the main circuit pressure,to 

either reduce the pump output (thus reducing the haulage speed) or 

interrupting the drive by operating the main circuit direction control valve 

into a neutral position. In most haulage units an element of speed control 

is introduced by sensing the current to the power loader drive motor and 

reducing the pump output if this becomes greater than the full load value. 

In this way,the control mechanism can override the speed selected by the 

operator and the machine speed maintained at the optimum level consistent 

with the maximum motor current. Any large increase in motor current is 

used to interrupt the haulage drive by operation of the direction control 

valve,with subsequent reduction of the pump output. 

To control the rate of release of strain energy from the chain on 

either manual or automatic interruption of the drive, circuits are usually 

designed such that in the neutral condition,a restricting orifice is 

connected across the motor ports. In this condition, energy from the 

chain rotates the motor, passing fluid through the restriction. This 

eliminates any rapid discharge of strain energy from the chain. 

Some haulage units exploit overcentre pumps to eliminate the need 

to use direction control valves for bidirectional operation. 

The Mechanical Haulage Unit 

Over the last few years interest has been growing in mechanical haulage 

units. Hydrostatic haulage units have become increasingly complicated. 

Also operational reliability is of primary importance. Fluid contamination 

is a major cause of haulage breakdown and attempts at repair underground 

lead to even greater contamination. Mechanical haulage units can operate 

at higher levels of contamination through the elimination of high tolerance 

components such as pumps, motors and spool valves. A reversion to purely 

mechanical transmissions is seen to give fewer maintenance problems and the 

simpler construction is more easily understood by underground maintenance 
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personnel even though this is at the expense of the controllability 

obtained with hydrostatic haulage units. 

Mechanical haulage units employ a series of linkage operated change 

gears to give a range of output speeds. Friction clutches,operated either 
\ 

by linkages or an auxiliary hydraulic control circuit,are used to engage-

disengage the drive and in some cases increase the speed range. Torque 

overload sensing is by either strain gauges or slipping clutch 

mechanisms. The speed of the mechanical haulage unit is not 

variable, an optimum speed setting is chosen for the existin9 conditions 

and any current overload on the power loader motor is used to disengage a 

drive clutch. This lack of control,makes the mechanical haulage unit 

incapable of operating the power loader at the maximum motor current, other 

than by skilful selection of the optimum gear ratio. 

To control the rate of release of energy from the chain,when the 

drive is interrupted,the mechanical haulage unit uses a parking brake. 

This friction brake also has the effect of maintaining a certain level of 

haulage effort after the drive is disconnected. 

In cases where the power loader is working in seams with considerable 

gradient however, this is a desirable effect as it stops the 

machine sliding down the face under its own weight. 

2.5 The British Jeffrey Diamond B14 Haulage Unit 

The basic form of this haulage accounts for a large proportion of 

haulage uni tl' in use with the NeB. The unit consists of a hydrostatic 

transmission and a 215/1 ratio epicyclic reduction gearbox driving the 

output sprocket. Four independent circuits are included in the hydraulic 

system (Fig. 2.3), the main transmission and the three auxiliary control 

circuits. 

A section through the haulage unit is shown in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 

shows the sprocket drive configuration. 
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The Hydrostatic Transmission 

This comprises a variable delivery HelO,-Shat; type piston pump with 

a capacity of 0.0 - 2.57 dm3/s (0 - 34 gal/min) and fixed delivery radial 

piston motor of the same capacity, the rotating assemblies being identical 

in both. The rotor assembly contains two rows of six radial bores, the 

two rows being displaced to provide the unit with twelve equi-spaced 

pistons. It has an inner valve ring and is located on a fixed cantilevered 

pintle shaft, ~lhich contains the fluid flow and return cormections, by 

two ball races. The rotor also incorporates one half of a dog coupling 

which provides the input or output drive to the units. 

The piston followe~ assemblies have a wheel and axle type construction 
I 

with two follower wheels, one each side of the piston. A needle roller 

bearing supports the axle which is integral with one of the follower 

wheels. The second wheel is swaged onto the axle. A ground bore in the 

piston provides the outer track of the needle bearing. Rotation of the 

piston in its bore is controlled by bronze spring loaded cheek plates either 

side of the rotor assembly. 

The rotor is located within· a floating ring Which is supported on t~~ 

roller bearings in the casing. The motor casing is fixed to give a 

constant displacement but the end covers of the pump casing have elongated 

bores to allow movement relative to the rotor pintle shaft. This 

eccentricity, either side of the rotor centre line, provides linear 

movement of the pistons relative to their bores as the rotor rotates, 

adjustment of this eccentricity giving varying flow rate and a facility 

to reverse the direction of flow. The floating ring is rotated at a 

speed slightly less than that of the rotor by action of the piston follo\·,er 

assemblies i·n contact ~ri.th it. This enables the follO\,ers to operate at 

low rotational speeds, reducing \·/ear and friction. 

The pump casing is moved by a thruster block consisting of a main 

piston with two shuttle valves controlling the flow of fluid from the 

auxiliary circuits to either side of the main piston. 
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A closed loop hydraulic circuit connects the p~~p and motor, fluid 

losses from the circuit being provided by suction through check valve~, a 

strainer and a water cooled oil cooler from the sump. Overload protection 

is by means of two single stage relief valves which discharee directly to 

the sump. 

2.5.2) The Auxiliary Circuits 

A plunger type auxiliary pump,with three pistons, supplies fluid to 

individual control circuits,each having a pre-set single stage relief 

valve. 

The manual circuit provides fluid to displace the thruster block 

assembly. This system incorporates a positional feedback device,to 

enable any position of the thruster block assembly to be chosen and 

maintained by movement of the speed control handle. 

The 'Magnamatic' circuit provides the power loader motor with 

protection aeainst overload and alloNs the machine to operate at maximum 

pOHor conditions. lfuen the motor current rises to 10"/0 above the full 

load val ue, the Magnamatic overload valve diverts fluid to the thruster 

block and discharges fluid from the manual circuit to the sump. This 

causes the pump body to move tONards the neutral position,thus reducing 

the haulage speed. This action continues until the motor current falls 

beloH its full load value ,thus acting to operate the pOHer loader at a 

specd commensurate to the optimum pOHer level. 

under normal operating conditions the emergency stop circuit supplies 

fluid through the emergency stop valve,via the pilot operator shuttle 

valve,to the by-pass valve. This pressurised fluid holds the spool of 

the by-pass ~alve in a closed position against a spring force. When the 

emergency stop valve is operate~ fluid is redirected to the manual speed 

.interlock unit and the fluid maintaining the by-pass 

valve in a closed position is allo"cd to discharge to sump. This permits 

the spring force.to move the by-pass spool,to a position t,here fluid in the 

main circuit can by-paGs the hydraulic motor,at a rate Hhich is controlled 

by the spool geometry. 
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The manual speed interlock lli1it comprises a fixed cylinder with two 
\ 

opposed pisto:1s. These pistons operate against two adjustable stops,fi tted 

to the mechanical linkage of the manual circuit speed control and force 

the linkage to return to the neutral position. 

Pressure overload in the main circuit is sensed by the D-valve. 

Fluid is directed from the high pressure line of the main circuit, 

through a choke, to o~e end of the D-valve spool. This spool is 

.1ormally kept closed by the action of a spring force at the opposite 

end. When pressure overload occurs,the spool is operated against the 

spring force and fluid is directed to the shuttle valve spool. This 

performs a similar function tq the emergency stop valve in allowing 

the by-pass valve to operate. Also, on operation of the pressure overload, 

fluid is directed to the thruster block, causing the pump body to move to the 

neutral position thus reducing the haulage speed to zero. Once activated, 

the overload valve is held in the energised position,until reset by 

operation of the emergency stop valve. 
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Slip rings 6 Torque measurement strain gauge 

Tachometer 7 Epicyclic red'.lction gear 

Hydraulic motor drive gear 8 1st reduction wheel 

Idler gear 9 2nd reduction spur gears 

Drive sprocket 10 3rd reduction spur gears 

Figure 2.4 Cross section through BJ-D Ltd B14 haulage unit 

showing p03ition of instrumentation 



1 Angular displacement transducer 

2 Drive sprocket 

3 Idler sprocket 

4 Round link chain 

5 Chain guide 

Figure 2.5· Sprocket drive arrangement. of a BJ-D Ltd B15 

haulage unit stowing the posi t ion of the 

angular displacement transducer 

Note - Tests were carried out on a B14 haulage unit. 
This is similar to the above with the exception 
that the B14 has a 10 tooth drive sprocket and 
8 tooth idler sprockets. 
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3 THE EF'FEr:TS OF CHAIN ELASTICITY, CHAIN TENSIONERS AND SPROCKEl' LOSSES 

ON THE DISPLACEMENT_TORQUE CHARACTERISTICS OF SPROCKET DRIVE SYST~~ 

3.1 Introduction 

To simulate the elasticity effects of haulage chain,on power loader 

haulage units using hydrostatic power absorbers,it is necessary to obtain 

torque-displacement characteristics for the haulage sprocket. This 

characteristic is dependent on the haulage chain and tensioner, tension

extension relationship,the frictional characteristics of the chain 

sprocket drive and the chain floor drag. 

Many types of haulage chain installations are in use with the NCB, 

these together with their correct operational practice are fully 

described elsewhere, references 2 and 8. Brief descriptions however can 

be found in Section 2.3. 

For the purpose of this analysis only the most common type of 

compensating device is considered, the Anderson Boyes spring tensioner. 

Other compensating devices have similar characteristics,only the 

undesirable solid anchorage system being different. The solid 

anchorage system however, gives lower elasticity effects on the haulage 

unit and since this analysis is concerned with safety aspects of chain 

.~ elasticity, it is not considered in detail. As chain eltasticity effects' 

are greatest with the power loader at the end of the face,this analysis 

is also restricted to the condition where the power loader is hauling 

on the maximum chain length. 

3.2 Frictional Losses in Round Link Chain Sprocket Drive System 

As round link chain passes over a sprocket sliding movements with 

associated frictional losses occur, at the interlink connection and at 

the contacts between sprocket and chain. Interlink friction constitutes 

the major loss and is associated with high levels of wear. A lab~ratory 

assessment of tension loss due to round link chain passing over a 5 tooth 
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idler sprocket has been made, reference 3, the results of which are 

shown in Fig. 3.1. 

To establish an elementary relationship between chain tension and 

interlink friction loss it is necessary to consider the connection 

between two links, Fig. 3.2. 

Let (at) be the angle in rads. of rotation between two links as a 

chain moves onto a sprocket. 

Angle (at) is dependent only on the number of sprocket teeth (spt). 

As 2 chain pitches are required per tooth. 

at = "'" 
spt 

eqn. 3.01 

Each link intersection rotates through this angle twice, once 

passing onto a sprocket and once passing off. A condition can exist 

when the rotation angle is less than ~ 
spt 

When the angle between the 

chain line on and off the sprocket is less than 1't' , at. becomes equal 
spt 

to this angle. This condition however does not usually occur on power 

loader haulage units. A detailed explanation of this rotation angle and 

its values for various haulage units is given in reference 8. 

Work lost on one intersection under tension T1. 

Work lost per pitch = T1.mu.wd.at 
2 

eqn. 3.02 

If this chain is passing over a sprocket and the chain is moving a 

distance (dist) 

Total work lost = dist 
pitch 

T1.mu.!i9,.at 
2 

eqn. 3.03 

Now let Ts be the chain tension on the sprocket after this loss has 

occurred 

Ts.dist = T1.dist - dist 
pitch 

giving a value of 

Ts = T1 - T1 mu. wd. at 
pitch 2' 

• T1.mu.~.at 
2 

eqn. 3.04 

eqn. 3.05 
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Tl tension loss due to interlink friction = T1(mu 
(''::;Pl.''''· t""'c""h 

• wd 
2' 

This is only an average value over a distance,dist. sprocket 

geometry would considerably modify the instantaneous values of TI. 

• at) 
) 

The tension loss TI can now be expressed in terms of a friction loss 

coefficient k1 ie Tl = T1.k1 

k1 = mu.wd.at 
pitch. 2 

eqn. 3.06 

Values of k1 associated with various sprocket sizes, chain sizes and 

friction coefficients have been calculated from this relationship and are 

shown in Table 3.1. 

For a typical power loader haulage drive system with one drive 

sprocket and two idler sprockets, the total link rotation onto the drive 

system will be 

at 1 = TT' + 2. "If 
spt idt 

where idt = teeth on idler 

which will equal the link rotation angle off the drive system. 

For simplification assume that the tension losses can be calculated 

with all chain coming onto the drive under tension T1 and all chain going 

off the drive under tension T2. (This lumps the losses together, calculated 

at one tension, instead of their being treated individually, with new 

tensions calculated after each link rotation). 

Let k1t be the constant k1 with at. equal to at1 then 

Trm = T1 - T2 +k1t (T1 + T2) 
pcr 

Trp = T1 - T2 - k1t (T1 + T2) 
pcr 

eqn. 3.08 

These equations for Trm, the sprocket torque with the haulage 

driving and Trp, the sprocket torque with the haulage unit being driven, 

can be used to assess the losses that occur in the sprocket drive system 

when changing from driving to driven. This condition occurs when the haulage 

drive is disengaged, and the chain drives the haulage in reverse. 
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Factor k1 is assumed to include all frictional losses and an 

assessment of its value can be obtained from the results shown in 

reference 3. These results have been processed and values for k1 and mu 

are shown in Fig. 3.1. 

The following procedure was used for these calculations. Consider 

an idler sprocket with tensions T1 and T2 on either side 

Tension lost Tl = kl (T1 + T2) 

also Tl·= T1 - T2 

Manipulation now gives 

Tl = T1 (2.k1 ) 
(1 + k1 ) 

& k1 = Tl 
~:---=-2T1 - Tl 

eqn. 3.10 

eqn. 3.11 

eqn. 3.12 

The use of the loss coefficient k1,to calculate tension losses 

around sprockets,assumes that the losses are due only to interlink 

friction. To assess the values of the losses associated· with the sliding 

movements between sprocket and chain, data related to the sprocket and chain 

geometry and their conditions of wear is required. However, since these sliding 

contacts occur only every two pitches, as opposed to every pitch for 

interlink friction losses, and the relative movements are small in 

comparison with interlink rotation, they are thought to account for only 

10 - 15% of the total losses. For this reason they are considered 

to be lumped together with interlink friction losses. 

The results from reference 3 suggest a value of mu = .7 within the 

linear range, this is considered reasonable since it contains the 

additional sliding losses. The non-linear portion of the curve at higher 

tensions gives values of mu. increasing above 1.0. Here contact stresses 

are high and localised welding could be occurring together with a 

pinching action between adjacent links. 

3.3 Determination of the Torque-Displacement Characteristics of Power 

Loader Haulage Units Harking on Raund Link Chain with Spring Tensioners 

Consider a face system employing spring type compensating devices. 
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A diagramatic representation of the face system is shown in Fig. 3.3 and 

a drawing of a spring tensioner in Fig. 2.2. The system is set up by 

increasing tensicn T1 to the maximum value tmax and then securing the 

chain to the tensioner on the T2 side. With T1 = tmax this will fully 

compress the springs in the T1 tensioner and the T2 tensioner springs will 

be fully extended. 

Compensating devices should be selected to have approximately an 

equivalent available compression (ac) to the maximum chain extension the 
co;. 

-';'::7 haulage can produce. If the compression av,;i.dlable from the ~ensioners is 

less than. the maximum chain extension, when tmax is released, T1 and T2 will 

equalise leaving both tensioners fully compressed and T1 and T2 equal to 

the pre-tension value of tmax -ac.sc. Under these conditions the 

maximum chain movement through the sprocket drive system is equal to the 

available tensioner compression. 

Alternatively, if tensioners are chosen with more available compression 

than the maximum chain extension, the pre-tension condition leaves the 

tensioners only partially compressed. As space is at a premium in the. 

confines of the face ends it is more likely that the smaller tensioner 

would be chosen and the higher pre-tension accepted. 

A third possibility, is that, on set up, some slack chain is left 

in the T2 Side, this can reduce the value of pre-tension if the 

available compression from the tensioners is much less than the maximum 

chain extension. So~e power loaders, particularly those with vertical 

sprockets can operate satisfactorily with small amounts of slack chain. 

Under these conditions, the maximum chain movement through the sprocket 

drive system will be equal to the available compres3ion from the 

tensioner plus the amount of slack chain. 

For this analysis only the ideal case is considered where the 

maximum chain extension is slightly greater than the available compression 

from the tensioners. 
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The previously mentioned cases introduce discontinuities into the 

t ension-displacerncnt relationships and are not easily simulat ed. The 

conversational prograrnr:Je Appendix 11 assumes that the introduction of 

slack chain increases the available compression 'lC of the tensioner. 

Let (z) be the amount of chain that passes through the sprocket 

system from the set up condition, this is equivalent to the movement of 

the T2 tensioner. Therefore.z = 0 when T1 = tmax. 

The tensions T1 and T2 can now be described as 

T1 = tmax - z.sc eqn. 3.13 

T2 = pc + z.s eqn. 3.14 

Combining eqn. 3.c8, 3.09, 3.13 and 3.14 and making 

Tp = Trp and Tm = ~ 
pcr pcr 

Tm = tmax(1 + k1t) - pc(1 - k1t) 

Tp = tmax(1 - k1t) - pc(1 + kH) 

z(sc(1 + k1t) + s(1 - k1t» eqn. 3.15 

z(sc(1 - k1t) + s(1 + k1t» eqn. 3.16 

The relationship between Trp and z gives the torque_displacement 

characteristic produced by the chain on the haulage under conditions of 

energy release,ie chain driving sprocket. Inspection of eqn. 3.16 sho,IS 

this characteris"Cic to depend on the elasticity of the chain, the stiffness 

of the chain tensioners and the friction loss coefficient. 

Manipulation of eqn. 3.16 gives the gradient of this relationship to be 

sc(1 - k1t) + s(1 + k1t) 

in terms of tension-displacement,ie an effective stiffness for the chain 

system \'/here the chain elasticity is mod~fied by the loss coefficient and 

the tensioner stiffness. 

To fully describe the energy release characteristics using the 

gradient relationship determined above, one point is required on the 

characteristic. The most sui table point is the sprocket torque ,Ihen z = ac 

the torque when the amount of chain displacement through the sprocket 

system is equivalent to the available tensioner displacement. 
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When using accumulator banks and hydrostatic absorbers for simulati.on 

of chain elasticity effects this point corresponds to the pre-charge 

pressure setting of the first accumulator. 

With z = ac 

Tp = tmax(1 - k1t) - pc(1 + k1t) + s(1 + k1t)) eqn. 3.18 

A further important consideration in the simulation is the change in 

sprocket torque at the point of reversal, where the haulage stops driving 

the chain and is driven by the strain energy in the chain. 

This reduction in torque is given by 

Tm - Tp = 2.k1t (tmax + pc + z(s - sc)) 
pcr 

eqn. 3.19 

Note: These equations have been developed using the maximum tension in T1, 

tmax. However, haul ages are usually rated on maximum system pressure, if 

the corresponding maximum sprocket torque tmm is known, tmax can be 

det ermined from tmax = .,;;t",mm;:;...,....,..,.. 
1 + k1t 

(pc being zero under set up conditions). 
eqn. 3.20 

Typical characteristics of a face chain system are shown graphically in 

Fig. 3.4. 

3.4 Torque-Displacement Characteristics using Hydraulic Type Compensating 

Devices 

Hydraulic chain tensioners usually employ a ram working at a constant 

. pressure to give constant values of T2. 

For such systems equations 3.15, 3.16 and 3.19 can be modified to 

become 

Tm = tmax f. 1 + k1 t) 

Tp = tmax (1 - k1t) 

T2(1 - k1t) - z sc(1 + k1t) 

T2(1 + k1t) - z sc(1 - k1t) 

Tm - To = 2.k1t(tmax - z sc + T2) 
pcr 

Elgn. 3.21 

eqn. 3.22 

eqn. 3.23 

3.5 Comparison behJeen Face Chain SY8tems E"1Dloyi~p,' Com1)ensatinp,' Devices 

and Solid Anchora~es 

The disadvantages of the solid anchorage system as compared ,:i th the 

use of compensating devices is best shown by an example. The method of set 
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up using solid anchorages is similar to that described for use with 

compensating devices. With the machine hauling on the maximum length 

of chain with the maximum haulage force (to achieve maximum chain tension 

the machine must be spragged into the coal face) the slack chain is pulled 

through the haulage and an attachment made to the anchorage point. This 

then gives the chain a pre-tension of tmax. Fig. 3.5(a) shows the 

system in the relaxed condition with no haulage force and a pre-tension 

of 100 kN (10 tons). With the machine hauling on the maximum chain 

length with maximum effort, Fig. 3.5(b~ (also the set up c<!>ndition), 

T1 = 100 kN (10 tons) and T2 = ~giving.100 kN (10 tons) machine effort. 

Note: No chain need pass through the sprocket system to get to this 

condition from the relaxed state. 

Figs. 3.5(c) and 3.5(d) show the machine at mid-face and at the face 

end hauling on a minimum chain length. In both cases the chain effort 

is 100 kN (10 tons) but in mid-face T1 and T2 are 150 kN and 50 kN (15 tons 

and 5 tons) and at the face end T1 = 200 kN (20 tons) and T2 = O. To 

achieve the mid-face condition the chain movement through the sprocket 

system is equivalent to 50 kN (5 tons) acting on t the face length of 

chain. To achieve the final condition no chain need pass through the 

sprocket system. 

With a compensating device to hold T2 constant at say 30 kN (3 tons) 

Figs. 3.5(e) to 3.5(r) at all face positions,machine effort is 100 kN 

(10 tons). MOvement of chain through the sprocket system to achieve these 

conditions is equivalent to 100 kN (10 tons) acting on the full face 

length of chain for Fig. 3.5(e), 100 kN (10 tons) acting on t face length 

for Fig. 3.5(c) and 100 kN (10 tons) acting on the minimum chain length 

for Fig. 3.5(d). 

This clearly shows that a solid anchorage system generates chain tensions 

nearly twice those generated by the compensated system working with similar 

haulage forces, leading to higher chain wear and friction .losses. Although 
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the tensions are higher the amount of chain moved through the system is 

less when using solid anchorages. The maximum movement occurs with the 

machine in mid-face and is only about 25% of the amount which moves through 

the compensated system with the machine hauling on maximum chain length. 

As the effects of chain elasticity on haulage units are higher with 

compensated force chain systems further analysis is confined to systems 

employing chain tensioners. Such systems are preferred operationally but 

are less common in service. 

3.6 Tension Losses due to Chain Drag 

The weight of a tensioned haulage chain is supported partly by either 

the floor or any other lower restraint such as the armoured face 

conveyor pans. Between t and i of the chain length is supported for a 

nominally t ensioned chain. 

When a chain supported in this way is stretche~a portion of the work 

done will be absorbed in friction with the support surface. As the 

tension is reduced, further energy will be absorbed and some residual 

tension will be left in the chain. 

For a catenary it can be shown that for a uniform chain, where the 

tension is much greater than the weight of the chain 

La = ks JTa where ks = J 2.sag (see 
wl 

so Ta - Tb = (L ~ La - Lb) wl.mus 

assuming La = Lb 

Ta - Tb = (1 - 2.ks Fa) wl.mus 

Fig. 3.6) eqn. 3.24 

eqn. 3.25 

eqn. 3.26 

Fig. 3.6 shows assessment of the tension loss due to chain drag for a 

typical haulage chain. The tension extension relationship can be seen to 

be displaced by 5 kN (0.5 ton) between the tension increasing and 

decreasing conditions. 

This assessment is very idealised when compared with the conditions 

under which any face chain would actually operate. All faces are not 
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straight in either the horizontal or vertical planes so the chain.could 

be forced on to either the floor or the face wall,leading to extra drag. 

--~ Conditions could exist where the chain was lying on the face conve~, if 

this was running, the flight bars would increase the drag in one direction 

and assist the tension in the opposite direction. Devices also exist to 

keep the chain clear of any contact with conveyor floor which mayor may 

not be used on any installation. It is unlikely that any chain drag could 

be represeneted by friction coefficients, operating conditions are never 

constant, chains can get snagged and are often completely covered in coal. 

Chain drag effects will be similar and additional to chain hysteresis 

effects. 

3.7 Force Extension Characteristics of Round Link Chain 

Extensive tests to determine the force-extension characteristics of 

round link chain have been described in reference 1. This characteristic 

is affected by the shape of the chain link, the area of contact between 

the adjacent links and the general condition of the chain. Reference 1 

quotes "no absolute force-extension characteristic exists for a particular 

type of chain". However, this reference recommends the use of 

average linear values for chain elasticity calculations. 



Tension loss co effici ent k1 

Coefficient of mu ~ .5 mu ~ .6 friction 

Chain size 18 mm 22 mm 26 mm 18 mm 22 mm 26 mm 

Sprocket teeth 

5 .044 .040 .044 .053 .048 .053 

6 .037 .036 .037 .044 .043 .044 

7 .032 .029 .032 .038 .035 .038 

8 .028 .025 .028 .037 .030 .037 

9 .025 .022 .025 .030 .026 .030 

10 .022 .020 .022 .026 .024 .026 

Table 3.1 Tension loss coefficient values for typical chain and 

sprocket combination. 

, 
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I~ovcment of chain relative to 
haulage, equivalent of T2 
tensioncr movement from fully 
compressed position 

Trp 
~ 

Tensioner pre-co,mpression force pc 

Sprocket torques 
Tpm sprocket driving (z i.ncreasin~) 
Trp sprocket driven (z decreasing) 

T2 Tensioner in mid position Haulage sprage-ed at face end 

Short length of chain under 
tension T2 
extension assumed to be zero 

Chain under Tension Tl 
Elasticity sc 
Chain length equivalent to 
face lene-th 

Sprocket effective rad. pcr 

Fig. 3.3 Diagramatic Representation of Face Chain System 

Available compression 

. 
Tl Tensioner in fully compressed 
condition 
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Face Chain System with Solid Anchorage Points 
T2 100kN 

a. I MIC 1 . TI 100kN 
'--_..J. Machine effort nil 

, b. 

c. 

d. 

"Pre tension condition 

T2 0'0 
~~lrM-I-C~I __________ ~T~I~I~O~O~I~(N~ ____ ~ 

Mac.hine effort 100 k N 

Machine hauling on max c~ain length 

I-.;.;T2~5:..:0:..;.k:..;.N~_--l1 MIC I TI 150kN 

MachiM in mid facC2 

TI 200kN 
I-~T.:;;;2_1:...:0;.",;0:..;k,;,.;.N"'--____________ ---I1 MIC .... 1 --I 

Machine hauling on min chain length 

Face Chain System with Spring Tensioners 

T2 30kN 

I I TI 30kN 
e. D~ MIC I----------D 

. Machine effort nil 
full closed full closed 

Pre tension condition 

T2 30kN 

I I TI 130kN 
f. B~ MIC I-------..,;..;,.........:;~--D 

Machine effort 100 kN full closed full open 
Machine hauling on max chain length 

g. [8~--,T,-=2:....::;,.30;;;,.;k,;,.;.N~_'-;1 MIC "" TI 130k N D 
half open Machine in mid face full closed 

TI 130 kN 

h. D;---:T-=2....;3::,,:O:.;,;k.:..,:N ______ -l1 MIC 1 D 
full closed Machine hauling on min chain length 

'Fig.3-5 Comparison between Face Chain Systems with Solid 

Anchorage and Chain Tension",rs 
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4 EXPERH1El'ITAL EXAMINATION OF A POlillR LOADER HAULAGE UNIT LOADED I1ITH A 

CllAnr SYSTE,I 

4.1 Introduction 

To form a basis for the simulation of chain elasticity effects using 

hydrostatic power absorbers, it was necessary to obtain some experimental 

data from a haulage unit loaded with a chain syst em, such as "ould be used 

on a typical coal face. Due to the extreme difficulties involved in 

conducting underground experimental work, use was made of an existing mock 

face system at the Swadlincote Test Site of MRDE. 

4.2 Description 

The facility available at Swadlincote Test Site included a 200 m 

length of armoured face conveyor pans, 200 m of 18 mm round link chain, 

two Anderson ~fuvor spring type compensating devices and anchorage points 

for the chain and haulage unit. The haulage unit us ed was the same BJ-D 

B14 with 88 kW (120 hp) induction motor as used for the laboratory 

experiments. Photographs of the test facility are shown in Figs. 4.1, 

4.2 and 4.3 • 

. 4.3 Inst~umentatjon 

As determination of the displacement-torque relationship >laS an 

important feature of this work a measurement was required of the haulage 

drive sprocket torque. To obtain this the first reduction shaft in the 

haulage gearbox was fitted with strain gauges (Fig. 4.4). The connecting 

terminal wires were taken inside the shaft up to a set of slip rings. 

Brush wires which contacted the slip rings were attached to the haulage 

cover. The strain gauged shaft was calibrated in the laboratory with the 

haulage unit loaded with a hydrostatic absorber through a British 

Hovercraft Ltd torque transducer. Signals from the torque transducer and 

the strain gauged shaft ,/ere compared on a Bryans X - Y plotter. The 

haulage unit was run in both the driving and driven modes at constant 

sprocket torque. Adjustments of gain were made to the signals from the 
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strain gauged shaft to show equal losses in both modes of operation. 

This· gave an effective method of calibration and also an indication of 

the losses in the haulage gearbox between the strain gauged shaft and the 

drive sprocket. 

Chain tensions were measured using a British Hovercraft Ltd 500 kN 

(50 ton) strain gauge tensometer fitted in the haulage chain either side 

of the haulage unit. A 10 turn rotary potentiometer,with a follower disc 

in contact with the drive sprocket,was used to give measurements of 

sprocket displacement. Haulage speed was determined using a magnetic . 
pulse type tachometer,connected to the hydraulic motor,through a 

flexible coupling. This device operated with a fast response frequency 

to analog converter. Haulage pressure was measured using a strain 

gauge type pressure transducer fitted to a tapping in the high pressure side 

of the transmission unit. 

Outputs from all the transducers were fed into a Bryans 2600 X - Y 

plotter via appropriate amplifier modules. A summing amplifier was 

available for use with the chain tensometers to give a measurement of the 

effective haulage force T1 - T2. 

4.4 Test Procedure 

As chain elasticity effects are greatest with the power loader hauling 

on the maximum length of chain,the haulage unit was positioned and fixed 

with 185 m of chain on the T1 side and 15 m on the T2 side. 

The chain system was set up using the recommended procedures to give 

optimum performance of the compensators. 

Tension was applied to T2 sufficient to partially compress the springs 

and the compression locking device applied. Near maximum tension was then 

applied to T1, the chain extended and the slack chain pulled through the 

T2 compensator and the chain attached. Removal of the compression lock 

allowed the slack chain that could not be pulled through to be tightened. 

An application of full tension up to the operation of the overload. device 
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then showed whether sufficient chain had been pulled through the T2 

compensator to eliminate slack chain at overload tension. Final 

corrections were made to achieve this condition. 

A series of tests were carried out to obtain X - Y recordings of the 

basic system parameters against the sprocket displacement. For these 

recordings, the haulage unit was allowed to increase the tension T1 at ~ 

speed up to the overload pressure,at which the by-pass valve operated and 

the chain relaxed rotating the haulage sprocket back to the equilibrium 

condition. These tests were made using the1.02 mm (.040 in) by-pass 
. 

valve to give a steady return speed. Checks were made for speed effects 

by repeating the tests with maximum forward speed and unrestricted 

by-pass valves,giving maximum return speed. Stall conditions were 

achieved by allowing the haulage to extend the chain at a minimum forward 

speed and prior to the operation of the overload valve, reversing the 

speed slightly until a minimum return speed was obtained. 

Using by-pass valve spools with varying sizes of restricting annuli, 

a series of tests was carried out to observe the relationship between 

rate of release of energy from the chain and by-pass valve size. Here 

again, the haulage was driven up to the overload pressure at ! speed and 

allowed to reverse back to equilibrium conditions. Recordings were 

taken on the X - Y plotter of haulage speed against displacement, the 

second Y channel was used on time base to estimate the time taken for 

energy release. 

Stabilisation of the fluid temperature was not easily achieved but 

attempts were made to obtain a sump temperature of 400 C to 60oC.prior to 

the recordings by periods of continuous running. 

4.5 Results 

Figs. 4.5 to 4.8 show the X - Y recordings of T1 and T2, Tl - T2, 

sprocket torque and haulage pressure against sprocket angular displacement. 

For these recordings a forward speed of ! maximum was used and a return 
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speed controlled by a 1.02 mm (.040 in) by-pass valve. 

A typical recording of haulage speed against sprocket angular 

displacement is shown in Fig. 4.9. The results for various sizes of 

by-pass valve spool are shown in Table 4.1. 

4.6 Observations 

4.6.1) Tension Characteristics 

The recordings of Tl and T2 against sprocket displacement Fig. 4.5 

clearly show the chain drag and hysteresis losses on Tl as described in 

Section 3.6. The non-linearity of this relationship can also be seen as 

described in reference 1. At a point of constant displacement the 

characteristic for tension increasing is separated from the decreasing 

tension characteristic by approximately 5 kN (.5 tons). 

The losses associated with T2, directly due to the compensating 

device, are higher than the chain drag and hysteresis seen on the Tl 

recording. This was partly due to the compensating device not being 

mounted in the ideal position. The anchorage point available was high, 

allowing a sideways reaction on the guide rods which added to the frictional 

losses. Such losses however could be similar to those met in underground 

operations since the compensating device, mounted in a low position, is 

subject to being covered with coal and binding on the floor and other 

objects. 

The combined effect of the Tl and T2 losses is seen in the recording 

of Tl - T2 against sprocket displacement characteristic Fig. 4.6. Here 

the haulage driving characteristic is separated from the haulage driven 

characteristic by approximately 10 kN (1 ton). 

The tension-displacement characteristics were not appreciably altered 

by changes in the rates of increase or decrease. 

On the T2 tension characteristic a reduction to zero at maximum 

displacement will be seen together with an associated modification to the 

Tl - T2 characteristic. This is due to the initial set up conditions of 
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the chain system. A small amount of slack chain can be accommodated by most 

haulage units and by setting the compensators to leave slack chain, the 
. I 

pre-tension of the chain (the tension at equilibrium) is reduced. After 

the T2 compensator has reached its maximum expanded condition the slack 

chain hangs in a catenary, this can provide sufficient back tension to 

eliminate bunching on the sprocket. If bunching does occur the amount of 

slack chain is reduced and the tension T2 increases sufficiently to free 

the chain. More slack chain can be accommodated in this way by haulage 

units with vertical sprockets. 

Sprocket Torque Characteristics 

The sprocket torque characteristic Fig. 4.7 clearly shows fluctuations 

due to the mesh pattern of the chain sprocket drive. Cyclic torque variations 

occur, of approximatelY,±3% at a frequency corresponding to the 

number of teeth on the sprocket (twic:e the chain pitch). Included in 

these cyclic operations,will be changes in the frictional losses,as links 

start and stop sliding on the drive and idler sprockets and various 

combinations of interlink rotation take place. The major contribution 

however,is thought to be due to changes in the effective radius of contact 

between chain and sprocket as the sprocket rotates. 

The additional higher frequency noise on the signal,is due to the 

meshing of the small drive gear on the bottom of the shaft to which the 

strain gauges were attached, together with some cyclic variations in 

torque originating at the haulage hydrostatic motor. 

A calculation of the factors klt and mu as described in Section 3.2 

from the strain gauge torque characteristics gives values of approximately 

.07 and .5 respectively. Values for these calculations are taken at 

the point of change in direction of rotation, here T2 is near zero and 

can be neglected. At intermediate pOints,the characteristic is affected 

by chain drag and compensator friction,in addition to the interlink 

friction loss factor klt,as can be seen from the Tl - T2 against 

displacement characteristic Fig. 4.6. 
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Haulage Pressure Characteristic 

The pressure-displacement characteristic Fig. 4.8 gives an 

indication of the levels of the combined frictional losses in the 

system. At the point of direction of rotation change, a pressure 

reduction of 8.96 MPa to 5.5 MPa (1300 Ib/in2 to 800 Ib/in2 ) can be 

seen. The factors producing the pressure drop include the efficiency of 

the hydrostatic motor and the speed reducing gearbox, and the frictional 

losses in the sprocket chain drive system. 

strain Energy Release Speed Characteristic 

The results of recordings made using 4 by-pass valve spools with 

differing restricting annular passages are shown in Table 4.1. 
\ 

Due to the unrepeatability of the results and difficulties involved 

in accurately controlling and recording the many experimental variables 

only a representative set of results were taken. 

Throughout the tests the maximum pressure in the high pressure side 

of the hydrostatic transmissions , immediately after the change of direction 

of sprocket rotation,was not recorded at a higher value than 5.86 1Wa 

(850 Ib/in2 ). Taking this value and corresponding flow rates for the 

by-pass valve spools,obtained from Fig. 5. 12,hydrostatic motor speeds 

were calculated which would give this value of flow. These values are 

also shown an Fig. 4.10. It is significant that for the 1.02 mm and 1.21 mm 

(.040 in and .050 in) valve spools, speeds higher than the maximum 

calculated were recorded, indeed to achieve such high speeds haulage 

pressures in excess of 9.6 MPa (1400 lb/in2 ) would be required, higher 

than the overload tripping pressure in the forward direction. From these 

calculated points,the motor would appear to be able to pass more flow 

over the by-pass valve than the by-pass valve pressure-flow characteristics 

indicate. This is thought to show the prime reason for discrepancy 

between individual results.' 

When the by-pass valve operates,pressure transients are produced 

in the transmission circuit. Any sub-atmospheric pressure transients 
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would lead' to high floy rates being demanded through the circuit eheek 

valves. 1'hese valves are known to cavitate at low flow rates and are 

therefore unlikely to be able to deal ,Ii th pressure transient conditions 

without cavitation. Such phenomena could lead to the higher than 

predicted strain energy release speeds. 

There arc also several additional caUSGS of inconsist cnces. Ho 

means "ere available to accurately control the haulage fluid temperature, 

, 0 0 
although ~n attempt was made to perform the tests at 40 C - 60 C. EVen 

an accurat e control of sump temperatUre ,/QuId not have ensured the necessary 

control of the circuit temperature. The pressure overload valve did not 

operate at a constant pressure. Due to the low connection capacitance, 

considerabl e pres sure rippl e exi st ed in the transmi ssion circuit. 

Al though the haulage unit contained a damping coil to suppress these 

pressure fluctuations prior to the overload valve, inconsistences were 

noted in the operating pressure. This effect was accentuated when high 

'forward speeds were used, the overload valve response times allowing 

the haulage pressure to continue increasing until the by-pass valve spool 

operated. Any operation of the circuit relief valves set at 9.3 }1Pa 

(13!0 Ib/in
2) (overload valve set to 8.62 ~1Pa (1250 Ib/in2)) could 

aggravate the inlet valve cavitation effect described above~ 



Test Valve size Sprocket Time Speed 
No Rotation 

in mm revs secs revs/min 

x6 .035 .89 .46 34 470 
X7 .035 .89 .48 37 390 
X1 .040 1.02 .45 20 600 
X5 .040 1.02 .44 24 550 
x8 .040 1.02 .52 18 770 
X9 .040 1.02 .54 18 880 
X2 .050 1.27 ·54 10 1130 
X3 .050 1.27 .53 8.6 1450 
X4 .050 1.27 .52 9 1500 
X10 .050 1.27 .46 11 770 " 
X11 .050 1.27 .55 10 1230 
X12 .248 6.3 .59 4.5 2050 
X13 .248 6.3 .58 4.4 2030, 
X14 .248 6.3 .56 4.4 1950 
X15 .248 6.3 .58 4.4 2050 

Note - Time is time for the sprocket to return to 
to the equilibrium condition from the point 
of change of direction of sprocket rotation. 

- Sprocket rotation is measured between the 
point of change of direction of rotation and 
equilibrium. " 

- Speed is maximum speed during release of 
strain energy from chain systems. 

- Valve size is the reduction in diameter at 
the annular restriction. 

'rable 4.1 Results taken from X - Y recordings of 
strain energy release sneed character
istics, haulaae loaded with chain system 

• 



Fig. 4.1 Chain and Sprocket Details of the BJ-D Haulage 

Unit used in the Surface Trials 



Fig. 4.2 BJ-D Haulage Unit undergoing Surface Trials 

Fig. 4.3 Details of Chain Tensioner and Tensometer used in Surface Trials 



Fig. 4.4 Strain Gauged Shaft and Slip Rings used for 
Torque measurement within the Haulage Gearbox 
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5 DEl'Em.mIA~'IO;I OF HAULAGE UNI~' mm ABSORBEH CHARACTERISTICS 

5.1 Introduction 

In order to construct the dynamic model of the haulage unit and 

simulation system; inputs to the model were required of the basie haulage 

and absorber characteristics. These were experimentally determined Hhere 

possible and obtained from alternative sources where the required data 

was beyond the scope of the experimental equipment. > 

For the dynamic model pressure-torque characteristics were required 

in both the driving and driven modes of operation. This information >Ias 

not readily available from manufacturers since, in the case of the 
• 

absorbers, hydrostatic motors are not generally operaGed as pumps and pOHer 

loader haulage units are seldom used to absorb pOHer. 

5.2 Description 

A BJ-D B14 haulage unit, as described in Section 2.5, was used 

throughout the oourse of the tests. The haulage unit was driven by its 

associated 110 kW (150 hp) water cooled induotion motor. A drive from the 

output sprocket Has taken through a torque transducer mounted betHeen a 

pair of gear type flexible couplings to the input shaft of the power 

absorber. (Figs. 5.01 and 5.02). 

Three types of hydrostatic power absorbers were available with 

capacities suitable for use Hith this haulage unit; a Chamberlain 

Industries Ltd Staffa B2700 with a 2/1 speed increasing epicyclic gearbox; 

a similar unit B270 H was identical to the B270D except for having 

hydrostatically balanced slipper pads instead of the plain bearing 

dynamically balanced type used in the B270D. A 4/1 speed increasing 

gearbox was also available for use with these units. The Hagglunds motor, 

having a rotating body, was mounted in a specially manufactured be'arings 

assembly. This motor had sufficient capacity not to require a speed 

increasing gearbox. Diagrams of the Hagglunds 6185 and the Staffa B270H 

are shown in Figs. 5.03 and 5.04. 

, 
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Common circuits were used for all the absorbers as shown in Fig. 5.05. 

To simplify the circuit pipework, manifold blocks were manufactured to 

enable the direction control valves to be bolted to the absorber ports. 

Pressure sources for the absorber circuit were taken from a 

laboratory ring main system feed from a 90 kN (120 hp) pOHer 'pack. This 

system enables rigs of this kind to be built without individual tanks, 

coolers, filters, boost pumps etc. Four connections were required to 

the ring main system feed and return pressure, high pressure feed (used 

to drive the absorbers as motors) and circuit drains. 

The absorber circuit relief valve was a Denison two stage type with 

the pilot cohtrolled by a Denison Electroilic valve. This enabled the 

absorber circuit pressure to be controlled remotely from the control panel. 

A non-return valve aro1ll1d the absorber provided protection from inadvertent 

reversal of the haulage unit,without the appropriate reversal of the two 

stage solenoid operated Denison direction control valve. The large 

accumulator on the return line,together with the low pressure relief 

valve to the feed line,prevented 1ll1due rises in the return line pressure 

with high absorber speeds,as occurred during simulation of chain strain 

energy release. Provision Has made in the high pressure side of the 

circuit for a bank of accumulators,to enable energy to be stored 

corresponding to the energy in the chain. 

5.3 Instrumentation 

Strain gauge type pressure transducers were used in the haulage 

transmission circuit and the high pressure side of the absorber circuit. 

Sprocket torque measurements were made by means of the British Hovercraft 

strain gauge torque transducer. The strain gauged shaft in the haulage 

gear train and the slip rings as described in Section 4.3 were also 

available. Also common to the surface trials was the 10 turn displacencnt 

transducer and the pulse type motor speed transducer. These transducers 

are shown in Fig. 5.6. 
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Outputs from thcse trancducers were available through amplifier 

modulcs to either the Bryans X-Y plotter or a 12 channel ultra violet 

recorder. For sprocket displacement measurements on the U/V recordcr,a 

3600 rotary potentiometer was used,in place of the 10 turn potentiometcr 

used in conjunction with the X-Y recordcr. 

5.4 Test Procedure 

Absorber Torque-Pressure Characteristics 

With tre accumulator bank switched into the absorber circuit,the 

haulage was run in the forward direction starting from an unloaded 

condition with the absorber circuit valve set to its maximum value. This 

operation gradually charges the accumulator bank increasing the absorber 

circuit pressure, the absorber torque and the haulage circuit pressure. 

When a haulage circuit pressure of 10.3MPa (1500 Ib/in2 ) was reached,the 

haulage speed vlaS reversed,allowing the absorbe~ to drive the haulage unit 

as the accumulators discharged. With the outputs from the absorber pressure 
.' 
arid the torque transducer feed to the X-Y channels of the recorder 

respectively, a recording can be made of the pressure-torque characteristic 

in both the driven and driving modes of operation. This procedure Has 

repeated at various speeds for the three absorbers available. During 

o 
these tests the absorber circuit temperature was held constant at 50 C. 

The haulage overload device Has disconnected from the circuit during these 
I 

tests. The recordings are shoHn in Figs. 5.07 to 5.09. 

5.4.2) Absorber Leakage Characteristics 

Due to the difficulties of introducing positive displacement flow 

meters into the absorber circuit to determine its leakage characteristics, 

an alternative procedure "Ias employed. The absorber circuit relief valve 

was set to its maximum value,and the haulage unit vias used to drive the 

absorber at a series of very low speeds, the absorber prcssure being 

noted at oach speed. Under such conditions the total flow displaced by 

the absorber is lost in le~cage and the pressurc rises to correspond. 
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This method of leakage determination is similar to the blocked port 

tests described in reference 6. The leakage rate measured in this way, 

includes external and internal leakage from the absorber and also any 

losses from the absorber circuit. This procedure Has carried out for 

the Hagglunds 6185 motor and the Staffa B270H. The results are shown 

in Fig. 5.10 after the haulage speeds had been converted to displaced 

volume floH rates at the absorber. 

Haulage Lerucage Characteristics 

To give an indication of the haulage leakage characteristics,the 

haulage unit "'as run at full speed and changes in motor speed were noted 

as the haulage pressure was increased by increasing the absorber circuit 

pressure. These results are shown in Fig. 5.11. The leakage figures 

include both external and internal losses from the pump and motor together 

with any circuit losses. For the purpose of the dynamic model the total 

losses were equally split into internal and external losses. 

System Inertia 

The inertia of the absorbers was obtained from the manufacturers 

lit erature. 

'For the purpose of-the dynamic"modei't"he inertia of the haulage unit 

was taken as the inertia of the hydrostatic motor. During the release 

of strain energy from the chain, the motor, gear train and sprocket are 

accelerated but owing to the high reduction ratio (215/1) only the motor 

inertia is Significant when referred to the sprocket. The motor inertia 

was found using ~ trifilar suspension system at Loughborough University. 

pump Stroke Chan~e Rate 

The pump stroke change rate was obtained from recordings taken by 

running the haulage at full speed and increasing the pressure to operate 

the overload valve. Recordings were ta~en from the pump stroke position 

transducer on the U/V recorder. 
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5.4.6) Determination of the By-Pass Valve Pres~ure-Flow Characteristics 

To control the rate of release of strain energy from the face chain 

system, the BJ-D B14 haulage unit has a by-pass valve spool with a 

restricting annular passage. The by-pass valve is brought into circuit 

across the hydraulic motor under conditions of overload or manual 

machine stops, the energy in the chain rotating the motor and forcing 

fluid through the valve. As this restricting by-pass valve spool is 

only in its development phase, several valves were available so that 

their effects on the rate of release of strain energy could be observed. 

Due to the complex nature of the flow paths in the by-pass valve and 

• the empirical nature of the theoretical analysis of such problems, it was 

decided to obtain the pressure-flow characteristics experimentally. 

Experimental Method 

To experimentally determine the pressure-flow characteristics of the 

by-pass valves,a valve block was made which held a by-pass spool and had 

identical ports to those in the haulage unit. 

The input port was connected to a 4.54 dm3/sec (60 gal/min), 13.8 ~Wa 

(2000 Ib/in2 ) power pack and the output port returned through a positive 

displacement flow meter to the power pack tank. Pressure gauges on the 

input and output ports were used to assess the pressure drop across the 

valve. The flow through the valve was varied in increments by adjusting 

the supply pressure, readings of pressure and flow being taken at each 

increment. 

The tests were repeated for several· by-pass valves with varying 

dimension of restricting annulus. The results are shown in Table 5.1 and 

Fig. 5. 12. 

5.5 Observations 

Absorber Torque-Pressure Characteristics 

The overall mechanical efficiency of the Staffa B270D l1ith 2/1 

gearbox, the Staffa B270H l1ith 2/1 gearbox and the Hagglunds 6185 hydrostatic 
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units are clearly sho,m on Figs. 5.07 to 5.09. As the frictional losses 

involved act against the direction of movement, the torque-pressure 

characteristics for the driving and driven modes of operation are 

equispaced about a theor~tical no loss line. 

The B270H and the Hagglunds 6185 characteristics were found to be 

independent of speed within the range t - 6 rev/min (1 - 12 rev/min for 

the B270H due to the gearbox) within the limits of the experimental 

technique. The Hagglunds 6185 had the higher efficiency of approximately 

97% against a combined efficiency for the Staffa B270H and gearbox of 

approximately 90%. In both cases the efficiency for the driving and 

driven modes'of operation were similar. 

A large degree of speed dependence is. shown on the Staffa B270H 

characteristic Fig. 5.07 in the lower speed range. Efficiencies of 70% 

at stall speeds of around 1 rev/min are evident in both modes of 

operation,whereas at speeds above 2 rev/min the unit has an efficiency 

comparable to the Staffa B270D. This unpredictability of the torque

pressure characteristic for the Staffa B270D was thought to make this 

unit unacceptable for use as a chain tension simulation device and no 

further tests were carried out with this unit. 

Absorber Leakage Losses 

The absorber leakage characteristics are shown in Fig. 5.10. To 

judge the effects of absorber leakage on the use of hydrostatic absorbers 

for chain elasticity simulation,account must be taken of their differing 

capacities. A. Staffa B270H with a 2/1 speed increasing gearbox has an 

effective displacement of 8.64 dm3 per revolution of the drive sprocket, 

whereas the Hagglunds 6185 has a displacement of 16.38 dm3 per revolution 

of the drive sprocket. This allm-IS the Hagglunds 6185 to be operated at 

approximately half the pressures needed by the Staffa B270H for similar 

haulage sprocket torques. After adjusting by this factor and referring 

back to sprocket speed,it Can be seen that for equivalent sprocket torques 
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the Hagglunds 6185 has :,pproximately tHicc the leakage effects of the 

Staffa B270II. 

Syst cm In oTt i a 

A measurement of the haulage transmission inertia using a trifilar sus

pension Has found to be 4700 kg/m2 when referred to the haulage sprocket. 

Absorber inertia values are41.2 kg/m2 for the Hagglunds 6185 and 4.0 kgfi 

for the Staffa B270H and gearbo4 referred to the haulage sprocket 

(manufacturers information). 

When a haulage sprocket is loaded by a face chain system inertia 

effects are very small, it is therefore important in dynamic Hork on 

haulage units that the inertia of the loading system is kept to a 

minimum. By the elimination of large speed increasing gearboxes between 

haulage unit and absorber, as is possible using hydrostatic absorbers, the 

inertia of the loading system can be kept to Hi thin approximately 1% 

of the haulage inertia. 
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Valve Size 

in nn in mn in mm in nt1 

.030 .76 .035 .89 .040 1.02 .050 1.27 

Pre5sure Floe; rates 

lb/in 
2 !,!Pa gal/nin an3/sec gal/min <1.,,3/sec gal/min am3/sec gal/tain am.3 /sec 

200 1.38 1>.0 .30 5.0 .38 6.0 .45 9.0 .68 

l,.00 2.76 7.0 .53 9.0 .68 10.0 .76 15.0 1.1l,. 

600 4.13 9.6 .• 73 11 .5 .87 13.0 .98 19.0 1 .l,.4 
- .• - . 

800. 5.51 11.8 .89 1 l,.. 0 1.06 16.0 1.21 23.0 1 .7l,. -- -
1000 6.89 D.O .98 16.0 1.21 18.0 1.36 25.0 1 • .:19 ,--. - -
1200 8.27 14.5 1.10 17.5 1.33 20.5 1.55 28.0 2.12 - ._--
1400 9.65 16.0 1.21 19.5 1.1.8 23.0 1.74 30.5 2 • .31 

~.----. -- - --
1600 1.02 17.0 1.29 21.0 1.59 25.0 1.89 34.0 2.58 

-
1200 12.1,0 18.2 1.36 23.0 1.74 27.0 2.05 35.5 2.69 

-
Original valve size .248 (6.30 mm) 

Inlet Pressure Outlet Pressure Pressure. Cliff Flo-it rate 

Ib/in
2 i.!Pa lb/in 

2 
!.IPa Ib/in

2 
J'I:Fa gal/min ' 3; om s cc . 

160 1.10 80 .55 80 .55 23.5 1.78 

190 1.31 100 .69 90 .62 27.0 2.05 
. 

2l,.0 1.65 120 .83 120 .82 32.5 2.l,.6 
. 

300 2.07 150 .03 150 .Ol,. 38.0 .2.88 
-

l,.00 2.76 200 .38 200 1.33 45.5 3.45 
.~--

I.GO 3.17 230 .58 230 .59 49.0 3.71 

Table 5.1 Byoi1l's val VB pressure flow characteristics 



Fig. 5.01 BJ-D B14 Haulage Unit Loaded with Staffa B270H 

Hydrostatic MOtor and Accumulator Bank 



Fig. 5.02 BJ-D B14 Haulage Unit Loaded with Hagglands 6185 

Hydrostatic Motor and Accumulator Bank 



1. Guide·plate 

2. Piston rod 

3. Piston 

4. Distributor 

5. Cylinder block 

6. Roller shaft 

7. Cam rollers 

8. Cam ring 

9. Oldham coupling 

A= Port »N) 

C= Port »C» 

D= Drain port »D» 

Fig, 5'03 H0991unds 6185 Hydrostatic Motor 



A Motor Case 

C Valve Housing 

E Piston 

F Connecting Rod 

G Crankshaft 

I Valve Spool 

K Oldham's Coupling F 

N Restrictor 

V Taper Roller Bearing 
N 

-11------1 G 

Fig.5-04 Staffa B 270 H Hydrostatic Motor 
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A - Return line to power pack 110 lb/in
2 (0.76 MPa) nominal 

B - Feed line from power pack 100 Ib/in
2 (0.69 MPa) nominal 

C - High pressure feed from power pack max 2000 lb/in2 (14 MPa) 

D - High torque low speed motor acting as power absorber 

E - Drive from Haulage Unit 

F - Accumulator bank 

G - Pilot controlled relief valve 

H - 'Electroilic' pilot relief valve 

I - Direction control valve, manifold mounted 

J -, Circuit protection check valve 

K - Pressure regulation accumulator 

L - Overpressure relief valve 

M - Pressure gauge &: transducer 

N - Pressure gauge 

Fig 5.05 Hydro3tatic absorber circuit diagram used for chain 

elasticity simulation 

A 

B 



Fig. 5.06 
Haulage Unit showing Speed, Angular Displacement, 

Output Torque and Gearbox Torque Measuring Devices 
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Fig. 5.10 Leakage characteristics of power absorbers 
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Return pressure 100 Ib!in (.75 MPa) 
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6 THE SEL]'X;TIOlI OF ACCtJ:.TIJLATOR BAHK CHARGllra PRESSURES TO GIVE 

APPROXHlflTIWS TO LTIlElffi PRESSURE - VOLUJ.!E RELATIONSHIPS 

6.1 Pressure-Voluse Characteristics of a Single Accumulator 

Accunulator pressure-volume relationships are generally ~ssumed to 

n approximate to the gas law P.V = constant. This characteristic is 

clearly a CUL~e of the form as sho'ffi in Fig. 6.1. For a given accumulator 

volume, determined by its physical size, the only variable which can be 

used to alter the characteristic is the pre-charge pressure, the gas 

pressure with maximum gas volume. The selection of accumulators for 

normal applications of shock suppression and energy storage is often 
• 

carried out on a rule of thumb basis for several reasons; requirements 

can seldom be adequately specified; only fixed increments of accumulator 

volume are available; the polytropic indices of expansion and compression 

are not easily determined and exact mathematical solutions are difficult 

to achieve. The use of accumulators for simulation of chain elasticity 

requires that the accumulators fully discharge, this further complicates 

selection and pre-charge pressure calculations. When an accumulator is 

alJ.oweo. to fully n.iRCh'1,rgp. from s"me load or supply pressure, the amount 

of fluid displaced is dependent on the maximum gas volume of the accumulator 

and the gas volume at the start of discharge. This volume is dependent on 

the accumulator pre-charge pressure and the conditions under which the 

accumulator has been charged. These factors complicate calculations of 

accumulator characteristic~ particularly if the pressure-volume 

characteristic is to be approximated to linear with the accumulator fully 

discharging, as is the case with chain elasticity simulation. 

To show the type of calculations involved suppose that it is 

required to find the charge pressure p~ that will allow an accumulator 

to discharge a volume of fluid Vel, from a pressure Ps, to a final pressure 

Pf with the accumulator fully discharging. ~fuere Vd = Va - Vs is related 
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to Pd = Ps - Pf by Pd = slope (a constant) & n1 = charge index 
Vd 

& n2 = discharge index 

Ps - Pf 
Va - Vs 

Pc.Van1 

Pf.Van2 

= slope 

n1 Ps.Vs 

eqn. 6.01 

eqn. 6.02 

eqn. 6.03 

Inspection of eqn. 6.01, 6.02 and 6.03 shows that the solution for 

pc, Ps & Vs involves the solution of simultaneous polynomial equations. 

The problem is simplified however if the charge and discharge indices 

are assumed to be equal 

Then Pc = Pf & n1 = n2 

eqn. 6.01 now becomes Ps - Pc 1 
Va _ Vs :::;: S ope eqn. 6.04 

Solutions are now only required for Ps and Vs from eqn. 6.04 and 6.02 

but again a polynomial is required to be solved. 

6.2 Pressure-Volume Characteristics of Accumulator Banks 

The use of hydrostatic power absorbers for chain elasticity simulation 

requires a nominally linear pressure-volume relationship with fluid discharge, 

due to t:1E. prL.por t::"onu.l .... ature. vf :he Cha.:Lll .3tif!'nss3. If accumulators are 

to be used to achieve this simulation some modification of the basic 

accumulator characteristic is required. Banks of accumulators with a range 

of charge pressures can be used to approximate to the linear characteristic, 

but the determination of the number of accumulators required, their size 

and charge pressures,are difficult to determine. Exact mathematical 

solutions to the problem involve the solution of sets of polynomial 

equations with many unknowns. Since these equations would require some 

numerical technique for solution,a more direct incremental computational 

technique is described for setting pre-charge pressures. As this itself 

has limitations and needs access to a computer an alternative empirical 

method is also shown. Both these methods of linear approximation are 

used in the terminal section of the CSl/IP model to ",ssess their accuracy 

"hen used to simulate the chain elasticity. 
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These procedures for accumulator pre-charge pressure selections are 

only made possible by the assumption that the accumulators charge and 

discharge v,ith the same polytropic indcx ie n1 = n2 = n. Any method 

involving charging and discharging with differin,<; indices would be very 

much more complex. The assumptions however would be true if no heat was 

transferred during the charge-discharge operation and indeed with 

relatively rapid volume changes this is a fair assumption. However, the 

incremental method des cri bed has a facility to accept a bank of 

accumulators ",ith previously det ermined pre-charge pressures, and compute 

the pressure-volume relationship,if charged at one value of the polytropic 

index and discharged at another, thus giving an indication of the errors 

involved in the assumption. 

6.3 Empirical Method for Determining the Charge Pressures of Accumulator 

Banks·for Linear Pressure-Volume Approximation 

Consider a bank of four accumulators Fig. 6.1. Let VV(1) to VV(4) 

be the total gas volumes of the accumulator bank at pressures corresponding 

to the charge pressures Pa( 1) to Pa(4). 

Then VV(1) = Va(1) + Va(2) + Va(3) + Va(4) 
1 

VV(2) = Va(1) e:t~nn + Va(2) + Va(3) 

vv(3) 

I 

1 1 

= Va(1) (~:gnn +Va(2) (~:my 
1 

vv(4) = Va(1) (~:f~nn + Va(2) 

+ Va(4) 

+ Va(3) + Va(4) 

+ Va(3) 

eqn. 6.05 

eqn. 6.06 

eqn. 6.07 

+ Va(4) 
eqn. 6.08 

For simplification let the accumulator volumes be equal and let the 

increments of charge pressure be equal 

Then VV(1) = 4 eqn. 6.09 

+ 3 eqn. 6.10 

VV(3) +2 eqn. 6.11 
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eqn. 6.12 

Now if n ~ 1 and Va ~ 1, VV(l) ~ 4, VV(2) = 3.5, VV(3) ~ 3 and VV(4) ~ 2.5. 

As the pressures associated, with these points have equal increments the 

points lie on a linear pressure-volume relationship. Also for the point 

one pressure increment above Pa(4) the linear relationship still holds. 

ie eqn. 6.13 

VV(5) ~ 2 for n ~ 1 and Va ~ 1 

A numerical example Sh014S the linearity to hold within reasonable limit s 

when realistic values of n are used ie n = 1.2 to n ~ 1.5 (see Table 6.1). 

This relationship however still has only two variables to alter the 

slope of the pressure-volume relationship, accumulator volume and the 

charge pressure of the first accumulator. 

In practice accumulators are limited on the minimum charge pressure 

" to approximately 2rJf, of the maximum \>JOrking pressure. This however is 

compatible with the required characteristi~ since due to sprocket friction 

the torque-displacement characteristic of the sprocket drive system does 

not usually reduce to zero. 

A further factor is required,to alter the slope of the pressure-volwne 

characteristic,by adjusting the increment between each accumulator charge 

I , 
presyure,whllst the lowest pressure Pa(l) remains constant. This 

pressure must be of pre-determined value to 'correspond ,dth the equivalent 

point on the torque-displacement characteristic. 

Let this increment factor be yi so that the first charge pressure 

remains Pa(l), the second becomes Pa(2).yi, the third Pa(3).yi etc. Note 

Pa(2) ~ 2. Pa(l ).yi etc. 

The total gas volumes now become 

VV(1) = 4 eqn. 6.14 
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1 
W(2) =(_1 _.);;- + 3 eqn. 6.15 

2·Yl 

1 1 
W (3) = (_1 .);;- +(~);;- + 2 

3.Yl 3 
eqn. 6.16 

eqn. 6.17 

eqn. 6.18 

Again the numerical example shows this to yield reasonably linear results 

in the range yi = 1 to yi = 3, n = 1.2 to n = 1.5 (see Table 6.1): 

In this example the slopes of the characteristic are taken such that 

S5 is the slope betl;een points Pa(5), W(5) and Pa(1), W(1) 

ie s5 = pa
t
1) yi.5 - pa}1) 

VaVV(1)-VV(5 

s5 = Pa(1) (5.yi - 1) 
Va VV(1) - VV(5) 

Similarly s4 is the slope between Pa(4), W(4), and Pa(1), W(1) 

s3 is 

s2 is 

st is 

the slope between Pa(3), w(3), 

the slope between Pa(2 ), W(2), 

the slope between Pa(5), W(5 ), 

and Pa(1), W(1) 

and Pa(1), W(1) 

and Pa(2), W(2) 

eqn. 6.19 

eqn. 6.20 

Note that to convert the slope obtained with unity values of Pa(1) and Va 

a multiplication is required by Pa(1) • 
Va 

A minimum value of the slope achievable from any bank of accumulators 

is set by the tangent of the pvn relationship at a pressure corresponding 
, 

to the pre-charge pressure on the first accumulator. 

W = Va eqn. 6.21 

-n 
P = 

Pa (~a) eqn. 6.22 

(-1-n) n dP = n.Pa. Va Va 
Tv 

cqn. 6.23 
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dP = - n.Pa eqn. 6.24 
dV Va 

To compare this 'lith lll1i ty values in use above 

dP = - n at Pa = 1 and Va = 1 
dV 

This Hould give minimum lll1ity slopes Hith n = 1.4 of slope = 1.4 corresponding 

to yi increment values of about 0.7, but numerical examples ShO>1 that yi can 

be taken to 0.5 (at Hhich Pa(2) = Pa(1)) Hithout lll1due affect to the upper 

portion of the linear approximation. BeloH yi = 0.7 the point VV(2) lies 

above the linear relationship, but higher values of VV correspond Hell. 

This nOH gives three variables Hhich can be manipulated to give the 

desired linear pressure-volume characteristic. 

Pa(1) - the 10Hest charge pressure in the accumulator bank 

This usually corresponds to a fixed value on the required characteristic 

so little variation is possible. Care must be taken not to operate 10Her 

than the minimum stated by the manufacturers. But accumulators are available 

Hhich Hill operate at zero initial pressure if required. 

Va - accumulator initial gas volume 

Accumulators are only available in fixed step sizes and this setting 

procedure requires them to be of the same volume. They can hOHever be used 

in combination, ie a 1.0 dm3 and 0.5 dm3 accumulator can be considered to 

be one accumulator of 1.5 dm3 volume and charged to the same value. 

yi - accumulator bank pressure increment factor 

The value of yi is adjustable to give the required slope after the 

initial volume and the 10Hest charge pressure have been determined. LOH 

values of yi Hill mean that more accumulators are required to cover a 

given pressure range but the characteristic Hill be nearer to linear. High 

values of yi ;rill need less accumulators to cover this range but the 

relationship Hill be less linear. The points at the charge pressure 1'lill 

lie on the line but the loops betHeen these points Hill be more pronounced. 

The data from the numerical example has been plotted on Fig. 6.2 
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and an example given on its interpolation and use. The slope s4 was 

taken as an average point for the production of this diagram. 

Also an empirical relationship for yi has been det ermined where 

usl = unity slope = slope required multiplied by ~V~a'r:-"" 
Pat 1) 

yi = .36 .2.n + (.56 - .13.n).usl eqn. 6.25 

or assuming n = 1.4 

yi = .08 + .37. 

Thus giving Pa( 1) 

Pa(2) = 

'Pa(3) = 

Va • slope 
Pat 1) 

Pa(1) - specified 

Pa(1).yi.2 

Pa( 1 ).yi.3 etc. 

value 

eqn. 6.26 

eqn. 6.27 

eqn. 6.28 

eqn. 6.29 

Note yi is non-dimensional so any consistent units can be used. 

6.4 COlllPutational ~Iethods for Determining the Charge Pressures of 

Accumulator Banks for Pre-Determined Pressure-Volume Approximations 

The empirical method previously described has the disadvantage of 

working only for linear pressure-volume relationships and requiring· the 

use of equal size accumulators. As an alternative an incremental 

computational technique is described for use in the Terminal Section of 

the CSMP module of the simulation system, Terminal Section 1. 

Terminal Section 1 Accumulator Pre-charge Pressure Setting using 

Pressure Incrementing Technique 

The CSMP dynamic model for the simulation system is arranged such that 

the pressure-volume relationship required from the power absorber to 

accurately reproduce the tension-displac.ement relationship of the chain 

under dynamic conditions is calculated and stored in array form. The 

Terminal Section takes input of the volumes and number of accumulators in 

the bank and the polytropic index under which the accumulators 'lill charge. 

Initially all the accumulators are set with their pre-charge pressure to 

a maximum value with the exception of the first accumulator, the pre-

charge pressure of which is set equal to the lo'lest pressure in pressure-
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volume characteristic arrays BPA and BVOL. The programme then increments 

pressure by a value KR,and at each increment checks if the total gas 

volume of all the accumulators VV is greater than that needed to give the 

required characteristic VLlllE. This is calculated by linearly interpolating 

the BPA and BVOL arrays at the incremented pressure KP. If VV is greater 

than VLINE, the second accumulator pre-charge pressure is set to the 

previous value of KP,otherwise the pressure is again increased and a further 

check made. The procedure continues until a maximum pressure is reached. 

Three arrays AP, AL and AV are also produced as the pressure is incremented 

which describe the accumulator bank pressure-volume characteristic and the 

simulation pressure-volume characteristic for re-use in the dynamic model. 

Printed outputs of the accumulator pre-charge pressure settings and all 

the array elements are produced as outputs. This technique is able to set 

more than one accumulator to the same pre-charge pressure if the pressure

volume. characteristic so requires and can deal with accumulator banks 

containing accumulators of differing sizes. 

Terminal Section 2 

As a comparison with the accumulator pre-charge setting procedure used 

in Terminal Section 1, Terminal Section 2 approximates the BVOL and BPA 

arrays to linear and uses the empirical relationship to set the pre-charge 

pressures assuming a polytropic index PQI'C. An incremental procedure is 

then used to produce the arrays AP, AL and AV which are required by the 

second run of the dynamic model. 

The incremental procedure is modifieq from that used in Terminal 

Section 1 to accommodate charging and discharging at different polytropic 

indices. Values VT are computed which are the individual acc~~ulator 

gas volumes at the maximum operation pressure after charging from the set 

pre-charge pressures at the charging index POUC. Pressure is then 

incrementally reduced and the total gas volume calculated assuming the 

accumulators discharge at the polytropic index POHE. This procedure 
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gives an indication of the errors produced from the assumption that the 

accumulators charge and discharge with the same polytropic index. Also 

using thi s method, if POHC is made equal to POI'lE, a direct comparison can 

be made behleen the incremental accumulator pre-charge setting technique 

as used in Terminal Section 1 and the empirical method. 

Terminal Section 3 

Terminal Section 3 sets accumulator pre-charge pressures to fit a 

pressure-volume relationship from the absorber determined only from the 

static characteristics of the chain haulage absorber system, as an 

alternative to the dynamic derivation used with Terminal Sections 1 and 2. 

The empirical accumulator pro-charge setting procedure is used along with 

the pressure incrementing method described for Terminal Section 2. 

Terminal Section) is used to examine the importance of the dynamic 

derivation of the required absorber pressure-volume relationship. The 

primary difference being that Terminal Section 3 does not take into 

consideration the absorber leakage. However an empirical factor FACT can 

be used to compensate the required volume REV for absorber leakage losses. 
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.. 

Table 6.1 Numerical example of expressions 6.14 to 6.18 • 

Based on unity volume accumulators with a minimum unity pressure 
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Fig 6.1 Diagrammatic representation of the addition of 4 accumulators charged to various prs-charge pressures 

• to give an approximation to '11 linear pressure-volume discharge characteristics 
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How to use 

1 INCREMEWl' YI 2 3 

Assume a bank of accumulators each of 60 i~ (.98 dm3)capacity ara reguired 
to give a linear pressure volume characteristic discharging 80 in3 (1.31 dm5) of 
fluid between 400 lb/in3 (2.8 MPa) and 2000 lb/in2 (13.8 MPa) with a polytropic 
index of n = 1.4 

a) Actual slope = 2000 - 400 = 20 lb/i~ 
80 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Unity slope = 20 x 60 (accumulator volume) = 3.0 (dimensionless) 
400 (minimum pressure) 

From graph n = 1.4 at USL = 3.0 YI = 1.18 (dimensionless) 

Accumulator pre-charge pressures 1) = 400 lb/in2 (2.76 MPa) 

2) = 2 x 400 x 1.18 = 944 lb/in2 (6.5 MPa) 

3)- = 3 x 400 x 1.18 = 1416 lb/in
2 (9.8 MPa) 

4) = 4 x 400 x 1.18 = 1888 Ib/in2 (13.0 MPa) 

Fig 6.2 Graph for determination of accumulator bank pre-charge pressures 

to achieve aporoximation to linear pressure - volune discharge 

characteristics 
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7 }-:JCPERHIFN'l'AL DErE:mm~A1"'ION OF ]lYDRO-PNJi;m,!ATIC ACCmlllLATOR DISCIIARGE 

CHARACTERISTICS 

7.1 Introduction 

Hydro-pneumatic accumulators are common components in hydraulic 

circuits vlhere they are mainly used as either energy storage devices or 

for shock suppression. For these applications the capacitance requirements 

of the circuits can seldom be accurately specified and therefore accurate 

determinat'ion of accumulator performance is not required. Accumulator 

selection is made by a 'rule of thumb' procedure and by application of 

existing characteristics as stated in the manufacturers catalogues, whilst 

physical siz"e "also imposes limitations on choice. A section through a 

Greer-Mercier type hydro-pneumatic accumulator is shown in Fig. 7.1. 

Several papers have been published on accumulator characteristics, 

most recently references 4 and 5. Initial use of data from reference 5 

" for setting accumulator pre-charge pressures for use in the chain tension 

simulation rig did not produce the expected results. Since the 

accumulators in use were not of the same capacity as those in reference 5, 

it was decided to conduct a series of tests to determine the characteristics 

of accumulators using an improvement of the method described in reference 5. 

7.2 E..werimental Method 

To accurately determine accumulator charge-discharge characteristics, 

continuous measurements of fluid pressure and volume are required as the 

accumulator is charging and discharging. Pressure can easily be measured 

using strain gauge type pressure transducerq but volume is more difficult to 

determine if a continuous relationship with time is required. 

Experiments described in reference 5 had assumed constant flo\~ rates 

over a measured time, a total volume being obtained for a complete discharge 

by measurement into a container. To achieve a better representation of 

volume Hith time or pressure,a ram and displacement transducer Here used 

for vcl tunc measurement. 
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A hydraulic circuit as sho;m in Fig. 7.2 was devised to determine 

the accumulator characteristics. Pressure from an external source could be 

switched to either pressurise or exhaust the greater area of a hydraulic 

ram. A connection from the smaller ram area was taken to the accumulator 

through a variable restrictor, for control of the flow rate into or out of 

the accumulator. Two additional stop valves assisted in calibration and 

de-aeration of the circuit. 

Instrumentation consisted of a strain gauge type pressure transducer 

for accumulator fluid pressure measurement and a 10 turn rotary potentiometer 

for measurement of ram displacement. The rotary pot entiometer had a 5 cm 

diameter wheel edged with foam plastic sealing strip to eliminate slip 

between the potentiometer and the rod, and was spring loaded into 

position in contact with the ram rod. 

Measurements were taken On a Bryans X-Y plotter with the pressure 

reading onto the Y1 axis and ram displacement on the X axis. The ,second Y 

axis Y2 was used on time base to give a measurement of time and hence flow 

rates. 

Volume calibration was made by measuring the ram displacement with a 

rule, the ram area being known, 'and adjusting the X axis gain control to 

give the required scale factors. This was checked by venting a given 

volume through valve A and measuring into a cylinder. 

7.3 Experimental Procedure 

Tests were carried out using C15 4.54 dm3 (1 gal) and B23 1.14 dm3 

(1 qt)Greer-Mel;cier accumulators with pre-charge pressures of 5.2 J.!Pa 

(750 Ib/in2). Pressure-volume recordings were ta~en for a range of 

restrictor valve settings by charging' the accumulators to 17.2 ].!Pa 

(2500 Ib/in2 ) followed by discharging back to zero pressure. Two,sets 

of results were taken, by discharging immediately after the maximum 

pressure had been attained and by charging, holding at maximum pressure 

to allow gas temperature to reduce and then discharging. 
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An initial analysis of the results did not correspond to ~Ihat had 

been expected, 80 checks >lere made of calibrations and the accumulator initial 

gas volumes. 

Determination of Initial Gas Volume 

This exercise was made using several methods for both accumulators. 

Hith the accumulator disconnected from the rig the bag was 

pressurised >lith water which was subsequently measured into a cylinder. 

This gave volumes of 3.77 dm
3 for the 4.54 dm3 (1 gal) accumulator and 

1. 14 dm3 for the 1.14 dm3 (1 qt) accumulator, agreeing with the gas 

volumes as quoted by the manufacturers. 

The accumulators were held with the exhaust port uppermost 

with zero pressure in the bag. Hater was introduced into the accumulator 

until overflowing. The bag was pressurised to displace the water, the 

water in the port removed and as the pressure in the bag was release~ 

water which had been trapped in the accumulator was measured. These tests 

suggested that .35 dm3 (21.6 in3) and .15 dm3 (9.0 in3) of fluid could 

be trapped in the 4.54 dm3 (1 gal) and 1.14 dm3 (1 qt) accumulators. 

With the accumulator on the rig, the gas valve was removed and 
n 

the accumulator pressurised to ~ MPa (50 lb/in~) using the ram system 

(this is not a recommended practice and was only employed for the initial 

volume tests). The variable restrictor was then completely closed and 

valve A opened, the bag pressurised and the displaced fluid measured into 

a cylinder. This gave initial volumes of 3.44 dm3 (210 in3 ) and .98 dm3 

(60 in3) for t~e 4.54 dm3 (1 gal) and 1.14 dm3 (1 qt) accumulators. 

These tests clearly indicate that the initial gas volume is not the 

maximum volume of the accumulator vesse\ but is affected by how much fluid 

can be trapped in the accumulator after the anti-extrusion valve has 

closed. Initial gas volQ~es of 3.44 dm3 (210 in3) and .98 ~~3 (60 in3 ) 

are used in subsequent calculations of accumulator characteristics for 

the 4.54 dm
3 (1 gal) and 1. 14 dm3 (1 qt) accumulators. 
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7.4 Experimental Results 

A typical recording from the X-Y plotter is sho;m in Fig. 7.3. These 

recordings were analysed by transferring the pressure-volume characteristics 

to log-log scales Fig. 7.~ so that an assessment could be made of the 

polytropic index n in the pv
n 

gas law relationshi~ for both charging and 

discharging conditions. An estimate of the average charge and discharge 

flow rates was made from the time-volume trace on the X-Y recordings. 

(This was not linear due to the pressure-flow characteristic of the 

restrictor valve so only average flow rates were calculated). 

Tabulations of the results are shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. 

7.5 Observktions 

An examination of the tabulated data Tables 7.1 and 7.2 suggests the 

following values of the polytropic index n when assuming the pvn 

relationship for accumulator charge and discharge. 

7.5.1) For 4.54 dm3 (1 gal) accumulators-with 3.44 dm3 (210 in3 ) initial 

gas ~olume,charging and discharging at flow rates between .076 dm3/sec to 

.76 dm3/sec (1 gal/min to 10 gal/min) ie 3 to 15 sec cha;ging ~d 

discharging time. The value of n lies between 1.4 to 1.5 during charging 

and 1.45 to 1.55 during discharging. 

7.5.2) For 1.14 dm3 (1 qt) accumulators with .98 dm3 (60 in3 ) initial 

volume~ charging and discharging at flow rates between .076 dm3/sec to 

.76 dm3/sec (1 gal/min to 10 gal/min) ie 1 to 5 sec charging and . 

discharging time. The value of n lies bet>leen 1.45 to 1.55 during 

charging and 1.5 to 1.6 during discharging. 

Although an examination of slo>l discharge rates >las not the 

objective of these tests it >1Ould appear that flow rates of less than 

.04 dm3/sec (.5 gal/min) >lere required to reduce the value of n to 1.25. 

gas 

The importance of the initial gas volume can be seen by ta~ing results 

which give an index of 1.45 >lith the measured initial gas volume of 

.98 dm3 (60 in3) and assuming the manufacturers quoted initial gas volu.':le 
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of 1.14 dm3 (70 in3). This gives a calculated index of 1.83. It can be 

seen therefore that the initial gas volume is a critical factor in 

accumulator discharge characteristic prediction. 

lfuen accumulators, of the sizes tested, are charged and immediately 

discharged the final pressure can be expected to be only about .34 JoIPa 

(50 Ib/in
2) 10Her than the charge pressure for flOH rates around .076 dm3/sec 

(1 gal/min). For rapid charge a-nd discharge the resulting pressure is 

negligibly 10Her than the initial charge pressure, only a 

minimal heat loss can take place through the bay ~lalls -during 

the brief period of elevated gas temperature • 

• If the gas temperature is alloHed to cool after charging,the 
I 

folloHing discharge results in a gas cooling Hhich reduces the final 

pressure. Holding at a load pressure for 100 sec folloHed by a discharge 

produced a gas pressure of approximately 1.7 MPa (250 Ib/in2) 10Her than 

the charge pressure. A hold at pressure for 100 sec Has not sufficient to 

reduce the gas temperature to ambient, the reduction obtained after this 

period Has approximately equivalent to the temperature produced _after a 

charge rate corresponding to n = 1.06. 

The changes of gas temperature in accumulators are larger than might 

at first be anticipated. For example, in the case of an accumulator being 

charged at an index of 1.45 from an ambient temperature of 20°C and a 

pre-charge pressure of 5.1 MPa (750 Ib/in2), to a final pressure oT 20.4 I-IPa 

(3000 Ib/in2 ), the final gas temperature Hould be 177°C. If the gas 

Here alloHed to cool back to ambient· Hith the pressure maintained and 

then discharged at n = 1.5 the final gas pressure Hould be 2.6 J-IPa 

(375 Ib/in2) and the temperature _126°C. 

The apparatus and experimental method proved to be successful for 
I 

accumulator characteristic determination. There Here however several 

areas of improvement. 

Slight fluid compression effects could be seen on the X-Y 
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recordinGs. Rcplacement of the flexible pipes with short stccl 

connections >lould reduce the capacitance effects of pipe elasticity and 

fluid bulk modulus. 

The restrict or valve used for flow control gave a non-linear 

characteristic and unequal two >lay operation. Flol" control valves were 

not used due to their unknown dynamic performance,but their inclusion in 

any further investigation would be appropriate. 

'l;he return to tank was excessively long and of small bore 

flexible hose, this restricted the maximum discharge rates. 

The ram displacement technique for volume measurement gave 

excelleht results but the conversion from linear to log-log scales was 
\ 

time consuming and of doubtful accuracy. The Bryans X-Y recorder can 

however be equipped with logarithmic amplifiers,which if used on both 

axes,would enable direct analysis of recordings to be madq. 

Although far from comprehensive,these results clearly show the 

importance of an accurate value for the initial gas volume Hhen dealing 

with accumulator characteristics. To ShOI·l how such a sUbstantial volume 

of fluid can be'trapped inside an accumulator,to effectively reduce the 

initial gas volume by &~10 for the 4.54 dm3 (1 gal) accumulator and 

14% for the 1.14 dm3 (1 qt) accumulator, a ,lOrking model of the 1.14 dm3 

(1 qt) accumulator Has constructed from perspex Fig. 7.5. Fig. 7.6 ShOHS 
. I 

the accumulator I,ith a fluid pressure larger than the pre-charge pressure, 

the bag compressed and the anti-extrusion valve in its maximum extended 

position. In Fig. 7.7 the fluid pressure has been released and the valve 

is seen fully closed Hith an annulus of fluid remaining betHeen the 

accumulator l,a11 and the gas bag. 

7.6 Conclusions 

The results suggest that an appropriate value for the polytropic index 

using 4.54 dm3 (1 gal) and 1.14 dm3 (1 qt) accumulators Hhen discharging 

at flOH ratcs above .076 dm3/sec (1 gal/min) Hould bo n ~ 1.45. This value 
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agrees I-IHh reference 5 I-Ihich sueece:ts that a 'rulc of thumb' I-Iould be 

2 ' to use n = 1.4 for fant operation up to 13.8 MPa (2000 lb/in ) and 

n = 1.5 at 20.7 MPa (3000 lb/in2 ) for dischargc l1ith isothermal 

compression. This I-Iork l1as carried out I-li thout considering the trapped 

volume, but since the acclmulators used I-Iore a minimum volume of 

9.1 dm3 (2 gal) nominal capacity, the effect I-Iould not be as great as 

I-lith smaller accumulators. 

The results here ShOl1 that charging a180 takes place under 

polytropic conditions n = 1.45 for flol-l rates above .076 dm3 (1 gal/min). 

Isothermal charging should only be considered if the temperature is 

allol-led to stabilise at load pressure 01' if the charging time is in 

excess of 2 minutes. 
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Test No. G1 G2 G5 I G6 G3 

" 
Gas Volumes 

Ib/1n2 
MPa in3 am3 in3 am3 in3 am3 in3 am3 in3 am3 

2500 17.2 93 1.52 - - - 96 1.57 90 1.47 

'"' ,~ " 2000 13.8 109 1.79 11 2 1.83 105 1.72 112 1.83 106 1.74 
" 0 .e1ij 

1500 ' 2.18 136 .O;J • 10.3 133 2.23 130 2.13 135 2.21 130 2.13 
i:lg tlO 
..... Q ~ 1000 6.9 174 2.85 176 2.88 173 2.83 176 2.88 170 2.78 ou'<: 
".u 

000 5.5 201 3.29 202 3.31 201 3.29 203 3.33 197 3.23 

2500 17.2 93 1.52 - - - - 95 " .~6 70 1.15 
-

OD 2000 13.8 
.~ ~ 

106 1 • 7~ .. 112 1.83 101 1.65 108 1.77 00 1.31 

~ 0 1500 10.3 126 2.06 134- 2.19 121 1.98 129 2.11 96 1.57 .0 ~ ~ 

.'l1~ 1000 6.9 163 2.67 176 2.88 157 2.57 168 2.75 127 2.08 
" u 'n • 
J! ~:B 800 5.5 190 3.11 202 3.31 181> 3.01 195 3.19 151 2.1~7 

lb/ln
2 

1,Pa Ib/il liP, Ib/in2 I.Ta Ib/in
2 Ill', Ib/in2 

UPa 

Charae pre[laure 760 5.21" 760 5.24 760 5.24 770 5.31 740 5.1 

Pressure after ili schart;e 700 4.82 760 5.24 660 4.55 720 4.96 550 3.8 

'3DJ./min um3/sec eal/min am3/ •• e gal/min am3/.ee l1al/min am3/ •• e cal/ min dm3/aee 

Chnr60 flolY rata 2.0 .15 9.0 .68 .9 .068 3. 1 .. .26 2.2 .17 

DlDcharge flow rate 2.0 .15 7.g .58 1.7 .13 3.8 .29 2.0 .15 

.ee .ce .eo •• e sec 

Time to start of 
14 2.9 33 8.3 180 discharee 

Time for (Uscharg:e 13 3.1 14 7.4 16 
-

ChnrL;8 index. 1.45 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.5 

Discharge index 1.55 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.37 

Table 7.1 Results taken tram X-Y recordings of accumulator charge-discharge characteristics 
Nominal accumulator size 1 gal 
Actual ini tiel gas volume 210 in" (3.44- am") 
Nominal pre-charge pressure 750 Ib/in2 (5.0 UPa) 

G4 

I in3 am3 

- -
92 1.51 

120 1.97 

169 2. 77 

198 3.24 

- -
92 1.51 

111 1.82 

149 2.1.4 

177 2.90 

Ib/in2 l:l'a 

750 5.17 

660 4.55 

gal/min am3/ •• e 

.2 .015 

.7 .053 

sec 

150 

38 

1.2 

1.3 



Test No. A1 A2 A3 AA. A5 

Gas Volumes 

lb/in2 !,:PIl in' am' in' am3 in3 am' in3 am3 in3 am3 

3000 20.6 - - - - - - 24.5 .40 - -
2500 17.2 27 .le. - -

~ 
- - 28 .h6 26 .43 

~ ~ 2000 13.6 31 .51 30 .49 29 .48 32 .52 30.5 .50 " 0 

" ~ • '" • '" n ~ 1500 10.3 37 .61 37 .6t 36.5 .60 38 .62 37 .61 0 " ~ a "' 0 g 0 
'M • 1000 6.9 48.5 .79 47.5 .78 48 .79 50 .82 49 .80 0 0 ~ 
Po • '" 

800 5.5 56 .92 ,5 .90 56 .92 57 .93 57 .93 

3000 20.6 - - - - - - 24.5 .40 - -
2500 17.2 27 .44 - - - - 28 .46 26 .43 

'" 0 
2000 13.8 .48 .48 t ~ 31 .51 30 .49 29 32 .52 29 

" ~ • '" • '" n 

~ 1500 10.} 37 .61 37 .61 35.5 .58 38 .62 35 .57 0 " ~ ~ " 0 
'M 0 " 1000 6.9 48.5 .79 47.5 .78 46 .75 50 .82 45 .74 0 0 ~ 
Po • '" 

BOO 5., 56 .92 55 .90 53 .87 57 .93 52.5 .86 

lb/in
2 I,IPa 11;;in2 

MP. lb/in
2 

MPa. lb/in2 MPa lb/in
2 l!Pa 

Charge Pressure 720 4.96 720 4.96 720 4.96 740 5.10 740 5.10 

Pressure after discharge 720 4.96 700 4.83 660 4.55 740 5.10 620 4.27 

gal/min dm3/sec ~a.l/min dr.t
3/58C gal/min dm3/5ec gal/min dm3/sec gal/min dm3/a9c 

Ch~ge flow rate 4.5 .}4 3.0 .23 .8 .06 9.5 .72 2.0 .15 

Discharge flow rate 7.2 .55 2.0 .15 ".5 .21 9.5 .72 2.0 .15 
.ec sec s.c sec sec 

· __ 'i::-.9 'to ..,tart 01' dischertie 1 .0 2.0 4.5 1 .3 2.5 
'lime for dischc.rge 1.3 2.6 3.0 .75 4.0 

Charee index 1.54 1.55 1.45 1.56 1.45 

Discharge index 1.54 1.55 1.5 1.56 1.6 

rabIe 7.2 Results takon fror.1 X ... Y recordings of Bccumulator charee ... dischflrge characteristics. 
Nominal accur;;ulntor size 1 QT._ 3 3 
Actual initial [PS volume 60 in (.932dm). 
;;ominal pre-charee pressure 750 lb/in (5 .. 0 MPa). 

I A6 A7 I A8 A10 A11 

in3 am3 in3 am3 in3 dm3 in' dm3 in3 dm3 

24 23.5 .39 - - - - -
27 .le. 27 .44 25 .41 22 .36 23 .38 

31.5 .52 31 .51 29.5 .48 27.5 .45 28.5 .47 

38 .62 38 .62 36.5 .60 35 .57 36 .59 

49 .80 49.5 .81 48 .79 47.5 .78 48 .79 

57 .93 57 .93 55 .90 55 .90 56 .92 

18 .29 16.5 .27 - - - - - -
20 .33 19 .31 19 .31 19 .31 19 .31 

23 .}8 22 .36 22 .36 22 .36 22 .36 

23 .4.6 26.5 .43 26.5 .43 26.5 .43 27 .41. 

36 .59 }4.5 .57 35 .57 35 .57 37 .61 

42 .59 40 .66 41 .67 '41 .67 45 .74 

Ib/in~ ~:Pa lb/1n2 ;':Pa lb/in2 rpa. b/in 2 !,:Pa lb/in 2 ;.:Fa 

740 5.10 740 5.10 730 5.03 730 5.03 730 5.03 

480 3.31 4·30 2.96, 480 3.31 480 3.31 600 4.14 

glll/min dm3jsec gal/min drn3/sec gal/miLl dm1se c 'aI/min Im3/sec gal/min dm)/sec 

7.7 .58 9.0 .68 1.8 .14 .3 .02 .5 .04 

7.7 .58 9.0 .68 1.8 .14 2.2 .17 .5 .04 

sec sec sec .ec sec 

130 '15 100 103 10v 
, .. 

1.0 .8 5.0 4 '0 
1.5 1 .5 1.45 1.25 1.27 

1 .5 1 .5 1.45 1.4 1.25 



1) Protective cap 

2) Sealing cap 

3) Nameplate 

4) Shell 

5) Separator bag 

6) Anti-Extrusion ring 

7) Bleed valve 

8) '0' ring seal 

9) Fluid port 

10) Poppet valve 

11) Separator bag position with pre-charge pressure greater than ~luid pressure 

12) Trapped ~luid volume 

Figure 7.1 Section ·through Greer-Mercier hydro-pneumatic accuJ:JUlator showing'~ 
trapped fluid volume 
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A - Calibration and bleed valve normally shut 

B - Calibration valve normally shut 

C - Accumulator under test 

D - Double acting ram 

Rod dia = 2.25 in (50.63 mm) 
Bore dia = 3.5 in (88.9 mm) 

Stroke = 27 in (680 mm) 

E - Displacment transducer 

F - Throttle valve 

~ - Pressure supply 

H - Return to tank 

I - lJeasuring cylinder 

J - Pressure transducer 

K - Direction valve 

Fig. 7.2 Circuit diaf)r2m of accumulator charge 

I T;H 

discharge characteristics rifi 
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Fig. 7.3 X-y Recording of accumulator pressure volume characteristics 
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Fig. 7.5 Perspex Model of Greer-Mercier Accumulator 



Fig. 7.6 Perspex Model Accumulator with Poppet Valve Open 

1 ___ _ 

F~g. 7.7 Perspex Model Accumulator with Poppet Valve Closed showing 
Trapped Fluid Volume 

, 
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8 EXPERIMENTAL EXAlUNATIW OF ACCUl.IULA'l'OR AND CURVE FOLLOHER CHAIN 

ELASTICITY SHTULATIOl! TECmUQUES 

8.1 Introduction 

To simulate chain elasticity effects using hydrostatic power absorbers, 

it is necessary to either store or provide energy for the absorber 

sufficient to give the equivalent torque-displacement relationship to that 

given by the chain when the haulage drive is interrupted. T"o systems 

were developed to achieve this requirement, the use of banks of hydro-

pneumatic accumulators in the absorber circuit and the use of an 

additional power supply to the absorber,controlled by a function 
• 

generator attachment (curve follo>1er) on the Bryans .x - Y plott er. 

8.2 Description 

The rig equipment >1as as previously described for the absorber 

characteristics determination. 

·Two banks of accumulators >1ere available for use in the absorber 

circuit, a bank of eight B23 1.14 dm3 (1 qt) and six C15 4.54 dm3 (1 gal) 

>1ith one D13 9.08 dm3 (2 gal). All were standard Greer-Mercier accumulators. 

The Bryans curve follo>1er attachment for the X - Y plotter enables 

an output voltage to be obtained, proportional to the amplitude of a pre-

drawn line. The curve follo>1er module replaces the Y1 axis amplifier and 

connects to a light sensitive head fitted into the Y1 pen holder. Any 

desired function can thus be generated between an input to the X axis, 

or the X axis time base signal, and the output voltage from the curve 

follo>1er. The Y2 channel can simultaneously monitor the effects of this 

control signal. 

For use in chain tension simulation, the signal from the sprocket 

displacement potentiometer is fed to the X axis and the control s·ignal 

from the curve folloHer is fed through an amplifier to the 'Electroilic' 
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valve controlling the absorber circuit relief valve. In this way, with 

the correct function dra,m for the curve follower, the absorber pressure 

can be related to the haulage sprocket displacement. An additional high 

pressure supply to the circuit allows the absorber to provide energy into 

the haulage unit under stop or overload conditions. 

8.3 Test Procedure 

.8.3.1) Simulation using the Accumulator Banks 

Developmeat work on the accumulator bank simulation method was 

carried out using the Staffa B270H absorber. This work indicated that a 
. 

more precise knowledge of the discharge characteristics of accumulators 

was neede~ to enable the pre-charge pressure to be accurately determined, 

to produce linear pressure-volume characteristics. This instigated the 

experiments previously described on individual accumulator discharge 

characteristics. 

Using the Hagglunds 6185 absorber,a series of test~ was carried out 

using the bark of 4.54 dm
3 (1 gal) accumulators set to pre-charge pressures 

determined by the TERMINAL section of the OSMP model of the system. 

Recordings were taken of the haulage sprocket torque (from the strain 

gauge shaft in the gearbox) against the sprockeo d1splacement and the 

absorber.pressure against sprocket displacement Figs. 8.1 to 8.3. To 

obtain these results the haulage was run in the forward direction at ! 

speed with the absorber circuit relief valve set to maximum. This 

charged the accumulators, increased the absorber circuit pressure which in turn 

increased the haulage pressure. I'Jhen the. haulage circuit overload pressure vias 

reached the by-pass valve operated and the accumulators discharg~ driving 

the haulage in the reverse direction. The torque-displacement recordings 

were carried out at two overload valve settings TRIP and POOl·if'. The value 

POOJ.!!'. compensates for the difference between the frictional losses of the 

chain system and the absorber. 
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Recordings of the energy release speeds using various by-pass spools 

were taken using the same proccdure as for the torque-displacement character-

istios. These were also carriecl out for both the values TRIP and PCONP. 

Readings Here taken from the recordings and are shown in Table 8.1. 

A recording of the haulage pressure was taken against time to ShOH the 

transimts existing i:1 the eircui t at the time of by-pass operation 

Fig. 8.4. 

Simulation using Curve Follower Technique 

The curve follovler technique of chain elasticity simulation i wolves 

the generation of a function,to relate the absorber circuit pressure, 

controlled by a voltage input to the 'Electroilic' valve, to the sprocket 

angular displacement. The pressure-displacement characteristic Has 

obtained from the CSJ@ model,but the non-linear voltage characteristic of 

the 'Electroilic' valve eliminates its direct use as the function for the 

curve follower. 

To slmplify the development of the correct function for the curve 

follower the folloHing technique was adopted. The chart on the X - Y 

plotter was divided into upper and lower sections. On the upper section 

the pressure (Y axis)-displacement (X axis) relationship required from 

the absorber was plott ed using data from the CSMP model. With a pen 

replacing the light sensitive head of the curve follower in the Y1 pen , 
holder, and the absorber pressure signal fed into the Y2 pe,~, the control , 

signal being fed to the 'Electroilic' valve from the curve follower unit 

Was reduced from a maximum value in increments giving a corresponding 

movement of the Y1 pen. At each increment, using the X zero position 

control on the plotter, the Y2 pen was made to coincide ',ith the pre-drawn 

pressure-disPlacement relationship, a point \'Tas then made with the Y2 

pen on the 10Hor section of the chart. In this manner, a function for tho 

light sensitive head to follow \'Tas made Hhich would reproduce the required 

pressure-volume characteristic on the absorber, and display this relation-

ship on the Y1 channel foI' comparison Hi th the pre-drawn line. 
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To elfminat e the "eed to adjust the overload pressure from THIP to 

PCOJ.W, the upper part of the curve, above a pressure equivalent to PCOW', 

was made at the maximum gradient acceptable to the curve follot-ler. In 

this way as the haulage begins to reverse after tripping, due to an 

overload condition, a rapid reduction in absorber pressure is made down 

to the haulage pressure PCONP. After this initial pressure drop has been 

obtained,the curve follower continues down the line to give the desired 

pressure-sprocket displacement relationship. 

The curve generated using this procedure,and the corresponding 

pressure-displacement recording made using this curve to control the 

absorber pressure are shown in Fig. 8.5. A recording of torque, from the 

strain gauge shaft, against displacement taken using this technique is 

shown in Fig. 8.6. 

8.4 Observation 

8.4.1) Simulation using Accumulator Banks 

By tiking recordings of sprocket torque (from the strain gauged 

shaft) against displacement, a direct comparison can be made betHeen the 

results obtained from the labroatory simulation Fig. 8.1 and 8.2, and the 

chain loaded tests at Swadlincote Test Site. The accuracy of the simulation 

is dependent on the accurate reproduction of the torque-displacement 

relationship of the chain sprocket drive. Using hydrostatic absorbers,it 

is clearly not possible to simulate chain elasticity for both the driving 

and driven modes of operation. The driving mode of operation is not 

however important since the rig is primarily intended for investigatio,",s 

into phenomena associated with the release of energy from the chain. 

Accumulator pre-charge pressures are selected to achieve the correct 

torque-displacement relationship only during the driven mode of operation. 

Several factors combined to make this system inadequate for 

simulation of both modes of operation. The le~~age from the absorber 

allows a net positive rotation of the haulage sprocket. This can be scen 
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in Figs. 8.1 to 8.3, after a cycle of load increase and subsequent release, 

lea..1<::age allo\,ls the sprocket displacement to move for>lard approximately 

15%. The chain sprocket drive system has frictional losses composed of 

elements both constant and proportional to sprocket torque, >lhereas the 

absorber frictional losses are of a predominantly proportional nature. 

This effect makes the driving and driven torque-displacement 

characteristics approximately parallel for the chain drive system and 

divergent for the absorber system. There is also variation in the 

accumulator pressure-volume relationship bet>leen charging and discharging. 

,The most critical aspect of the simulation is the accuracy of the 

torque-displacement characteristic at the change in direction of 

rotation and up to the point of maximum Speed in the reverse direction. 

Investigations into the speed of release of strain energy by haulage units, 

>1ith associated control and circuit phenomeno~ are the primary needs for 

the simulation system. This makes the accuracy of the torque-displacement 

characteristic after maximum reverse speed and the accurate reproduction 

of the total displacement of secondary importance. 

Because of the difference in losses bet>leen the chain drive and the 

absorber it is necessary to adjust the overload pressure of the haulage 

unit to compensate. In the tests this >las achieved by changing the 

overload pressure from TRIP to PCOMP. This adjustment allo>ls the 

absorber to give the same torque at the change of direction of rotation 

as that produced by the chain sprocket drive. The effect of this adjustment 

on the accuracy of simulation can be se.en in Figs. 8.1 and 8.2 (recordings 

of the torque-displacement characteristics using values of TRIP and PCQ;,lP 

compared >lith the characteristics from the chain loaded tests ). 

The importance of overload pressure adjustment for adequate 

simulation can also be seen on the results from the tests on the energy 

release speeds using different valves Table 8.1. Although these results 

sho>l more consistency than those obtained >lith chain loading, the factors 
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affecting thcse result? mcntioned in Section 4.6.4 still apply. Thcse 

factors, concerned mainly with the transient behaviour of the haulage 

circuit, invalidate any attempt to assess the accuracy of the simulation 

system on comparisons of energy release speeds. A more accurate 

assessment of the effects of adjustment to the overload tripping pressure 

is made using the CSJ.'IP model. 

The main advantage gained by the use of accumulator banks with 

hydrostat~c absorb.ers for chain elasticity simulation is their 

reliability and ease of use. Once the correct volumes and pre-charge 

pressures have been determined, the system can be left unattended for 

long periods during either performance or life tests. No additional 

power supply is needed as the. required energy is stored in the accumulators. 

This system is particularly suitable for endurance tests on haulage units 

operating lmder simulated underground working conditions. Here the 

haulage can be run at continuous speeds with the accumulators able to 

·produce the elasticity effects from any speed or load condition. 

The torque-displacement characteristic produced from the absorber 

and accumulator bank is affected by the absorber leakage. The nominally 

correct relationship can only be approached for one rate of energy release. 

Any modifications to the haulage unit,affecting the rate of·release of 

energy, will require a modification to the pre-charge pressures,if slight 

errors to the torque-displacement charact eristic are not to result. 

During the development work on this rig parameters were recorded 

on the U/V recorder. Although the U/V recorder has a far superior 

response and can take information from more channels than the X - Y plotter 

the recordings obtained are difficult to intcrpret and reproduce. The 

X - Y plotter results are thought to be more appropriate to this work 

and its response adequate to show the required parameters. The 

transicnt in the haulage pressure at by-pass operation is hOHever 

beyond the response of the X - Y plotter Fig. 8.4. This recording 

sho;lCthe transient to exist but the Qtnplitude in not accurately indicated. 
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Simul::ttion twin!) the Curve Follo\·mr Technique 

A compariaon between the required pressure-displace:ment relationship 

on the absorber and the relationship produced by the curve follower 

system can be seen in Fig. 8.5. The errors between the driving and 

driven characteristics are due mainly to the pressure-flow relationship 

of the main circuit relief valve. vfuen the absorber is being driven 

the relief valve passes the flow from the high pressure connection plus 

the flow generated by the. absorber. Hith the absorber driving, the 

relief valve passes the high pressure flow minus the flow being used to 

drive the absorber. This large difference in flow can be seen to make 

approximately .34 I~a (50 lb/in2 ) difference between the required and the ,-
actual pressure. Also due to the large flows passed by this valve the 

minimum absorber circuit pressure is relatively high 3.1 MPa (450 Ib/in
2

) 

compared with the return pressure of .689 MPa (100 Ib/in2), this pressure 

.' difference is sufficient to turn the haulage unit under haulage stop 

conditions. Other errors in the pressure-displacement relationship arise 

from hysteresis in the Electroilic valve, the method used to generate the 

follower line, the accuracy of the curve follo,.,er system and the dynamic 

response of the complete system. 

The method described to compensate for the differing efficiencies of 

the absorber and chain sprocket drives "as not e:1tirely satisfactory \·lith 

this particular haulage unit. On the upper part of the curve,it is 

necessary to" increase the pressure at the maximum rate acceptable to the 

curve follower, such that an initial drop is obtained as the haulage 

reverses after overload operation. Due to the heavy damping in the 

overload valve circuit the rapid increase in load is not ill'Jnediately 

sensed. This results in the pressure increasing to a point Hhere the 

main circuit relief valves operat e. To eliminate this effect, a 

horizontal portion of the curve is required which gives a haulage pressure 

below the relief valve setting of sufficient duration to allow the overloml 
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valve to operate. Thi,s is unacceptable as it clearly alters the 

pressure-displacement characteristic. This effect was eliminated in the 

experiments by the introduction of a positive stop on the displacement 

transducer and a slipping drive betNeen the transducer and the drive wheGl 

in contact with the sprocket. The drive is arranged to slip; against the 

positive stop, at a point coincident with the upper part of the curve 

above the overload pressure and below the main circuit relief valve 

settings. This allows the haulage to continue forward rotation at a 

pressure above overload for a period suffioient for the overload valve to 

operate. Upon reverse rotation, a rapid pressure drop is achieved for 

• compensation, as the displacement transducer moves off its positive 

stop, after which the correct pressure-displacement relationship is 

followed. 

The accuracy of the simulation is· shown in Fig. 8.6 a recording 

of the torque-displacement characteristic with the results from the 

chain loaded tests superimposed. As with the accumulator technique,it 

can again be seen that simulation of both the driving and driven modes 

cannot be achieved. 

Although the curve follower technique requires an additional power 

source and considerable instrumentation,it can produce a more consistent 

torque relationship than that produced by the accumulator bank. Any 

rate of release of energy can be accommodated within the limits of the 

power supply without effects from the absorber leakage. The curve 

follower technique has limitations when· used for endurance tests, the 

slipping displacement transducer drive enables energy release effects to 

be produced in between periods of continuous running but it ,rill only 

operate from one load, unlike the accumulator bank technique which is 

able to operate from any load during simulated cutting cycle tests. 

The curve follower technique would have far greater accuracy if 

operated Under closed loop control. TIirect calibration for the curve 
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follower would be obtained, eliminati~g the non-linear ~ectroilic'valve 

characteristics and effects due to the pressure-flow characteristics of 

the absorber circuit relief valve would be minimised • 

• 



Test No Valve size Speed Time Tripping 
Pressure 

in mm rev/min sec 

1 \ .248 6.3 1500 9.0 PCOJ.lP 

3 .248 6.3 1500 9.0 PCOMP 

4 .248 6.3 1400 9.0 PCOMP 
2 .248 6.3 2100 9.0 TRIP 

5 .248 6.3 2100 9.0 TRIP 
6 .030 .76 1100 16,0 TRIP 

7 .030 .76 1100 16.5 TRIP 
8 .030 .76 800 13.5 PCOMP 

9 .030 .76 800 14.5 PCOMP 
lQ .050 1.27 1200 9.5 PCOMP 
11 .050 1.27 1500 8.5 TRIP 
12 .050 1.27 1600 9.5 TRIP 

13 .040 1.02 1250 13.5 TRIP 
16 .040 1.02 1330 12.5 TRIP 

14 .040 1.02 900 13.0 PCOMP 

15 .040 1.02 850 13.5 PCOMP 

Table 8.1 Results taken from X - Y recordings of 

energy release speeds produced by 

~bsorbe.c and ..lccurU"t.l:!.at0r bcuL.: 
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9 TIlE SnmLATIOlr LANGUAGE 

The language used for the dynamic model is the S/360 continuous 

modelling programme CSlIT' (reference 9). It 1"las developed by" 

International Business Iluchines (IB]'!) to simulate problems from either 

a block diagram representation" or a set of differential equations. CSI,P 

contains many built in functions, sub-routinen and procedures }Ihi ch are 

translated into a Fortran programme for compilation. 

Compared with general purpose high level languages such as 

Fortran, CSMP language statements are simple to construct and relatively 
'" 

few are required to describe highly complex systems. However, the 

programme does accept standard Fortran statements, allowing the user to 

augment the analogue-type block statements of CSMP with the logical 
I 

branching and conditional capabilities of Fortran. A knowledge of the 

latter is therefore helpful but not essential. 

.' Together with standard logical and trigonometrical functions, 

available with Fortran, CSMP provides a comprehensive library of 

simulation functions including conventional analogue integrators and 

relays and many special purpose functions such as, pulse generators, 

limiter and arbitrary function generators. These functions can be 

combined using a macro facility, similarly logical ~~d conditional 

Fortran statements can be combined using a procedural facility. 

The core of a continuous system simulation programme is integration. 

CS]'!P provides the user I~ith a choice of six integration routines varying 
, 

in complexity from a fixed step, rectangular method to a J.!ilne, fifth-

order, predictor-corrector m"thod Hhich automatically adjusts the 
I 

integration interval to meet user-specified error criteria. If none of 

the seven methods are suitable, the user may supply his olm. 

The language statements representinG" the dynamic system being 

modell cd need not be present cd to the" proGranmle in their correct 

computational sequence. The translation phase sorts the structure 
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statements so that the inputs to a statement are either known values or 

have been previously computed in the current iteration cycle. This 

relieves the user of the need to order the structure statements to ensure 

that no phase lag is introduced into the computation. The sorting option 

can be overridden if necessary. 

Standard fixed format output is provided for printing and print

plotting variables at user selected increments of the independent variable. 

Data can be transferred to storage for subsequent use in graph plotting 

or for display purposes. 

Also available are simple facilities for performing a sequence of 

runs of the'same model structure ~Iith differen:!; parameters, integration 

interval etc. A terminal section allows a group of Fortran statements to 

be performed at the end of each run through the model. This facility 

can be used as either an output device or to modify the input data or 

model structure prior to a successive run. 

... • •• ". •• . R,,' •• , 

• 
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10 A CS1,'lP MODEL OF THE HAULAGE UNIT LOADED BY THE CHAIN SYSTUI AND THE 

HYDROSTATIC ABSORBER 

10.1 Introduction 

If hydrostatio power absorbers are to be used to simulate chain 

elasticity effeots on haulage units, some method is required to determine 

the pressure-volume relationship for the absorbel' which gives a 

displaoement-torque relationship,at the haulage sprocket,equivalent to 

that produoed by the ohain system. Static determination of this pressure-

volume relationship cannot take into account factors which vary with 

the dynamics of the system • 
• 

A mathematical model allows the effects of statically and dynamically 

determined pressure-volume relationship,to be observed together with 

the effects of the use of accumulators to achieve chain elasticity 

simulation. 

10.2'Representation of the Haulage Unit 
i 

The haulage unit is basically a hydrostatic transmission system with 

a variable displacement pump and fixed displacement motor. The dynamic 

analysis of such,.sys,t ems" usm.llyemploy the, coe,fficient _,model technique 

to desoribe the characteristics of the pump and motor,references 7 and 

11. Since the coefficients for the units in this haulage were not 

readily available,use was made of the CSMP FUNCTION statement. Here 

graphical characteristics obtained experimentally are entered into the 

programme in X-Y pairs, interpolation being carried out by either 

linear or Lagrange quadratic interpolation. 

The dynamic statements of the model are obtained from the block 

diagram Fig. 10.1 and 10.2,equations being written to represent each 

block. A listing of the CSMP programme is sho~m in .Appendix I. 

As in reference 7 the circuit pressures are obtained by integrating the 

flow into the transmission lines and multiplying by a stiffness factor, 

dependent on the fluid bulk modulus and the line volume. A clearer 

• 
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indication of this summation of flows into each line can be seen in 

Fig. 10.3. 

Frictional losses act against the direction of motion and therefore 

have opposite sign to the sprocket angular velocity THD. As graphical 

characteristics are used in this model, as opposed to coeffic'ients, the 

CSMP input switch statement INSW is used to change from a driven to 

driving characteristics, dependent on t~e sign of sprocket angular 

veloci ty. 

To determine haulage torque from haulage pressure, with the sprocket 

driving ie the sprocket velocity is positive, a value is obtained from 

the pressur~torque characteristic FUNCTION PTHM. If the sprocket is 

driven ie the sprocket velocity is negative, a value from FUNCTION PTHP 

is used. As these characteristics are for a pressure difference 
, ' 

P1 - P2 against sprocket torque, to obtain the correct sign for the 

torque, an absolute value of the pressure difference APDF is used to 

obtain torque from the characteristics, the result being multiplied 

by the sign of the pressure difference SPDF. 

ie TM = INSW (THD, AFGEN (PTHP, APDF), AFGEN (PTHM, APDF»* SPDF. 

Similar tech:nlque8 'are 'used for "che absorber pressure.:...torque 

characteristic and the sprocket torque-displacement characteristic. 

The flow from the pump FPlTh'lP and the flow aCross the by-pass valve 

FBP are time variant. The operation of the pressure overload devic,e 

initiates the reduction of the pump swash and brings the by-pass valve' 

into circuit. To effect this reqUirement, the CSMP PROCEDURE function 

is used to set the logical operator LSWICH from 0 - 1 when the circuit 

pressure P1 reaches the overload value TRIP. 

With the value LSWICH at 0 FPUMP is set to its initial value and FBP 

to zero, with LSWICH at 1 a pump flo\ol is calculated dependent on the 

elapsed time from the initiation of LSHICH, TBP1 and 'the FUNCTION SWASH 

"hich describes the pump swash reduction in relation to time. A value 

• 
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of FEP is computed fro~ the by-pass valve pressure-flow characteristic 

FUNCTION DYPS and the value APDF. 

The integrations to determine TH, THD, P1 and P2 are obtained usinc 

the CSNP integration statement INTGllL eg TU ~ IN'rGRL (STT, THD) where 

STT is the value of TH at time zero. 

10.3 Representation of the Absorber Unit 

The absorber unit is treat ed as a hydrostatic unit working ;li th 

constant £:eed pressure, the pressure-torque characteristic being used in 

the model is dependent only on the pressure on the high pressure side 

of the device. The fluid volumes are obtained by integrating the flow 

rates in the absorber circuit after the pressure dependent leakage has 

been obtained from the FUNCTION ALEAK and subtracted from the flow 

calculated from the absorber displacement and the input angular velocity. 

10.4 Model Organisation 

The CSMP syst em is organised in 3 sections; INITIAL, DYNAMIC and 

'TERMINAL.' The initial section of the model, performed only at time zero, 

is used to calculate the initial values of the integrations and constants 

used in the dynamic section and to input data. The DYNAMIC section 

contains the statements to describe the dynamic behaviour of the system 

and the TERMINAL section is used for any final calculation required after 

the dynamic run. By adjustment of the timer conditions and use of END 

and CONTINUE cards the model can be organised to either re-run Hi th 

differing parameters or continue Hith varying factors such as integration 

method of integration interval. 

The model is arranged to simulat e the condi tion \'lhere the pm'ler loader 

is at the end of a face and stalled into cut. This conditon produces 

no movement of the machine and alloHs maximum tensions to be applied to 

the chain and produces the maximum strain energy in the chain. 

As concern is with the release of strain energy, the model is 

ini tialised Hith a sprocket angular displacement of STT and a sprocket 
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angular velocity corresponding to the ,maximum value of the FUNCTION SHASH. 

Other integration initial values are computed to comply with these values. 

The DY11A1ITC section ;"11ol-ls the sprocket displacement to increase, 

thus increasing chain tension and sprocket torque, until the pressure 

reaches the value TRIP after I-Ihich the strain energy of the chain is 

dissipated over the by-pass valve. Use of the FINISH statement stops 

the simulation at an appropriate value of sprocket displacement. 

The model is arranged to perform hlo sequential runs. 1,i th the 

sl-litch KAB ~ O,outputs are obtained of the major parameters assuming the 

haulage to be loaded with the face chain system. A TEmITNAL section 

used I-lith KAB ~ O,calculates the optimum pre-charge pressures for a bruL~' 

of accumulators to simulate the chain loading system and defines the 

discharge presslITe-volume characteristic in array form. A second run is 

then made I-lith KAB ~ 1,assuming the haulage unit to be loaded by the 

absorber and the accumulator bank,so that a comparison can be made I-lith 

the chain loaded system. 

As only a fel-l statements vary betl-leen the tl-lO runs, the CSMP input 

sl-litch statement is used to alter the programme dependent on the switch 

KAB. 

eg TH2D ~ nTS1, (FKAB, .(TM - TCH)/HJ, (TM - TCH)/(HJ + AJ)) 

"here FKAB ~ KAB - 0.5 
\ 

For the second run I-lith the absorber loading the haulage unit,an 

alteration is made to the value of TRI~,the pressure at I-Ihich the overload 

device operates: Since the chain system has a different efficienc~ to 

that of the absorber,it is necessary to re-set this value to achieve an 

adequat e simulation. The value TRIP is set to PCOMP, this being the 

haulage overload pressure required to give the same sprocket torque at 

commencement of the reverse sprocket rotation with the absorber as 

obtained I-lith the chain system. This compensated tripping pressure is 

calculated in the terminal section of the model, after the first rtm, 
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from the chain tension-displacement, haulage pressure-torque and absorber 

pressure-torque characteristics. Interpolation of these characteristics 

is made from these FUNCTIONS using the CSMP AFGl'N statement, the 

compl et e stat ement being 

PGOIoIP = AFGl'N (TPHM, AFGl'N (PTAP, AFGl'N (TPAM, AFGl'N (mm, ••• 

AFG l'N (TDIXl, AFG El.' (PTHM, TRIP)))))) 

Three TERMINAL sections have been used with the model to compare 

various t~chniques for selection of accumulator pre-charge pressures. 

In two of these, TERMINAL sections 1 and 3, the first run, !CAB = 0, 

computes the pressure-volume relationship requi~ed from the absorber 

to reproduce the same ~vnamic performance as obtained by the chain load. 

This relationship is contained in arrays BVOL and BPA, values being 

taken during the dynamic run by use of a NOSORT statement at the end of 

the DYNA}ITC section of the model. The NOSORT label ensures that the 

statements are not sorted by the sorting algorithm and allows conditional 

Fortran statements to be used. TERl\IINAL section 2 uses a statically 

calculated absorber pressure-volume relationship for accumulator pre

charge determination as a comparison with the dynamically determined 

relationships. 

A variation of the model containing only the first run !CAB = 0 

can be used to show the effects of various sized by-pass valves. The 

FUNCTION BYFS is changed at the end of each run by the use of the OVERLAY 

statement,a run being completed for each function used. 

10.5 Model Outnuts 

Outputs from the dynamic section of the model are obtained using the 

CS~~ PREPLOT statement. This gives a print plot output from the line 

printer of a specified variable and listings of 3 others together}rith 

the appropriate TIME value. Use of the CSJ.~ PREPAR statement transfers 

specified variables to a tape for subsequent interpolation by a graph 

plotting programme. 
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Outputs from the TERMINAL section such as accumulator pre-charge 

pressures and pressure-volume characteristics are obtained with 

Fortran IVRITE and FORl,IAT statements. 

, 
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Flow into line 2 = 
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where STF1' & STF2 are stif~ness'~actors ~or lines 1 & 2 
respectively. 

Figure 10.3 Simplified haulage circuit diagram descrjbing transmission 

~low line equations. 
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11 APPLICATIOn OF THE DYIIA!.uC J.!ODEL TO THE HAULAGE UNIT AND AllSORBER 

LOADlllG SYSTEl·I 

11.1 Introduction 

The primary application of the model is to assess the v~ability of 

the use of accumulator banks w~th hydrostatic drives for chain elasticity 

simulation. The structure of the model,fully described in Section 10, 

allows the effects produced on the haulage unit by the chain system,to 

be compared with those produced by the absorber loading system l~ing various 

accumulator pro-charge pressure setting procedures. Comparisons can also 

be made to ~how the effects of the differing losses of the chain system 

and the absorber. By performing multiple runs with slight alteration to 

the model structure,comparisons of the energy release speeds with various 

by-pass valve sizes can be made. 

The outputs from the model are shown in graph plotted form. A 

typical run from the model involving two runs through the Dynamic 

Section produces three graphs. On the first run through the Dynamic 

Section, simulating the release of energy produced by the chain system, 

• 
d1;.ta ia produJed fc r "1'_6 fird gr'lpr. whi-':h "ho~ the variation of 

several system variables against time. The second run through the 

Dynamic Section simulates the release of energy with the haulage 1L~it 

loaded by the absorber. For this a second graph similar to the first 

is produced for comparison. Also during the second run,data is 

collected for a third graph showi~g the absorber pressure against the 

volume of fluid required by the absorber. Two traces are produced on 

this graph, the first shovlS the pressure-volume relationship required 

by the absorber to give a true simulation, calculated during the first 

run through the Dynamic Section, and a second showing the pressure-

volume relationship produced by the accumulators as.calculated in the 

Terminal Section of the model. 

• 
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Comp<:1risons of release characteristics from differinc runs throuch 

the Dynamie Section must be made from the time of by-pass operation 

since the time for operation can vary, depending on accumulator bank: 

charactcristics. Any comparison of release displacements must also be 

made from points coincident on the two curves at by-pass operation. 

The outputs have been extrapolated to zero sprocket torque conditions, 

eliminating the restrictions of the FllnSI! statement, to enable 

comparison~ of relcase times and displacements to be made. 

11.2 Comoarisons of Acclmulator Pre-charfe Pressure Setting Procedures 

11.2.1) The Pressure Increment /.Iethod of Accumulator Pre-charge Pressure 

Setting 

The model was run with Terminal Section (1) described'in Section 6.4.1. 

This procedure takes the pressure-volume requirements of the absorber loading 

system, obtained during the first run through the Dynamic Section when 

the haulage is assumed to be loaded by the chain system, and using the 

pressure increment'technique, sets the pre-charge pressures of a bank of 

accumulators to give a similar characteristic. 

The output from the model with chain loading is shown in Fig. 11.01, 

sprocket displacement, a..'1gular velocity and torque are shovm together with 

haulage circuit pressure against time. Fig. 11.02 shows the same 

variables from the second run through the model, where the haulage ~'1it is 
I 

assumed to be loaded with the absorber and accumulator bank:. For 

comparison,the angular velocity from Fig. 11.02 is also shown traced on 

to Fig. 11.01. To assess the performance of the accumulator pre-charge 

sottbg technique Fig. 11.03 shows the desired pressure-volume 

characteristic together I-lith the characteristic of the acc~'llulator bank:. 

To achieve the simulation using the absorber and acc1L'llulator bank, 

Terminal Section (1) set accumulator pressures at 2.25, 2.25, 4.55, 4.85, 

6.90 and 7.35 l,lPa. Al thouch the procedure required that two accw:lUlators 

were set at the lovlCst pressure, producing a considerablc loop in the low 

pressure p<:1rt of thc characteriotic, the high pressurc portion had a cood 

fit a.nd rcproduccil the m'lximwlI role<:1se clpced very accura.tely. 
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A comparison bet,leen the release displaccments produced, shows the 

accumulator bank to give less displacement than the chain. This, 

however, is mainly due to the method used to set the initial accumulator 

pres,3ure. In Terminal Section (1) the first accumulator pressure is set 

to the lo,lest pressure in the array BPA, a value corresponding to the 

absorber pressure at the end of the chain loaded run determined by the 

FINISH statement. If the initial press\U'e had been set to correspoCld to 

zero angular displacement as in Terminal Section (2) the release displacements 

would have been more accurate. 

The distribution of accumulator pre-charge pressures obtained in 

this example is characteristic of this pre-charge pressure setting 

technique. During the development of this technique similar distributions 

were obtained with several differing combinations of accumulator volume 

and required pressure-volume characteristics. Variations of the 

pressure increment KR can give quite different pre-charge pressure 

distributions for the same required characteristic without noticeable 

alteration to the overall characteristic. The technique seldom sets 

accumulator pressures with equal pre-charge pressure increment. ,llien 

successive accumllia'cors are set w~ th pre-charge pl'essure:3 near together 

this has the effect of forming larger loops in the accumulator bruL~ 

characteristic taking it away from the desired characteristic. These 

loops are minimised if the accumulator pre-charge pressures are at ,equal 

increments, and are less obvious at higher pressures when more of the 

accumulators in the bank are operative. If, however, the desired pressure

volume characteristic was non-linear,the ideal accumulator pre-charge 

pressures would move away from the equal increment values required to 

reproduce the near linear characteristics obtained ,rith chain elasticity 

simulation. Although not sho,m in this example the pressure increment 

technique does not need accumulators of equal volume: 

• 
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11.2.2) ]i}nn irical Method of Accumulator Pre-char,<;e Prcsrmre Setti.np; 

Similar outputs to those described in Section 11.2.1 are shol-.'ll in 

Fie. 11.04 and 11.05 for the model run with Terminal Section (2), 

described in Section 6.4.2. 

Fig. 11.04 shows the absorber and accumulator bank to give a very 

accurate reproduction of the release speed characteristic. To meet the 

desired pr;>ssure-volume characteristic, Terminal Section (2) set 

accumulator pre-charge pressures at 1.93, 2.49, 3.73, 4.98, 6.23 and 7.47 ),jpa. 

With this method accumulators are set at equal pro-charge pressure increment, 

apart from between the first two, this minimises the loops away from the 

desired characteristic. In this example the degree of simulation could 

have been improved, as will be seen from Fig. 11.05, by the introduction 

of a further accumulator into the bank. A comparison between the chain 

load and absorber load Fig. 11.04 shows Terminal Section (2) to give a 

very accurate reproductioh of release displacement. This is due to the 

correct setting of the initial accumulator pre-charge pressure. Increase 

in the initial pre-charge pressure away from the ideal, as in Terminal 

Section (1), reduces the release displacement in comparison with the 

true value obtained with the chain system. In practice, however, there 

is often a need to keep the minimum pre-charge pressure to 20% of the 

maximum absorber system pressure for satisfactory operation of the 

accumulators. 

It is interesting to note that though ther'e are wide differences 

betHeen the pre-charge pressures required to produce the simulation as 

calculated by Terminal ,Sections 1 and 2, very similar results are obtained. 

11.2.3) Thm irical J.!ethod of Accumulator Pre-charp;e Pressure Setting 

without the. use of DYnamically Determined Pressure-Volm:!e Ch"r2ctcristics 

For this run Terminal Section (3) ,,/as used to set the accumulator 

bank pre-charge prensures, this procedure do es not ta,1{e into account the 

absorber lcakage, as dcscribed in Section 6.4.3. A comparison bchleen 
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the outputs from the chain loaded system and the absorber loaded system 

is sho,m in Fig. 11.06. Here the technique is seen to give a reasonable 

maximum release speed reproduction but as the leakage is not considered, 

the error increases >li th displacement, due to the accumulator not being 

able to supply sufficient fluid volume. A comparison of the release 

displacements bet>leen the chain and absorber loaded system sho>ls the 

leakage to account for about 15% of the total displacement. The ability 

of the emp~rical method of accumulator pre-charge determination to reproduce 

linear pressure-volume characteristics with high aCC1ITacy is also clearly 

shown in Fig. 11.07. 

11.3 Effects of Accumulators Charging and Discharging at Differing 

Polytropic Indices 

Both the pressure increment method of accumulator pre-charge 

determination and the empirical method,assume that the accumulators charge 

and discharge at the same polytropic index. The pressures are in fact 

determined to give the desired characteristics >lhen charging, calculations 

i~volving discharging accumulators being of far greater complexity. 

To show the errors likely within a practical situation of charging 

at n = 1.3 and discharging at n = 1.45, the model was run >lith Terminal 

Section 2 arranged to predict the pre-charge pressure assuming the 

accumulators charged at n = 1.3. To complete the second dynamic run with 

the absorber loading, characteristics of the accumulator bank >lere used 

assuming discharge at n = 1.45. 

Output from the second dynamic run, absorber loading, is shOl-m in 

Fig. 11.08 together with a comparison of the release speed from the first 

dynamic run, chain loading. Again it is seen that the maximum release 

speed is >lell reproduced >lith errors of around -10% during the centre 

section. The accumulator pressures are higher than actually required 

for diccharge at n = 1.45, giving an accumulator bank pressure-volume 

characteristic belo>l that required, as seen on Fig. 11.09. This gives 

a reduced release speed and El 10Her releClse diGplClccment. Fie. 11.09 also 

Ghows the expected Clccumulator dischClr&o volume to be reduced by Clbout 5%. 
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The va:l ue of n = 1.3 and n = 1.45 arc within what would be expectcd 

for accumulators chareing and dischargine in this timc period, If, 

however, a charge period Has folloHed by a period at constant pressure, 

prior to discharge,values of charge index ,lOuld approach isothermal 

conditions. This emphasises that "hen using these techniques for 

pre-charge pressure selection, to obtain the most accurate results the 

rig should be operated by immediately discharging the accumulator bame 

aft er charging. 

11.4 The Effects of Trinning Pressure Adjustment for Frictional Loss 

Comnensation behleen Chain System a.-etd Absorber 

As described in Section 3.2 the frictional losses in the chain system 

are of a differing nature and value to those in hydrostatic absorbers. 

This necessitates that an adjustment is required to the tripping pressure 

when the haulage is loaded by the absorber,to give an equivalent torque 

'at the commencement of energy release as would be expected from the 

'correct tripping pressure with the chain system. 

The previously described outputs from the model have been made 

with this compensation in operation. To shoH its effects Fig. 11.10 

shows an output from the model without this compensation. Here the 

haulage is loaded by the absorber >lithout compensation with comparisons 

from the chain loaded output. This 8ho>ls that without compensation the 
,. 

absorber is tmable to reproduce the correct maximum release speed. Due 

to the absorber having 10>ler frictional losses than the chain system, 

the absorber gives higher release speeds. Other system variables, such 

as haulage pressure an' sprocket torque are also considerably higher than 

required. Release displacement is incrcJ.sed by approximately 10%. 

In the previous examples the normal trippiClg pressure Has set at 

8.62 !>IPa (1250 Ib/in2 ) and the calculated compensated tripping pressure 

7.82 MPa (1130 Ib/in2). This reduction in tripping pressure is due to 

the abGorber having leGS frictional losocs thJ.l1 the chain system. 

lIoI'Jcvcr, the absorber beine UGen here haG a pJ.rticularly high efficiency, 
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compared I-li th alternative abGorbern or an alternative sproeket confilOura

tion, the variation in tripping prensures could well be reduced or the 

compenGated tripping pres'mre could be higher than the original set value. 

11. 5 A Comoarinon between the Rel ease Speeds for By-nans Valves with 

Varyinp; Restriction 

In order to compare the energy release speeds for various by-pass 

valves, an alteration \'laS made to the structure of the model. This 

allowed multiple runs through the IWnamic Section of the model, each run 

being with the chain loading system only. 

The output Fig. 11.11 shows the energy release speeds for the original 

by-pass valve spool and three spools with increasing flow restriction. 

As would be expected the increasing restriction reduces the maximum 

release speeds and increases the time for energy release. The original 

by-pass vaive spool gives little restriction and allo;I8' the maximum release 

.,speed to reach twice the maximum forI-lard speed. With this valve,it Can 

be seen that the haulage still has rotational speed with zero 

displacement. In a practical situation, not shown by the model or the 

experimental work Ylith the absorber, this energy ;Iould cause a rapid 

increase in the tension, T2, causing the chain to ffi1atch dangerously 

and lurching of the machine. This effect Can also be seen with the 

higher restriction valves but is small in comparison and not likely 

to have dangerous consequences. A complete elimination of this effect 

is unlikely,due to the nature of the sprocket torque-displacement 

characteristics since torque exists at zero displacement, as Can be 

see" from the experimental results, Fig. 4.7. 

11.6 Some Ge"eral Observations on the T.!odel and its Operation 

As described in Section 10.4,the model is initialised Ylith a 

fOI'>mrd speed and an angular displacement to give a haulage pressure of 

about 75% of the tripping value. A typical output Fig. 11.01 sho\'IS 

anGular diGplaecmcnt inercaGing, so increaGing sprocket torque and haulaGe 

pressure. DurinG this perioli haulaGe speed Glightly decreases" due to 
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increasing haulage leakage with increasing prC3S1ITe. When the pressure 

reaches the tripping value, the by-pass valve operates and the pump begins 

to reduce s~lash. This introduces a large transient into the haulage 

pressure line with an associated transient in the return line, not sho,m 

on the plotted output. .(it this point the angular velocity begins to 

reduce. vllien this passes through zero the sprocket torque drops due to 

the chai:1 frictional losses acting in the opposite direction to sprocket 

velocity and the angular displacement begins to reduce. The angular 

velocity continues to increase in a :1egative direction until the pump 

swash reaches zero. This point represents the maximum release speed and 

the flow conditions existing in the circuit produce a small increase 

in haulage pressure. From here the release speed is determined by 

the pressure-flow characteristics of the by-pass valve. The model 

is halted at an angular displacement just prior to zero TH = .11. 

During the development of this programme the model was run with only 

one pressure line and the pressure in this line was allowed to go 

negative at the transient condition of by-pass operation. Here 

satisfactory operation was obtained ~th a value of DELT the integration 

int erval of .005 seconds. \·llien the second line was introduced, together 

with the function describing the inlet valve flow, considerable 

instabilities occurred needing a value of DELT = .001 sec. to produce 

a stable solution. As the investigations of circuit transients and inlet 

valve problems ~las not the object of this work,the programme was 

modified to increase the system volume by a factor PAR if the pressure 

went below zero. This enabled the programme to operate at a value of 

DELT = .001 with PAR = 20. 

The need for a reduced value of DELT,with the introduction of the 

second line,lies in the function describing the inlet valve flo\'/' 

This gives large flo\·/s for small values of inlet pressure. Consequently 

smaller values of DELT are required to give numerical stability. A 
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further problem with the inlet valve function,as initially written,was 

that it failed to satisfy the transient flow conditions existing when the 

by-pass valve was switched into circuit without the need for large 

negative pressures. At this point flows are demanded through the valve 

which are larger than the valves are capable of paSSing, indicating 

that the fluid must cavitate. As this is outside the scope of this Hork, 

. the function Has modified to enable large flows to pass through the 

valve into the circuit without the pressure falling below vacuum 

conditions. This allo'ls the model to operate,but in practice the 

condition represents cavitation at the inlet valve. 

At the conception of this model it was decided to input the system 

characteristics in graphical form and use the CS~W FUNCTION statements 

to assess the data. Although this at first seems to simplify the 

problem, as coefficients do not have to be determined, several 

pitfalls can arise. Instances in the development of the programme 

occurred Hhere the functions had to be specified outside the expected 

range of operation. Although such values might not be needed as outputs, 

the numerical techniques involved in the CS~ system can call 0:1 such 

. values to 'prouuce' convergence. "Care must be taken' in the choice of 

either linear (AFGEN) or Lagrange (NLFGEN) interpolation. If the 

function represents continuous information and AFGEN is used, small 

changes i~ slope can appear as transients in the system. If, hOHever, 

the desired function contains an abrupt discontinuity,NLFGfl, cannot 

represent it without distortion. In the model the inlet valve 

characteristic,defined by IVC,contains both these situations and 

it was necessary to combine both AFGllI and NLFGEN by the statement 

FIV2 = HISW (P2 1.8 E5) NLFGEN (IVC, P2), AFGfll (IVC, P2)) 
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12 A C01WJcRSATIOlIATJ PROGRAWlE FOR SEl'TIl'lG THE PRE-CHARGE PRESSURES OF A 

BAllJ( OF ACCffi.lUI,fITORS '1'0 arABI,E A HYDI10STATIC POHEI1 ABSOI1JJE.'R TO SIJ.11JLA'l'E 

CHAIll ELAS'rrCITY EFFIX;'1'S ON POl-JER LOADEI1 lIAUJJAGE UNITS 

This programme shown in Appendix 11 uses the IBM conversational 

la l&Uage CPS (Conversational Pro&ramrning System), "'hich accesses a 

computer through a remote Teletype terminal. 

The programme inputs data defining the face chain system, ie chain 

type and compensator details; haulage details, ie sprocket geometry; 

maximum torque level; and absorber characteristics. Where poscihle comment 
I 

statements are used to give indications of the values of the input data 
, 

associated with the main system components. In this ",ay relevant 

information can be stored in the programme with its input controlled by 

the programme operator. 

The programme utilises the methods described in Section 3 to 

··calculate the torque-displacement relationships produced by the chain 

on the haluage sprocket. Sprocket losses are calculated as described in 

Section 3.2 with the interlink friction coefficient taken as 0.5. The 

a-bsor·ber loss characteristics are desoribed by a mechanical efficienoy 

and an absorber leakage factor. This lerucage faotor is derived from the 

experimental work and is the ratio between the volume of fluid supplied 

to the absorber and its displaoed volume under conditions typical to 

release of strain energy in po",er loader haulage units. This faotor can 

only be typioal,sinoe in practice it >lou.ld vary with the rate of release 

of strain energy. 

The empirical method of setting aocumulator pre-oharge pressures, 

as described in Seotion 6.3 is used >lith a value of polytropic index 

taken at 1.45. 

\fuen operatine the progranune;ini tial conoern should be Hi th 

obtaining a satisfactory chain system, if neoesGary ccveral attempts 

should be made to achieve a chain pro-tension of around 50 kll (5 tonG). 
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The programme gives several choices of compensator units and also a 

facility for the introduction of slack chain,if the available compreszion 

from any compensator is not sufficient to give a reasonable value of 

pre-t ension. 

An indication of the amount of adjustment required to compensate 

for the differing frictional losses between the chain drive system and 

the absorber is given by (pchpr),the percentage haulage pressure 

reduction. Any haulage boost pressure is not included in this 
i 

reduction, ie pchpr operates only on the difference between the 

tripping pressure and boost pressure. Under conditions where the 

absorber losses are greater than the chain system losses,it is possible 

that pchpr could be above 100%,needing an increase in haulage tripping 

pressure for compensation. 

After the chain system details have been finalised the programme 

gives a choice of accumulator size. All the accumulators in the bank 

are required to be of equal volume. To achieve a satisfactory 

simulation a minimum of four accumulators will be required. If the 
, 

programme indicates either too few or too many accumulators are 

required to cover the pressure' range of the absorber, alternative 

accumulator volumes can be tried. If a satisfactory simulation can'1ot 

be achieved with the accumulators available,either they can be used in 

combinations and treated as single accumulators with the same pre-charge 

pressures, or the type of absorber can be changed. Some adjustment can 

also be achieve~ by alteration of Pa(1) the lowest pre-charge pressure. 

Although this will move the displacement achieved ,nth the simulation 

(accrot) away from the required displacement (rot),it might be 

preferable to cha:1ging the accumulators or absorber available for .use. 

Adjustment of Pa(1) might also be required,if this is below that 

recommended by the I:lanufacturers taking into account the maximum 

absorber pressures. 
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The programme outputs the recommended pre-charge pressures for the 

accumulator bank,together with a list of input data and other parameters 

calculated during the execution. 
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13 A DTIIM.\TC MODEl, OP A MB::HANICAL HAULAGE llNI'r 

13.1 Doscriptio'l 

A CSl.JP model of a simple mechanical haulage unit is shown in 

Appendix III. 1'he model includes the effects of haulage inertia, viscous 

damping and the braking torque used to reduce the energy release speeds 

of mechanical .. haulage u''1its. 

The haulage sprocket torque TM is calculated from the sprocket-torque 

relationship,defined by the CSl.JP FUNC'rION statements mm and DrDG) 

dependent on the direction of the sprocket rotation THD, ie whether 

the haulage unit is driving or is being driven by the chain system. An 

INSW statement e:1sures that the frictional braking torque RI' acts against 

the direction of rotation. A viscous damping force VTR acts i:1 the 

opposite direction to sprocket rotation. This force i3 estimated by 

assuming the unit to take 500 N m (370 lb ft) torque at the sprocket, 

.' to drive the haulage 11:1i t in reverse direction at a speed equal to the 

max forward speed. Two CSI@ INTGRL statements define in turn the angular 

velocity and displacement f~om the angular acceleration,which is 

obtained from the system torque balance divided by inertia. 

; The initial conditions for the programme aSSume the haulage to be 

stalled in cut and to have the drive interrupted at the sprocket torque 

TTRIP whilst driving at a forward speed FS~·FRi\C. A CSI.JP FllHSH stateme:ot 

stops the run if either the release speed or the angular displacement 

approaches zero. Outputs of the main system. variables are obtained using 

the CSMP pnIN'J1 statement and the data required for a plotting programme 

is obtained with the PREPARE statement. Multiple runs can be obtabed by 

use of either successive END cards or· the multiple PARAl.IEl'ER stat emcnt. 

Outputs from the model are sho1-m in Figs. 13.1 a:1d 13.2. The effects 

of variation of BT, braki.ng torque,on the energy release speeds is ShOWl 

in Fig. 13.1 together with and without viscous damping. Fig. 13.2 sho'l3 

the effects of variation of haulage inertia on I'clearoc speeds. 
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13.2 Observations on the Outuuts of the Mechanical Haulaije !<Iodel 

Existing mechanical haulage 1.U1i ts have only one device, the parking 

brake, with. which the rate of release of energy from the chain system can 

be controlled. Although in practice,the setting of this brake would be 

determined by other factors, such as the incline of the face (the parking 

brake has to be set high enough to stop the machine sliding down the face 

1.U1der its own weight) and the maximum level of tension difference allowable 

across the haulage 1.U1it under equilibrium conditions with the machine 

stalled into cut. 

The effect of variation of parking brake settings on energy release 

speeds with constant haulage inertia is shown in Fig. 13.1. The levels 

of parking brake torque are seen to be high in comparison with the maximum 

driving torque. A pa~king brake torque of 10 000 N m (7 380 Ib ft) with a 

tripping torque of 26 500 N m (19 500 Ib ft) gives a maximum release 

speed .2.7 times the maximum forward speed. ~lith such a parking brake 

setting,a residual force of approximately 30% of the maximum value could 

be left across the haulage unit if it was stalled in cut. An important 

observation from these results is that it is possible to still have 

haulage rotation, hence kinetic energy, with zero displacement. In a 

practical situation, not shown in the model, this energy would cause a 

rapid increase in the tension T2 causing the chain to snatch dangerously 

and lurching of the machine. 

The ·estimated level of viscous damping is assumed to exist in the 

haulage unit without special provision. ~ping is shown in Fig. 13.1. 

to have considerable effect on the maximum release speeds indicating 

that some specially designed viscous damping device would be useful for 

control of energy release speeds. 

The use of haulage inertia as a means of controlling energy release 

speeds can be seen from Fig. 13.2. Here a typical haulage inertia is 

2 considered to be 4700 kg m. Large increase in inertia can 'ce obtained, 
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however, with little additional mass due to the large reduction ratios of 

haulage gearboxes. 

Although this model is not meant to show a particular haulage unit 

with accurate parameter values, it does show the effects of parameter 

variation and indicate what is required to improve the energy release 

characteristics of mechanical haulage units. Considerably more 

. sophistication could be introduced into the model,with little effort)such 

as the reaction times of the rarking brake and any non-linear 

experimentally derived frictional and damping effects • 

• 
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14 CONCLUSIONS 

14.1 Chain Syst em 

The spro~ket torque-chain extensio~ relationship, for a given 

haulage u:~i t, is made variable by the conditio"s and associated machinery 

existing on the coal face where the unit is t~ be used. In particular,the 
I 

total extensio:l and the pre-tension produced by the haulage unit,on a 

face installation, can vary with the type of chain te'sioners used and 

the set up conditions. 

Sprocket losses need to be included in the prediction of sprocket 

torque-displacement relationships. Accurate values however, are not 

available and are subject .to sprocket and chain wear conditions and the 
, 

presence or lack of materials acting as lubricants on the contacting 

surfaces. 

The tests in which the haulage was loaded with the chain system,shoHed 

the most dangerous aspect of excessive release speeds to occur when the 

extended chain has moved through the haulage 1L'1it. Here the sprocket 

drive still haG rotation. The energy contai:1ed is dissipated by a 
I 

sudden increase in the tension T2,producing a reverse force on the 

haulage u·~it. This causes whipping of the slack side chain and lurching 

of the machine out of cut. 'Although neither the absorber tests or the 

CSMP model reproduce this effect, their results do· show the haulage u·1i t 

to have speed at zero displacement after energy release. This effect 

is particularly dangerous where chain s~stems have been set up to 

• include slack chain in the T2 side under maximum extension conditioDS, 

a common procedure for both compensated and solid a',chorage installations. 

14.2 Absorber TYUe 

Both the Hagglunds 6185 and the Staffa B270H hydrostatic J:'J)to'rs are 

suitable for chain elasticity simulation. The Staffa B270H has IOHor 

leakage effects and an efficiency nearer that of the chain system than 

the Haggl unds 6185. ,,1hen the Staffa B270H is used in conj1L'1ction Hi th 

a 4/1 speed increasing gearbox it has a similar capacity to th8 Hagglu.:ds 
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14.3 Accumulator Porform2nce 

Acc1.L'llulators charge a'"d discharge under polytropic condi tio01s whe~ 

operated at rates corresponding to those f01.L~d in chain elasticity 

simulation. Their characteristics can be defined by PV
n 

= C ~lith values 

of n between 1.3 a:od 1.45. A k:1owledge of the correct initial gas volume 

is essential to the accurate prediction of their pressure_volume 

characteristics. 

14.4 Accumulator Bank Pre-charge Pressure Setting Procedures 

The empirical method of accumulator pre-charge pressure setting 

gives good results and is very easy to use,requiring only a simple 

algebraic exPression. If the pressure-volume characteristics is nO:1-
, 

linear the empirical method is unsuitable ,and the pressure increment 

technique should be used. This does however, involve computer 

calculations and can give less accurate results thal1 the empirical method 

when used for linear characteristics. 

Although both these procedures assume accumulators to charge and 

discharge at the same polytropic index,the CSMP model shows that this 

assumption not to introduce unreasonable errors ~th the differing . 
values of the index likely to be found in chain elasticity simulation. 

14.5 The CSMP ~!odel 

CSMPprovides a facility whereby engineers can quickly construct 

models of dY:1amic systems from block diagrams ~ thout an extensive' 

k1o>lledge of computer languages or numerical techniques. Non-li:oearities 

and time variant proplems, common in hydraulic systems,are easily 

included into models by use of an extensive library of sub-programmes. 

Outputs from a model i:o either tabular, print-plotted or X - Y graph 

plotted form can be obtained by use of single >lord CSJ·TI' statements. 

The model described in this work sho>ls the flexibility in operation 

of CSMP that can be introduced by use of the Terminal Section and the 

re-run facility. Here the Terminal Section is used to process data, 

produced by the first run,through the Dynamic Section of the model and 
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create new data, ",hi ch is used in a second run through the 1)y:1amic Sectio!1 

i'1 which the structure of the model is also altered. Essentially tHO 

models are run in series the first pr<;ducing data for the second. CSl·;P 

hOHever, has one inherent disadva'1tage Hhe:1 applied to hydraulic systems, 

fluid in a given volume is usually determined by integration of the 

product of a floH rate a!1d a fluid stiffness factor. Since the volumes 

are usually small and the stiffness factors high, being dependent on 

bulk modulus, this technique necessitates the use of extremely small 

time intervals,if the numerical integratio!1 methods employed for 

solutions are to remain stable. High computer run times result if models 

of hydraulic systems Simulation, involving this method of pressure 
\. 

,determination, are used for purposes other than investigations of 

transient behaviour. 

The numerical simulation approach to the problem of chain elasticity 

effects proved to have benefits beyond the mere production of theoretical 

results. Construction of a model demands a detailed examination of the 

system to enable mathematical expressions a~d he!1ce CS~;P statements to 

be written. This discipline yields a greater understanding of the system 

even befOl'e the programme has been put into opel·ation. Data can be 

retrieved from models Hhich would be difficult to obtain experimentally, 

due either to problems of instrumentation or complex modes of operation. 

No direct comparisons can be dra,m between the model and the 

experimental Hork due to irregularities in the operation of the haulage 

unit. This, hm;ever, shoHs the true use of the model, comparisons are • 
not possible u!11ess operating conditions can be kept constant as is 

the Case Hith the model. 

Although not constructed for this purpose the model shoHs a failure 
. 

of the hydrostatic transmission L~let valves to deal Hi th pressure tra.r.sients 

Hithout cavitation. A more detailed description of the circuit h~uld 

yield further infornation i!1 this interesting field. 
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14.6 Curve FolloHcr and Accumulator Simulation '.rcchniqucs 

The curve folloHer technique can be used to give chain clasticity 

simulation, but an additional power input is required into the absorber 

system and complex instrumentation io needed for control. 'rhe 

accumulator system is easy to use and once the pre-charge pressures 

have been !'let requires no further attention. It is capable of operating 

from any load condition and is ideal for use in life testing procedures 

simulatin/?i ,mrking conditions. 

For precise representation of a given system the curve follower 

technique can automatically compensate for the differing efficiencies of 

the chain and absorber, whereas for the accumulator technique, adjustment 

is required to the haulage tripping pressure. The effects of differing 

efficiencies however, are not excessive and correct selection of the 

absorber type Can reduce the compensation required. 

The conversational programme, developed for accumulator pre-charge 

pressure setting, provides a rapid method of both determining an 

appropriate chain system for a given haulage unit and selecting a 

compatible absorber and accumulator bank. Most of the data relevant to 

the problem is stored in the programme for selection by the operator to 

give optimum performance. 

14.7 Mechanical Haulage Unit 

The CSl~ model of a mechanical haulage unit suggests that some 

form of rotational viscous damper, in addition to a frictional parking 

brake, ,,,ould significantly improve the control of release of energy fro!:] 

the chain. In a practical situation this would imply incorporating a 

fluid Clamping dwice in the sprocket drive. 

14.8 Further use of Hydrostatic POI-ler Aboorbers for Chain Elasticit;v 
Simulation 

Testing facilities for pOHer loadcr haulage units are used by three 

organisations, r.lHDE, NCB Central Horkshops and power loader manufacturers. 

Some installations utilise dynamometcrs unable to reproduce ch3.in 
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elasticity effects. Where hydrostatic power absorbers are in use and 

chain elasticity simulation is required, it is unlikely that users 

outside MRDE Hill have sufficient faeili tics to accurately measure the 

degroe of simulation being achieved. In most Cases it Hill be sufficient 

if the loading device possesses an amount of stiffness which Can be 

expressed in terms of sprocket rotation. If this is the case, an 

accumulator pro-charge setting procedure should be adopted Hhereby the 

available'accumulators are set with equal pressure increment between the 

maximtm absorber pressure and the boost pressure. The maximum and 

minimum pre-charge pressures should be one pressure increment above and 

below the boost pres3ure and the maximum absorber pressure, eg if four 

accumulators are available, the maximum absorber pressure is 14.5 MPa 

(2100 lb/in2) and the boost pressure .69 MPa (100 lb/in2 ) pre-charge 

pressures should be set at 2.75 MPa (400 Ib/in2) increments giving 

3.44 liIPa (500 lb/in2), 6.2 JllPa (900 lb/in
2 ), 8.96 JllPa (1300 lb/in

2) and 
. 2 

11.7 MPa (1700 Ib/in). A trial and error method should then be 

adopted, adjusting the number of accumulators until the amount of reverse 

rotation is correct. This will involve re-adjustment of the pre-charge 

pre~sures. If the accumulators are of equal volume and there are at 

least four accumulators in the bank a reasonably linear chain elasticity 

simulation Hill be produced.. The charact eristic will be similar to that 

achieved with the empirical method Hhich also uses fixed increments 

between pre~charge pressures. This procedure although cumbersome 

requires no calculations, is easily understood by vlorkshop personnel and 

is suitable for such work as functional checks on re-conditioned haulage 

uni ts. 

\'lliere a more accurate simulation is required to assess release 

speeds for compliance with regulations recourSe should be made to the 

acctunulator pre-charge setting technique as describod in the 

convcrso.tional computer programme. 
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15 RECOMMENDATIONS 

At the present time, no guide has been given by the NCB on the 

maximum allowable level of energy release speeds from power loader 

haulage units. As a results of this work it is suggested that a 

reasonable specification would be to limit the maximum release speed to 

the maximum forward speed of the haulage unit. AR no definite release 

displacement can be stated for any haulage type and since conditions 

can arise where chain is pulled through the haulage unit by factors 

other than elasticity, it is also suggested that the unit be capable of 

continuous reverse operation with the sprocket driven at a torque 

corresponding to the maximum ,forward value for perioda of say one minute, 

without the reverse speed increasing beyond the maximum forward speed. 

Further experimental and theoretical work should be carried out on 

mechanical haulage units, to determine their ability to deal with the 

release of energy from the cahin system in a safe manner. Particular 

attention should be paid to restricting both the maximum release speed 

and the spee~ at_the point where all the extended chain has moved 

through the sprocket system. 
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-···CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MODELING PROGRAM* ••• 

D**PH08LEM INPUT STATE~E'ITS*DD 

TITLE B.J.D. RI4 RUNRACK SIMULATION IJSING HAGGLUNDS 6185 MOTOR 
INITIAL 
~~ETHOO RKSFX 
CONSTANT HJ=470n •• AJ=41.2,HRATIO=215 •• DM=I.641E-5.DA=2.59E-3 
CONSTANT RM~6.~9E8.VP=1.63E-4 
INCON KHC=O.KH=O.LS=O.LP=O.VTT=O.O 
PARAMETER PAR=20.0 .AFAC=l.O 
PA~AMETER KA8=n.TBP~0.TRP1=0.LSWICH=0.STT=I.5.KSTOP=0 
PARAMETER FMAX=2.576E-3.TRIP=8.62E6.SPD=0.01 
FUNCTION RV=O.0.O.0.8.83E6.0.0.8.96E6.3.78E-4.9.65E6.3.03E-3 
FUNCTION SWASH=O. 0.0.75.1.0.0.0,30.0, 0 'r.0~-:--:--;:--:-___ :-__ ...., 
FUNCTION XLEAK=0.0.0.0.1.38El.1.51E-4 ~W ~ 1. \J~~~\ 
FUNCTION ILEAK=0.0.O.0.1.38E7.1.51E-4 ~ ~~~ 
FUNCTION OTOG=O •• 6.4E3.4.4.4.E4 __ t. J:. -(. 
FUNCTION TOOG=6.4E3.0 •• 4.E4,4.4 ~ Itte .. D·O . 
FUNCTION OTON=n •• 2.1E3.5.2.4.E4 
FUNCTION TOON=?lE3.0 •• 4.E4.5.2 
FUNCTION TPHM=-4.E4.-1.E7,O.,.7E6,4.E4,1.3IE7 
FUNCTION PTHM=-I.E7.-4.E4,.lE6.0 •• 1.31E7,4.E4 
FUNCTION TPHP=-4.E4,-1.E7.0.,0.,4.E4.9.7E6 
FUNCTION PTHP=-1.E7.-4.E4.0 •• 0 •• 9.7E6.4.E4 
FUNCTION VIC=O.0.O.O.1.13Eul.-l.OJE9 
FUNCTION IVC=~1.E9.1.21E-3.-1.E7.1.19E-3'-I.E6.1.17E-3.-1.5E5. 

1.15E-3.-1. 4E5,1.1 45E-3,-1.3E5.1.12E-3.-1.1E5.1.04E-3.-.9E5; 
• 9E-3.-.8E5 •• 82E-3.0.0.0.0.1.E9.0.0 

FUNCTION BYPS=.O •• 0 •• 3E6 •• 20E-3 •• 5E6 •• 30E-3. 
• 7E6 •• 40E-3 •• 1E7 •• 52E-3,1.5£6 •• 72E-3. 
• 2E7 •• 90E-3.2.5E6.1.06E-3 •• 3E7,1.20E-3. 
• 4E7,1.44E-3 •• 5[7.1.66E-3 •• 6E1.1.86E-3, 
• 7E7,2.04E-3 •• 8E7.2.20E-3, .9E7.2.34E-3, 

1.0E7.2.48E-3.1.1E7.2.60E-3.1.2E7.2.72E-3. 
1.3E7,2.82E-3.2.0E7,3.56E-3 

FUNCTION TPAM=-4.0E4,-1.5E7.0.0.8.95E5,33400 •• 13.8E6 
FUNCTION TPAP=-4.0E4,-1.6E7.0.0.5.51E5.36500.,13.8E6 
FUNCTION PTAM=-1.5E7,-4.E4,R.95E5,O •• 13.AE6,33400. 
FUNCTION PTAP=-1.6E7,-4.E4.5.51ES,O •• 13.8E6,36500. 

• • 
• • 

• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 

FUNCTION ALEAK=0.0.O.O.2.41£6,75.8E-6.5.37E~,1.51E-4.9.86E6.2.27E-4 • •• 
1.35E7,3.03[-4 

• 
STORAGE AV (300) ,AP(300) .AL(300) 
TA~LE AV(1-300)=300.0.0'AP(1-300)=300*O.0'~L(1-300)=300*O.0 
FIXED IN,KPA.IW,IZ.KR,KPX.KPMAX.KP.LS.LS~.LP.LSWICH 
FIXED K,J.KH.K~~AX.KHC.KAB.IA,KP~IN 
5TOPI\(;[ RVOL(500).RPA(500).KPA(11).VA(11).VTC11) 
TABLE BVOLCl-500)=500~0.0.BPA(1-500)=500*0.0.KPA(1-11)=11*0.0, 

VA(1-11)=11*3.4413E-3.VTC1-ll)=11*0.0 
PARAMETEP IN=6.POWC=1.45,POWE=1.45.KR=100000.KPMAX=15000000 

PCOMP=AFGEN(TPHM,AFGEN(PTAP.AFGENCTPAM.AFGENCOTDN,.AFGENCTOOG, 
AFGEN(PTHM.TRIP»»» 
STF=R M/VD 
VFAC=29.0/3A.0 
DH=HPATIO*OM 
SPOS=AFGfN(SWASH,O.O) 
STX=AFGEN(OTOG.STT) 
STA=AFGEN(TPAP,STX) 
STY=AFGEN(TPHM.STX) 
STZ=AFGEN(XLEAK,STY)02.0 
SP2=AFGE~(VIC,STZ) 

ST~=(SpnS·FMAX-STZ)/UH 

~~~~~ 
0..-\. JW1'L.J:u ~~ ~ 
AA4R.. ~ 'l>~ ~\:.:o." 

• • 

• • 



OYNAMIC 
<> 

FKAfl=KAfl-O.5 

PROCEDURE FI.T8Pl,FPUMP.FflP=FT(Pl.LSWICH,PCOMP,APDF.5PDFI 
<> 
<> PROCEDURE F04 PRESSURE SWITCHED VARIARLES 
<> 

IF(KAR.En.lITAIP=PCOMP 
IF(TI~E.LT.O.IILSWICH=O 
IF(Pl.GE.TAIP)LSWICH=l 
IF(LSWICH.GT.OIGO TO 32 
FRP=O.O 
TBP=TIME 
FPUMP=Ft~ ~ X .SPOS 
GOTO 33 

1>Y~I\T\\L It.c.l:...... ~\ ..k 
~ ~ ~~ 'l>S-l..",\ 

.u.-'<&.. ~\I.\~ 4~ '\A 

~~ 
32 FBP=NLFGEN(BYPS,APDF)·SPOF<>VFAC 

LSI'/ICH=l 
TflPl=TIMF.-TflP 
FPUMP=FM~X·AFGEN(SWASH.T8PII 

33 CONTINUE 
END PRO 
<> 
PROCEDURE RPA,RPL=ACH(RV~,LSMI 
<> 
<> LINEAR INTERoOL~TION OF ACCUMULATOR CHARACTERISTIC ARRAYS AP.AL,AV 

IF(FKAB.r.T.O.O) 
RPL=O.O 
I'!PA=O.O 
GO TO 26 

GO TO 75 

75 DO 2 J=I.LSM 
IF(AV(JI-HVM)3,4,5 

5 IF(J.EU.lIGO TO 4 

~~~~~~ 
~,~ 4~~\:o 
k ~ iM :b'ftJ~K\c. ~'c..c--. 

RP A = A P (J -I ) + (RV M -A V (J-l ) ) <> ( A P (J I - A P (J -I I ) / (A V ( J I -A V (J-I I I 
GO TO 6 

4 RPA=AP(J) 
GO TO 6 

3 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 
6 CONTINUE 

DO 22 J=I.LS'j 
IF(AL(JI-RVM)23,24,25 

2S IF(J.EQ.l)r.O TO 24 
HP L = AP (J -I ) + (RVM - A L (J -I I ) <> ( A P (J ) -A P ( J-I ) ) / ( AL ('"' I -AL (J-ll ) 
GO TO 26 

24 RPL=AP(J) 
Gn TO 26 

23 CONT I~IIJE 
22 CONTINUE 
;>6 CONTINUE 

E.NOPLlQ 
<> 
<> ~AULAAE TRANSMISSION FLO~ EQUATIONS 

FOl=FPUMP-FBp-FLIN-FXl-FRVl+FIVI-THO<>OH 
FD?=-FPUMP+F9P+FLIN-FX2-FRV2+THO*OH+FIV2 
FRVl=AFGEN(RV,Rl) 
FLlV2=AF5~N(RV.P21 

FXl=AFGE-!(xLF.nK.Rl) 
FX~=AFGEN(XLEA~,p21 

FIV2=I~ISl'(P2+.8E5,NLFGEN(IVC,P2),AFGEN(IVC,P2») 

FIVl=INS~(Pl+.aE5,NLFGEN(IVC.Pl),AFGEN(IVC,Pl») 

FLIN=AFGFM(ILEAK.APDFI*SPDF 

1 

. 



* * HAULAGE TRANS~ISSION PRESSURE EDUATIONS 
* 

PDF=PI-P? 
APOF=AtlS(PDF) 
SPDF=SIGN(l.O.PDF) 
Pl=INTGRL(STY.FDl*STFl) 
P2=INTGRL(SP2.F02*STF2) 
STFl=INSW(Pl.STF/PAP,STF) 
STF2=INS~(P2.STF/PAR.STF) 

* SPROCKET MOTION EQUATIONS 
* 

* 

TM=INS~(THO'AFGEN(PTHP.APDF) .AFGEN(PTHM,APDF))*SPDF 
TH20=INSW(FKAB,(TM-TCH)/HJ.(TM-TCHI/(HJ+AJ)) 
THD=INTGRL(STH,TH2D) 
TH=INTGRL(STT.THO) 

* CHAIN LOAD 
TCH=INSW(FKAR.INSW(THD,AFGEN(DTDN.TH).AFGEN(DTDG,TH)I.INSW(THD •• 
• AFGENIPTAM,RPA).AFGEN(PTAP.RPA) )) 

* * ABSORBER LOAD FROM ACCUMULATOR CHARACTERISTICS 
* 

TA=INSW(FKA8.TCH+AJ*TH2D,D.0) 
PA=INSW(FKAB.INSWITHD.AFGEN(TPAN.TA).AFGEN(TPAP,TA)).O.D) 
AVOL=INSW(FKAB,INTGRL(O.D.THDoDA-AFGENIALEAK,PA)),D.O) 
RVM=INSW(FKAB,O.O,INTGRLISTB.DA*THD-AFGEN(ALEAK,RPAIII 
RLL=INSW(FKAB.O.Q,RPL) 

NOSORT 
* * NOSORT SECTION TO SET RVOL AND'BPA ARRAYS TO DESCRIBE THE REQUIRED 
* PAESSURE-VOLIH'E CHARACTERISTIC 
* 

* 

121 CONTINUE 
IF(KA8.EI).1)GO TO 4D 
IF(TtlPl.LT.2.5)GO TO 4D 
IF(LSWICH.EQ.O.AND.TBPl.LT.2.0.AND.KEEP.EQ.0)GO 
KH=KH+l 
IF(KH.EQ.IOO)GO TO 41 
GO TO 40 

41 KHC=KHC+l 
KH=O 
8VOLC K HC) =AVOL 
HPA(KHC)=PA 
KH~~AX=KHC 

40 CO"lTINUE 

c:.- ~ 1'\ ~ ~.j. .. _~ 

~~. 

TfRMINAL 
* * TEHMI~AL SECTIO~ (2) 

TO 40 

* OETfRMINATIO"l OF THE REQUIRED PRESSURE-VOLUME CHARACTERISTIC BY 
* LI~FARI5ING DATA IN BVOL AND BPA ARRAYS 
• ACCUMULATORS SET USING IMPEPICAL METHOD. 
* 

IF(KAR.NE.O)"O TO 15 

• INVE~SIO~ EXTENSION AND INITIALISATION OF BVOL AND BPA ARRAYS 
* 

~VMAX=HVOL(KH~AX) 

00 42 J=J ,KH'1AX 
K:KH'IIl,X-,I+ 1 
DYV=rlVUL(J) 

-{4\'\\~1\\.. ~~ ~ ~ 
ok. k ~\. ~ ~ l>'f.J.\~\c.. ~ 

. I 



DXV=8VOLCKI 
DYP=I:!PA (,J) 

DXP=8PACKI 
AI/OLCJI=DXV 
BVOl.CKI=DYV 
BP4CJI=DXP 
BPACKI=DYP 
K=1 
IFCJ+J.EQ.KHMAX.OR.J+J+K.EQ.KHMAXIGO TO 46 

42 CONTINUE 
46 CONTINUE 

DO 57 J=I.KH/4AX 
57 BVOLCJI=8VOLCJI-BVMAX 

BVOLCKHMAX+ll=C2000.*6894-8PACII)OCI:!VOL(KHMAXI-BVOLC1) )1 
(BPA CKI-iMAX) -RPA Cl) ) 
BPACKHMAX+l)=2000.*6594 
KI-iMAX=KH~)AX+l 

\~RITE(3.311) 

31i FORMAT(1120X.IELE~ENTS OF ARRAY aVOL'/) 
WRITE C3.303) CAVOL CJ) .J=I.KHMAX) 
"RITEC3.310) 

310 FORMATCI120X,IELEMENTS OF ARRAY BPA '/) 
l~RITE(30303) CBPACJ) ,J=I,KHMAX) 

* DETERMINATION OF THE REQUIRED PRESSURE VOLUME CHAR~CTERISTICS FROM 
* THE CHAIN AND ABSOR8EP CHARACTERISTICS 

* 

KPA(1)=AFGENCTPAM,AFGEN(DTDN.0.0» 
KPA 1 =KPA C II 
AB=KPAI 
PATP=AFGFNCTPAP,AFGENCPTHM.PCOMP» 
RRV=AFGENCTDOG'AFGENCPTI-iM,TRIP))*D~*AFAC 

o ACCUMULATOR PRE-CHARGE PRESSURE S~TTING USING IMPERICAL METHOD 

* 

.. 

* USE OF THIS STATEMENT FORUSL CONVERTS TERMINAL SECTION 2 TO TERMINA' 
* SECTION 3 
* ACCUMULATORS SET USING IMPERICAL ~ETHOD. REQUIRED PRESSURE VOLUME 
* CHAR~TERISTIC FOllND FROM ST~TIC CHAJrl! AND ABSORBER CHARATERISTICS 

* USL=CPATR-KPACII)·VA{II/RBV/KPA(l) 

lISL= (BP A (KHt1AX -10) -BPA (l) ) I (81/0L (KHM A X -10) -BVOL( 1) ) *V A Cl ) IKPA tl ) 
YI=.36-.2*POWC+C.549-.125*POWC)*USL 
EPOw= 1.0 IPOI.'E 
CPO.I=1 .0 IPOWC 
DO 54 J=2.IN 
KPA (J) =J*YI*A'l 

54 CONTINUE 

* ADOITION OF INDIVIDUAL ACClJ~ULATORS TO FIND COMBINED CHARACTERISTIC 

VTT=IN*VII (1) 

A[l=KP~'AX 

VTA=O.O 
IIE=PATR+1.0E-9 
DO 20 J=l.IN 
AA=r<PACJ) 
VT (J)=VA (J) *.(AA/At:)*"CPOYJ 
VTA=VTA+I/A(J) 

2 0 COI~ T I ~,jUE 
K=O 
KPMIN=AR 

.. -. / 



DO 29 KP=KPMIN,KP~AX.KR 
AC=KP 
VV=O.O 
00 2tl J= 10 H! 
VJ=VTIJI*IAE/ACI"·EPOW 
IF IVJ.GE. VA IJI I VJ=VA IJI 
VV=VV+VJ 

28 CONTINUE 

" SETTING OF ACCIJMULATOA CHARACTERISTIC DESCRIBING ARRAYS AV,AP,AL 
• FOA USE IN SECOND RUN 
* 

LS=LS+l 
AV ILS) =VTT-VV 
APILS)=KP 
ALILS)=IKP-KPAll)+1.E-9)/USL/KPAI1)*VA(1) 
LSM=LS 

29 CONTINUE 
" 
* DETERMINATION OF INIfIAL VOLUME FOR SECONO RUN 
" 

10 

9 

8 
7 

11 

" 
317 

315 

314 

312 

313 

316 

318 
15 

306 
303 
305 

" 
" 
" 

DO 7 J=I,LSM 
IF(APIJ)-STA)8,9.10 
IF(J.EQ.l)GO TO 9 
STR=AVIJ-l)+ISTA-APIJ-l»*(AV(J)-AV(J-l»/IAPIJI-APIJ-11) 
GO TO 11 
ST8=AV(J) 
GO TO 11 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
5T8=5TB+l.0E-9 

WRITE (3, 3171 
FORMAT(1120X"ACCU~ULATOR VOLUME ARRAY 'I) 
WRITE 13.303) IVA IJ) ,J=l. IN) 
WRITE 13,315) 
FORMAT (1120X.'ACCUMULATOR CHARGE PRESSURES ARRAY KPA'/I 
'tlRITE (30305) (KPA (J) ,J=l, IN) 

. WRITE (30314) 
FOAMATII120X.'ELE~ENTS OF ARRAY AP '/1 
~IRITE 13.303) CAP (J) ,J=1 ,LStA) 
~IRITE (30312) 
FORMATII120X.'ELEMENTS OF ARRAY AV 'I) 
wRITE (30303) (AVIJ) ,J=!tL5M) 
'IRITEI3']13) 
FORMATII120X.'ELEMENTS OF ARRAY AL 'I) 
WRITE (3,303) IALlJ) .J=1 ,LSM) 
WRITEI3.316)PCOMP 

~~r 
i'e~\\~~\" ~t:...., 

FORMAT (112X.'COMPENSATED HAULAGE TRIPPING PRESSURE PCOMP='.IFll.l 
\·IRJTEI3.318)YI 
FORMAT(112X"ACCU~ULATOR INCREMENT FACTOR YI='.lFII.4) 
COtJTINUE 
FORMA T 11 Il 0,1 Ell. 3) 
FORMAT IIOnl.3) 
FORMAT (10110) 

OUTPUT RnUTI'IE 

TIMER FINTIM=15.0.DELT=O.001.0UTDEL=O.3.PRDEL=O.3 
FINISH TH=.ll 
PRTPLOT THO(TH.TH2D,FBP).PIITM,TCH,FPUMP),PA(AVOL,TA) 
LA9EL HAULAtiE LOAOED WITH CHAIN 
END 



RESET 
LAREL H4ULAGE LOADEO wITH HYDROSTATIC ABSORBER AND ACCUMULATOR BAN 
FINISH TH=.II,RVM=O.O 

OUTPlIT 
PCOMP 
STH 
FPU~\P 

FD2 
THD 
ZZ0020 
DYP 
EPOw 
AC 

TIMER FINTIM=I~.O,DELT=O.OOl.OUTDEL=O.3,PRDEL=O.3 
PRTPLQT THD(TH.TH2D.FBP),Pl(TM,TCH,FPUMP),RPA(RVM,RLL) 
PARAMETER KA~=I,TRP=O,TRPI=O,LSWICH=O,KSTOP=O 

END 
STOP 

VARIARLF SEQUENCF: 
STF VFAC STX STA STY STZ SP2 OH 
STFI FIVI FRVl FXI PDF SPDF APDF FUN 
TBPl FI FDl ZZOOIO PI STF2 FIV2 FRV2 
ZZOO12 P2 FKAB RVM RPL RPA TCH TM 
TH TA PA ZZOO17 ZZOO15 ZZOO19 ZZOO18 AVOL 
KH KHC KH KHMAX ZZ0021 BVMAX K DYV 
DXP K KHMAX KPAl AB PATR RBV USl 
CPOI'! VTT AD VTA AE AA VTA K 
VV VJ VJ VV lS lSM STR STB 

SPOS 
FBP 
FX2 
TH2D 
RlL 
DXV 
VI 
KPt.lIN 
STB 

PARAMETERS NOT INPUT OR OUTPUTS NOT AVAILABLE TO SORT SECTION***SET 
lSM STB J KP 

OUTPUTS INPUTS PARAMS INTEGS + MEM BlKS FORTRAN DATA CDS 
94(500) 191 (1400) 56(400) 6+ 0= 6(300) 196(600) 53 

ENDJOfl 

TO ZERO** 



* 
<> TEPMI"!AL SECTIO~! (1) 
* ACCU'HJLATORS SET USHJr, PRESSURE INCREMENT METrlOD. RE/lUIRED PRESSURE 
• VOLU~F.: CHARACTERISTIC FOUND FRO~ RUN 1 
* 

IFIKA8.NE.O)GO TO 122 

* INVERSION EXTENSION AND INITIALISATION OF 8VOL AND RPA ARRAYS 
• 

* 

RVMAX=8VOLIKHMAX) 
no 42 J=l.K~H"AX· 
K=KHMAX-J+l 
OYV=RVOLIJ) 
OXV=RVOLIK) 
DYP=f3PAIJ) 
DXP=RPA(K) 
RVOL(J)=DXV 
AVOL(K)=OYV 
APA(J)=DXP 
RPA(K)=DYP 
K=l 

~ -(~t'\\NI\,- 1....~ '.A 

k \i-c- ~ -r~\~~\... 

tF(J+J.Eq.KHMAX.Oq.J+J+K.EO.KHMAX)GO TO 46 
42 CONTINUE 
4(, CONTI NUE 

DO 57 J=I,KHMAX 
57 RVOLIJ)=9VOLIJ)-RVMAX 

RVOLIKHMAX+l):12000.*6894-RPAI)*CAVOLCKHMAX)-RVOLC)) )1 
CAPAIKHMAX)-BPAC)) 

311 

310 

APAIKHMAX+l)=2000.*6894 
KHMAX=KHMAX+l 
"QITE(3.311) 
FORMATII120X"ELE~ENTS OF ARRAY BVOL'/) 
WRITE 13.303)CRVOL (J) ,J=1 ,KHMAX) 
"RITE 13.310) 
FORMATII/20X,'ELEMENTS OF ARRAY RPA 'I) 
vlRITE C3.303) IRPA C,J) .J=l ,KHMAX) 

* ACCUMULATOR PRE-CHARGE SETTING PROCEDURE 
* 
PARAMETER IN=9.PO~C=1.4S.KR=50000 

CPOW=l.O/POWC 

* 

nn 43 J=l,IN 
VTT=VTT+VA IJ) 

43 KPAIJ)=APAIKHMAX) 
V~ ClN+ll =0.0 
VTF=VTT 
KOA Cl) =8PA Cl) 
KOX=KPAIll 
KPMAX=RP.A (KHMAX) 

" ACClH'I)LATOR PRE-CHARGF SETTING LOOP 
* 

* 

nn 44 Il=l,JN 
VTF=VTF-VA. I III 

••• 



.. PRfSSIJRE INCPE""ENT LOOP .. 

.. 
00 45 KP=KPX.KP~AX.KR 
AC=KP 
I/V=O.O 

.. LINEAR INTERPOLATION nF BvnLAND BPA ARRAYS TO FIND REQUIRED VOLUME AT 

.. PRESSURE KP .. 

.. 

DO 49 J=I.KHM.IIX 
IF(BPA(J)-AC)50.51.52 

52 VLINE=VTT-BVOL(J-l)-(AC-BPA(J-l»"(BVOL(J)-RVOL(J-l»/ 
(BPA(J)-BPA(J-l» 
GO TO 48 

51 VLINF.=VTT-BVOL(J) 
GO TO 48 

50 CONTINUE 
49 CONTINUE 
4R Cf)NTI NUE 

.. VOLtJ'~E ADDITION LOOP .. 

.. 

no 53 K=I,IZ 
AA=KPA (K) 
VV=VV+VA(K) .. (AA/KP) .... CPOW 

53 CONTINUE 
VV=VV+VTF 

.. ACCUMULATOR PRF.-CHARGE SETTING CRITERIA .. 
IF(VV.GT.VLINE)GO Tf) 60 .. 

.. SETTING OF ACCUMULATOP CHARACTERISTIC DESCRIAING ARRAYS AV.AP,AL 

.. FOR IISE IN SECOND RUN 

IF(LP.EQ.KP)GO TO 59 
LS=LS+l 
~L(LS)=VTT-VLINE· 

AV(LS)=VTT-VV 
AP(LSl=KP 
L<;"'t=L<; 

59 LP=KP 
45 CONTINUE 
60 III=IZ+l 

KPA(IA)=KP-KP 
44 KPX=KPA er Al 

••• 

.. 



-
* * DETERMINATION OF INITIAL VOLUME FOR SECOND RUN 
* 

[10 7 J=\,LS'l 
IF(AP(J)-STA)8,9,IO 

10 STB=AV(J-I)+(STA-AP(J-I»*(AV(J)-AV(J-I»/(AP(J)-AP(J-1» 
GO TO 11 

9 STR=AV(J) 
GO TO I1 

8 CONTINUE 
7 CONTINUE 

11 r:ONTINUE 
STB=STR+I.OE-9 

303 FORMAT(IOEII.3) 
305 FORMAT(IOIIO) 

w~HTE (3.317) 
317 FORMAT(1120X,IACCUMULATOR VOLUME ARRAY 1/) 

Io/RITE (3.303) (VA (J) ,J=l, IN) 
\;RITE (3)315) 

315 FORMAT(1120X,IACCUMULATOR CHARGE PRESSURES ARRAY KPA'/) 
'4RITE (3.305) (KPA (J) ,J=I. IN) 
IO/RITE (3,312) 

312 FORMAT(1120X,IELEMENTS OF ARRAY AV '/) 
'1RITE (3,303) (AV (J) .J=I.LSI~) 
,mITE (3 ,313) 

313 FORMAT(1120X,IELEMENTS DE ARRAY AL '/) 
WRITEO.3D3) (AL (J) ,J=I,LSM) 
WRITE (3,314) 

3T4 FORt-fA TO( /120X, I ELEMENTS OF ARRAY AP I/) 
WRITE (3,303) (AP (J) ,J=I.L90 

122 C0NTI.lI)UE 



,. 

u 

HAULAGE ,LOADED WITH CHAIN PAGE 

Trf.4F. 
0.0 
3.0000f-01 
6.0000E-OI 
9.onOOF.:"Ol 
1.?OOOf 00 
I.SCOOE 00 
I."OOOE 00 
2.1000E 00 
2.4000E 00 
2.7000E 00 
3.0anof. 00 
3.30noE 00 
3.60f)OE 00 
3.90nrH·: 00 
4.cOOOf 00 
4.~OOOE 00 
4.RonOE 00 
5.1000f 00 
5.40nOE 00 
~.700nF. 00 
6.0000E 00 
b.3000F. 00 
b.bOOOE 00 
6.9000E 00 
7.?'QOOE no 
7.~OOOE 00 
7.AOf)OE uo 
8.IODOE 00 
8.40noF 00 
a.70nCE 00 
9.o0nOE 00 
9.30nOE 00 
9.f.OOOE 00 
9.9000E 00 
1.0200E 01 
1.0500E 01 
I.OBOOE 01 
1.IIOOf 01 
1.1400E 01 
1.1700E 01 
I.20anE 01 
1.?300f 01 
1.?600f' 01 
1.?900F 01 
1.29R6E 01 

MINIMU~ 

-3.7853E-Ol 
I THO 

5.0892E-Ol 
5.0673E-OI 
5.045IE-OI 
5.0230E-OI 
5.00n9E ... OJ 
4.97QOE-Ol 
4.9572E-OI 
2.2349E-Ol 

THO VERSUS TIME MAXIMUM 
5.0897E-OI 

I 

-1.9544E-02 
-1.7316f:-01 
-3.3Jl3E-OI 
-3.7692E"-01 
-3.f)/''199E-Ol 
-3.567I1E ... Ol 
-3.4I:1b4E-01 
-3.3b7HE-Ol 
-3.2735E-OI 
-3.180'::'1[-01 
-3.01171[-01 
-2.9912E-Ol 
"'?897P;E-Ol 
-2.A047E-Ol 
-2.7124E-ol 
-2.6?07<-01 
-2.5293E-OI 
-2.4380f-Ol 
-2.3473E-Ol 
-2.2573E-OI 
-2.1fo8~E-ol 
-2.0HOHF-Ol 
-1.9949[-01 
-1.9105[-01 
-1.8276[-01 
-1.74 7lE-O I 
-1.6683[-01 
-1.591IE-OI 
-1.5176E-OI 
-1.44"'4[-01 
-1.3780E-OI 
-1.3113E-Ol 
-1.24t.7E-Ol 
-1.IBh7E-OI 
-1.12h9E-OI 
-1.0729E-OI 
-1.0572E-OI 

-------------------------------------------------. -------------------------------------------------. -------------------------------------------------. -------------------------------------------------+ -------------------------------------------------+ -------------------------------------------------+ 
-------------------------------------------------+ ---------------------------------+ --------------------+ 
-----------+ 
--+ 
+ 

+ -. -. 
--+ --. 
---+ ---. 
----+ 
----+ -- .. - ... 
------. .. _----+ 
-------. 
-----_ .. + 

--------+ 
.. _------. 
... _----- .. -. ----_ .... _-. 
.. _-_ ....... _--. 
.. _----- ... _-+ 
.. _--_ ... --_ .. _+ 

.. _---------. .. _--_ .... _---+ 
------------. -----_ .. __ .. _ .... 
-------------. --------_ .. _--+ -----_ .. _-----+ 
.. _--_ ..... _--_ .. _-+ 
--_ .. - .... _--_ .. _ ... . 
.. __ ... - .. _---_ ...... . 
_ .. __ .... _---- ....... -. ---_ ....... _----_ .. -. 

TH 
I.SOOOE 00 
1.65??E 00 
1.803BE 00 
1.9546E 00 
2.I049E 00 
2.2544E on 
2.4031E 00 
2.5434E On 
2.5511E 00 
2.522"'E no 
2.44f"1CJE on 
2.335CJE 00 
2.2?41E on 
2.1154E on 
2.009~E on 
1.907?E 00 
1.8074E on 
1.710SE 00 
1.b164E 00 
1.5251E on 
1.43t.hE 00 
1.3510E 00 
1.26HIE 00 
I.1AAOE 00 
1.110'E 00 
1.0360E 00 
9.b41RE-Ol 
8.9511E-Ol 
8.2H7::1f-Ol 
7.6499E-01 
7.0 3AbE -0 1 
6.452RE-Ol 
5.H922E-0 I 
5.356IE-OI 
4.8438E-01 
4.35501:"01 
3.f.88RE"'OI 
3.444?E"OI 
3.020nE-OI 
2.6173E-OI 
2.2337E-OI 
1.86HAE"Ol 
1.5215E-OI 
1.1913E-OI 
1.0997E-OI 

TH20 
A.533IE-03 
1.65h3E-02 
1.7873E-02 
1.9?19E-02 
2.055AE-02 
2.1A55E-02 
2.318IE-02 

-3.7h44E 00 
-3.62?4E-OI 
-4.9hA4E .. Ol 
-4.R342E-Ol 

6.5596E-02 
7.1302E-02 
f>.QQ05E-02 
6.B431E"-02 
6.5333E-02 
6.2';46E-02 
6.24S8E-02 
h.2308E-02 
1.2I21E-OI 
1.2074E-OI 
1.2070E .. Ol 
1.20IlE-OI 
1.223AE-OI 
1.2573E-Ol 
1.2 Q 40E .. Ol 
1.3334[ .. 01 
1.3759E-OI 
1.4210E-OI 
1.46!i5E-Ol 
9.30fl.OE .. 02 
1.0 115E-0 I 
1.07lIE-OI 
1.1064E-OI 
1.127'E-OI 
1.1335E-OI 
1.1463E-OI 
1.1335E-OI 
1.I?h7<-OI 
I.P60E-OI 
1.1245E-OI 
1.1438E-OI 
1.1 7l0E-OI 
1.1974E-OI 
1.1908E-0\ 

FBP 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
Q.5959E-04 
1.2147E-03 
1.IB09E-03 
1.1612E-03 
1.2333E-03 
1.2023E-03 
1.1703E-03 
1.1387E-03 
1.107lE-03 
1.0774[-03 
1.0485E-03 
1.0193E-03 
1.0025E-03 
9.7336E-04 
9.4434[ .. 04 
9.1530["04 
R.8756[-04 
8.5998E-04 
8.3250E-04 
R.0525E-04 
1.7833E-04 
7.S1ti?E-04 
7.2~H3E-04 

6.8299E-04 
6.5A59E-04 
6.3421E-04 
"'.0973E-04 
5.8548E-04 
5.6145E"04 
5.3783E-04 
5.1377E-04 
4.9104E .. 04 
4.6960E-04 
4.491RE-04 
4.3048E-04 
4.1298E-04 
3.9644( .. 04 
3.9?24E-04 

~ ~ ~(!.\~ ~\.O, ~ 
&- "l>"'N~l1l c.. k\:u...- 5 ... 
~-

u 

u 



•.. - ... . -~----..... --_ .. :._--.-_._-- _ .. --, 
r 

HAULAGE LOAD£O WITH CHAIN PAG£ 1 

MINIMUM PI VERSUS TlM£ MAXIMUM 
8.8103£ 05 8.6190£ 06 

TIME PI I I TM rCH FPUMP 
0.0 6.2349£ 06 ----------------------------------+ 1.7895£ 04 1.7855£ 04 1.9320£-03 
3.0000£-01 6.5641E 06 ------------------------------------. 1.9095£ 04 1.9017£ 04 1.9320£-03 
6.0000E-Ol 6.9224E 06 ---------------------------------------+ 2.0258£ 04 2.0174E 04 1.9320E-03 
9.0000E-01 7.2786E 06 -----------------------------------------+ 2.1417E 04 2.1326£ 04 1.9320£-03 
1.2000E 00 7.6332E 06 -------------------------------------------+ 2.2570£ 04 2.2473E 04 1.9320E-03 
I.sOOOE 00 7.9H62E 06 ------------------'-------_ ... _-------- ... --------+ 2.3718£ 04 2.3tl16E 04 1.9320£-03 
I.BOOOE 00 8.3377E 06 ------------------------------------------------+ 2.4861E 04 2.4153E 04 1.9320E-03 
2.1000E 00 3.1409E 06 --------------+ 8.129;>£ 03 2.58<2£ 04 1.8190£-03 
2.4000E 00 4.6303£ 06 ------------------------+ 1.9297[ 04 2.0999E 04 1.2394E-03 
2.70on!: 00 4.42f!~E 06 ----------------------+ 1.84folE 04 2.0796E 04 6.5978E-04 
3.0000E" 00 4.3132E 06 ----------------------+ 1.79ROF. 04 2.0252£ 04 8.01BOE-05 
3.3000£ 00 4.7421E 06 ------------------------+ 1.97f,4E 04 I.9455E 04 0.0 
3.6000E 00 4.5~5HE 06 -----------------------+ 1.89~qE 04 1.8h54E 04 0.0 
3.9000E 00 4.366E1E 06 ----------------------+ 1.8203E 04 1.7F174E 04 0.0 
4.2000f 00 4.1"30£ 06 ---------------------+ 1.743AE 04 1.7116E 04 0.0 
4.SDf'lOE 00 4.0034E 06 --------------------+ l.bL87E 04 1.h380E 04 0.0 
4.flOOOE" 00 3.A(!H?E 06 -------------------+ 1.5I1SQE 04 1.5665E 04 0.0 '. 
;0I000E 00 3.660AE 06 -----------------+ 1.5263E 04 I.4Y10E 04 0.0 
5.4000f 00 3.4<:17':1E 06 ----------------+ 1.4587E 04 1.4294E 04 0.0 

) S.1000E 00 3.3232E 06 ---------------+ 1.4210F. 04 1.3h40E 04 0.0 
6.aDoor 00 3.1731E 06 --------------+ 1.3573E 04 1.300SE 04 0.0 
6.3000E 00 3.02"OE 06 -------------+ 1.29SAE 04 1.2391E 04 0.0 
6.6000E 00 2.8!HHE 06 ... _---_ ... _ ...... _-+ 1.2301E O· 1.1796E 04 0.0 
b.9000f 00 2.7507E 06 ---_ ... _--_ ......... + 1.1797E 04 1.1?22E 04 0.0 
7.2000f 00 2.61HE 06 ---_ ... _-----+ 1.125"£ 04 1.0667E 04 0.0 
7.S00!lr 00 2.4H83E. 00 ----------+ 1.0740E 04 1.0131E 04 0.0 - 7.kOOOE 00 2.363,)F: 06 -_ ... _-_ ...... -+ 1.0243E 04 c).61hlE 03 0.0 
~.l()OOE 00 2.2431F. 06 ... -... _--- ... + 9.7673E 03 9.1207E 03 0.0 
B.4000E 00 2.1268E 06 -... _--_ .. _+ 9.3124£ 03 8.6445E 03 0.0 
8.7000F 00 2.014HE 06 ---_ .. _-+ 8.876/iE 03 8.1~73E 03 0.0 
9.0nOOE" 00 1.9027£ 06 ----_ ... + 8.1863£ 03 7.748AE 03 0.0 

) 9.3000f 00 1.8131£ 06 ----_ .. + 7.8040E 03 1.3287E 03 0.0 
9.6000E 00 1.720YE 06 -----+ 7.42Q9E 03 6.9265£ 03 0.0 
9.9QOOE 00 1.627HE 06 ----+ 7.0620E 03 6.5419E 03 0.0 
1.0200E 01 1.5362£ 06 ----+ 6.7045£ 01 to. .l74SE 03 0.0 
1.0500f 01 1.4474E 06 ---+ 6.3566£ 03 '.8239E 03 0.0 
I.DAOOE 01 1.36~AE 06 ---+ 6.0282E .03 S.4A95E 03 0.0 
1.1100f 01 1.2894E 06 --+ 5.7033E 03 5.1706£ 03 0.0 -' I.HOOf 01 1.2173E 06 --+ 5.396?E 03 4.8667E 03 0.0 
1.}700E" 01 1.1471£ 06 -+ S.IOt-bE 03 4.5774E 03 0.0 

.,.) 1.2000E 01 1.07HIE 06 -+ 4.8307E 03 4.30??E 03 0.0 
1.2300E 01 1.0178E Oh + 4.5781E 03 4.040SE 03 0.0 
1.2600E 01 Q.SH13E 05 + 4.3417E 03 3.7914E 03 0.0 

I U 1.2900E 01 fI.<,I903E 05 + 4.1173£ 03 3.5545£ 03 0.0 
'--1.29fl6E 01 8.fl103E 05 + 4.0513£ 03 3.4A8BE 03 0.0 

I u .~ 

u u 

0 0 

".--..:;~ Cl ~ -, 



, 
/ 

, HAULAGE lOADED WITH CHAIN PAGE 1 ~ 

MINIMUM PA VERSUS TIME MAXIMUM 
2.2449E 06 9.9259£ 06 

TIME' P' I I AVOl TA 
0.0 7.0320E 06 -------------------------------+ 0.0 1.7855E 04 
3.0000E-OI 7.4541E 06 ---------------------------------+ 3.397"E-04 1.9018E 04 
6.0000E-01 7.8742E Oh ------------------------------------+ 6.7567E-04 2.0175E 04 
9.000H-OI 8.2924E 06 ---------------------------------------+ 1.0077E-03 2.1327E 04 
1.2000E 00 8.70BF:lE 06 ------------------~-----------------------. 1.3350E-03 2.2474E 04 
1.5000E 00 9.1234F.: Oh --------------------------------------------+ 1.6603E-03 2.3616E 04 
1.HOnOf 00 9.5361E 06 -----------------------------------------------+ 1.980QE-03 2.4753E 04 
2.1000E 00 9.~677E Oh -------------------------------------------------+ 2.2765E-03 2.5667E 04 
2.4000E 00 9.002RF Oh -------------------------------------------+ 2.2312E-03 2.09P4E O' 
?7000E 00 A.9~?2F 06 -------------------------------------------+ 2.094~E-03 ?0776E ·0' 
3.000M 00 8.712If 06 ------------------------------------------+ 1.835'E-03 2.0?32E 04 
3.3000E 00 B.4131E 0' ----------------------------------------+ 1.4867E-0] 1.945BE O' 
3.6000E 00 8.103,( Oh --------------------------------------+ 1.137hE-01 1.8h57E O' 
3.9000E 00 7.8023F. 06 ------------------------------------+ 7.9797E-04 1.7"77E 04 
4.2000f 00 7.S09Sf. 06 ----------------------------------+ 4.b775E-04 1.7119E 04 
4.5000f 00 7.2250[ 06 --------------------------------+ 1.4679E-04 1.63A3E O' 
4.FlOOOE 00 6.94H5E 06 ------------------------------+ -1.b52oF-04 1.5667E 04 
S.IOOOE 00 6.6799£ 06 ----------------------------+ -4.6854(-04 1.4972( 04 
5.41JOOf 00 6.4190E 06 ---------------------------+ -7.63?~E-04 1.4297E 04 
5.7000E 00 6.1669E 06 -------------------------+ -1.0493E-03 1.3645E 04 
6.0000E 00 5.9218( 06 -----------------------+ -1.3?h7E-03 1.3010E 04 
6.3000f 00 5.bM44E 06 ----------------------+ -1.5957E-03 1.2396E 04 
b.60nOE 00 5.4547E 06 --------------------+ -1.8563E-03 l.leOIE O' 
6.9000E 00 5.23?7E 06 -------------------+ -2.IORSE-03 1.1227E O' 
7.2000E 00 5.0183F. 06 ------------------+ -2.35IQE-01 1.0"72E 04 
7.S000E 00 4.8116£ 06 ----------------+ -2.5867£-03 1.0137E 04 
7.8000E 00 4.612~F. 06 ---------------+ -2.8128E-03 9.6216E 03 
8.J00OE 00 4.4212E 06 --------------+ -3.0304£-03 Q.121'l3E 03 

or 8.4000£ 00 4.2373E 06 ------------+ -3.2396E-03 R.6504E 03 
8.7000£ 00 4.0607E 06 -----------+ -3.440fiE-01 8.1934E 03 
9.0000£ 00 3.8904E 06 ----------+ -3.6335E-03 7.7527E 03 
9.3000£ 00 3.7282E 06 ---------+ -3.818,.,E-03 7.3328E 03 
9.t.OOOE 00 3.5729E 06 --------+ -3.9Q56E-03 6.9309E 03 
9.9000£ 00 3.4244E 06 -------+ -4.164QE-03 6.5465E 03 
1.0200E 01 3.2825E Oh ----_ .. + -4.3270E-03 6.1791E 03 
1.0500E 01 3.1470E 06 -----+ -4.4819E-03 5.A2H5E 03 
1.OHOOE 01 3.017HE 06 -----+ -4.62Q9E-01 5.4942E 03 
1.lIOOE 01 2.8946F. 06 ----+ -4.7713E-03 5.1752E 03 
1.1400E 01 2.7772E 06 ---+ -4.9064E-03 4.8713E 03 
1.l700E 01 2.6654E 06 --. -5.0354E-03 4.5~20E 03 

.:.; 1.2000E 01 2.5591E 06 --. -5.1585E-03 4.3069E 03 
1.7300E 01 2.45ROE 06 -+ -5.2758E-03 4.0452£ 03 
1.2600E 01 2.3618E 06 + -5.3870E-03 3.7962E 03 

W 1.2900E 01 2.2703E 06 + -5.4947£-03 3.5595E 03 C 
1.2986E 01 2.2449E 06 + -5.5243E-03 3.4938£ 03 

U V I 

U U 

(J u 
""---·'1 6- 0 



HAULAGE LOADED'WITH HYDROSTATIC ABSORBER AND ACCUMULATOR BANK PAGE I 

TIME 
0.0 
3.00nOE-01 
6.0000E-01 
9.0000E-01 
1.2000E 00 
I.SOOOE 00 
l.BODOE 00 
201000E 00 
2.4QOOE 00 
2.7000E 00 
3.0000E 00 
3.3000E 00 
3.t:>OOOE 00 
3.90noE 00 
4.?OOOE 00 
4.~oOOE 00 
4.flOOOE 00 
5.1000E 00 
5.4000E 00 
5.7000E 00 
6.0oaoE 00 
b.30nOE 00 
b.6000E 00 
6.90nOE 00 
7.2onoE 00 
7.5000[ 00 
7.AOOOE 00 
A.lonoE 00 
8.4000f 00 
8.7000E 00 
9.0QI)OE 00 
9.3000E 00 
9.f-QOQE 00 
9.9000E 00 
I.02noE 01 
I.OSOOE 01 
I.O"OOE 01 
1.1100E 01 
10I400E 01 
1.1700E 01 
1.2000E 01 
1.2300E 01 
1.24??f 01 

~INIMUM 
-3.7249E-01 

I THO 
5.0892E-OI 
5.0727E-OI 
5.0574£-01 
5.04?9E-Ol 
5. 0277E-0 I 
5.0116E-01 
4.~q47E-Ol 

THD VERSUS TIME MAXIMUM 
5.0898E-01 

I 

-5.523kl-:-04 
-q.08~OE-02 
-.?4rl49r. ... Ol 
-3.7IUE-0! 
-3.6603E-OI 
-3.Sn21E-Ol 
-3.4703[-01 
-3.3693E-01 
-3.?69.;)E-OI 
-3.178IE-01 
-3.0915E-OI 
-3.0070E-Ol 
-2.90SRf-Ol 
-2.A07?E-OI 
-2.71~4E-Ol 
-2.630tlf.'-Ol 
-2.5512[-01 
-2.4665(-0) 
-2.3645E-Ol 
-2.26"9[-01 
-2.1~10t:-Ol 
-2.0998E:-Ol 
-2.0252E-OI 
-1.95~7E-Ol 
-1.8857[-01 
-1.1aQ4E-OI 
.. 1.6991E-Ol 
"'1.61f:,"1E-OI 
-1.5433E-OI 
-1.4772E-Ol 
-1.4169E-OI 
-1.361IE-OI 
-1.309hE-nl 
-1.2617E-OI 
-1.217ClE-Ol 
-1.19'0[-01 

-------------------------------------------------+ --------------,-----------------------------------+ 
-------------------------------------------------+ -------------------------------------------------+ -------------------------------------------------+ 
-------------------------------------------------+ -------------------------------------------------+ 
---------------------+ ---------------+ 
-------+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-+ 

--+ 
--+ 
---+ 
---+ 
----+ 
----+ 
-----+ 
-----+ 
------+ 
------+ 
-------+ 
-------+ 
--------+ -_ ... _----+ 
---------+ ---------+ ----------+ ----------+ ----------+ -----------+ -----------+ ------------+ ------------+ -------------+ -------------+ -------------+ --.. _---------+ 
--------------+ --------------+ 

TH TH2D F8P 
I.SOOOE 00 8.4622E-03 0.0 
1.6523E 00 1.7542E-02 0.0 < 

1.8041E 00 1.9672[-02 0.0 
1.9S55E 00 2.0260E-02 0.0 
2.10!=!4£ 00 2.0A50E-02 0.0 
2.256,Q.£ 00 2.1532E-02 0.0 
?40f,R£ 00 2.2226£-02 0.0 
2.48511: 00 7.3"38E-01 1.4069E-03 
2.476Cj( 00 -4."617E-OI 1.1770E-03 
2.4254( 00 -4.R604E-0.1 1.1562E-03 
?.3ZAct.E 00 -1.7096E-02 1.2152E-03 
2.217'E 00 7.0090E-02 1.1993E-03 
2.1091£ on '.730RE-02 1.1686E-03 
2.003SE 00 6.4981E-02 1.1398E-03 
1.900HE 00 6.7Y29E-02 1.1070E-03 
1.8011E 00 6.2947E-02 1.0763E-03 
1.7043£ 00 6.0774E-02 1.0478E-03 
1.6101E 00 5.8994E-02 1.0207E-03 
1.511-l5'=.: 00 1.1911E-01 1.0074£-03 
1.4297E 00 1.2302E-01 Q.7587E-04 
1.3439( 00 1.2062E-01 9.4513£-04 
1.2610[ on 1.IA01E-01 9.1635[-04 
1.1807E on 1.1"20[-01 8.9061£-04 
1.102R[ 00 1.1934E-OI 8.6661E-04 
I.0274E 00 1.3028E-OI 8.4107E-04 
9.54RRE-Ol 1.3l1.ROE-OI A.1043E-04 
R.A540E-Ol 1.3"93£-01 7.8180E-04 
8.1Bf-1E-Ol 1.3916£-01 7.5556£-04 
7.544AE-Ol 1.4155E-OI 7.3140E-04 
6.9262E-OI 9.2186£-02 6.9380(-04 
6.3293[-01 1.2723E-OI 6.8265£-04 
5.7526[-01 1.4029E-OI 6.6225E-04 
5.2013E-01 1.1304E-OI 6.2273£-04 
4.b7A'E.-Ol 1.1379[-01 5.9494E-04 
4.181IE-OI 1.1?87E-0 I 5.6954£-04 
3.7073E-OI 1.1208[-01 5.4627(-04 
3.2345E-Ol 1.1066E-01 5.2405E-04 
2.8205[-01 1.0"74[-01 5.0379E-04 
2.4040E-OI 1.0732E-OI 4.8554£-04 
2.003'iE-OI 1.0646(-01 4.6906£-04 
1.617QE-Ol 1.05ATE-0 I 4.5400£-04 
1.2461[-01 1.087TE-OI 4.3984£-04 
1.0989[-01 1.1132E-01 4.3333£-04 

~ 

v 

V 

0 

,;) 
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.J HAULAGE LOADED WITH HYDROSTATIC ABSORBER AND ACCUMULATOR RANK PAGE I 

MINIMUM PI VERSUS TIME MAXIMUM 
4.6551E 05 7.B195E 06 

TIMf. PI I I TM TCH FPUMP 
0.0 6.2349E 06 ---------------------------------------. 1.7895E 0_ 1.7854E 04 1.9320E-03 
3.0000E-OI tl.4810E 06 ----------------------------------------. 1.8827E 04 1.8739E 04 1.9320E-03 .. 
6.0000E-OI 6.7291E 06 ------------------------------------------. 1.9629E 04 1.9536E 04 1.9320E-03 
9.0000F.-Ol 6.9615E 06 --------------------------------------------. 2.0381:)£ O. 2.02"9E 04 1.9320E-03 
1.?OOOE 00 7.2062£ 06 ---------------------------------------------. 2.11~IE O' ?10H2E O' 1.9320£-03 
I.S000E 00 7.4641E 06 -----------------------------------------------. 2.2070£ 04 2.1918£ 04 1.9320£-03 
I.HOOOE· 00 1.7360£ O. -------------------------------------------------. 2.2Q04E O' 2.2799E O' 1.9320£-03 
2.1000f 00 5.HSYOf 06 ------------------------------------. 2.438SE 04 ?OA96E 04 1.5253£-03 
2.4000E 00 4.4056E 06 --------------------------. 1.83t.4E 04 ?Oh69E 04 9.4511E-04 
2.7000f 00 4.2B40E 06 -------------------------. 1.1A5~E 04 2.0163E 04 3.6611£-04 
3.0000E 00 4.632hf 06 ----------------------------. 1.9310£ 04 1.93QIE 04 0.0 
3.3000£ 00 4.S31tlf 06 ---------------------------. 1.t:l914E 04 I.B'5R2E 04 0.0 
3.f>OOOF: 00 4.3564E 06 --------------------------. 1.81S9E 04 1.7840E 04 0.0 
3.QOOOE 00 4.1f:191E 06 -------------------------. 1.7464E 04 1.7156E 04 0.0 
4.2000E 00 4.0061F. 06 ------------------------. 1.66QqE 04 1.6377E 04 0.0 
4.50nOf. 00 3.A218E 06 ----------------------. 1.5'3JE 04 1.5'33E 04 0.0 
4.ROOOE 00 3.6565E 06 ---------------------. 1.524CiE 04 1.4951( 04 0.0 
S.lOOOf 00 3.S055E 06 --------------------. 1.4b19E 04 1.4339E 04 0.0 
5.4000£ 00 3.34t-l9E 06 -------------------. 1.431"£ 04 1.3154£ 04 0.0 
5.1000£ 00 3.1859E 06 ------------------. 1.3~?7E 04 1.3043E 04 0.0 
6.0000E 00 :;I.031eE 06 -----------------. 1.2q74E o. 1.2402£ 04 0.0 
b.3000E 00 ?A932E 06 ----------------. 1.23k?[ 04 1.IH23E O. 0.0 
6.600(}E 00 ?7655E 06 ---------------. 1.1H5RE 04 1.1297E O. 0.0 
6.9000£ 00 ?64AHE 06 -----------_ .... -. 1.1385E 04 1.0"19E O' 0.0 
1.7000£ 00 2.5282£ 06 --------------. 1.0H9QE 04 1.02~IE 04 0.0 
1.5000E 00 2.3871E 06 -------------. 1.033"'E 04 9.69f,AE 03 0.0 
7.HOOOE 00 ?2585£ 06 ------------. 9.B27AE 03 9.1785£ 03 0.0 
A.looaE 00 2.1'+30E 06 -----------. 9.315RE 03 8.1160E 03 0.0 
&.4(l00£ 00 2.03RRE 06 ----------. 8.9104£ 03 A.?q93E 03 0.0 
8.7000E 00 1.9518£ 06 ----------+ 8.3583£ 03 7.9213E 03 0.0 
9.o000E 00 I.H170E 06 ---------+ e .180A£ 03 1.5716E 03 0.0 

'.'. 9.3000£ 00 1.1935[ 06 ---------. 7.tl609E 03 7.1957£ 03 0.0 
9.flOOOE 00 1.6114£ 06 ____ MM_M. 7.2565£ 03 f>.7?05E 03 0.0 
9.9000£ 00 1.5722E 06 ____ M_M. 6.8431E 03 6.3036£ 03 0.0 
1.0?OOf 01 1.4168£ 06 ____ MM. 6.4730[ 03 5.9319£ 03 0.0 
1.0500£ 01 1.3940£ 06 

______ . 
6.1423£ 03 5.6109E 03 0.0 

1.0800E 01 1.3218£ Oh ____ M. 5.8421E 03 5.3174£ 03 0.0 

j 
1.1100£ 01 1.7580£ 06 -----+ 5.5684E 03 5.0528£ 03 0.0 
1.1400E 01 1.199SE 06 

___ M. 
5.3219E 03 4.AI31£ 03 0.0 

1.1700E 01 1.1452£ 06 
___ M. 

5.0993E 03 4.5945£ 03 0.0 

U 1.?000£ 01 1.0942[ 06 
___ M. 4.895F!E 0:' 4.3939E" 03 0.0 

l.noOE 01 1.04A4E 00 __ M. 4.104':'E 03 4.1BABE 03 0.0 
1.2422E 01 1.0272£ 06 __ M. 4.616tiE 03 4.08PBE 03 0.0 

U '-' 

-.) '-' 

-.I U 

-.J U 

--'- ..... _.-; 
6. w --t 
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HAULAGE LOADED WITH HYDROSTATIC ABSORBER AND ACCUMULATOR AA~K PAGE I 

TIMF RPA 
0.0 7.0319E 
3.0000E-OI 7.3531E 
6.0000E-01 7.6423E 
9.0000E'-01 7.9156£ 
1.?OOOE 00 A.2035E 
I.S000E 00 8.!-J(lfJAE 
1.ROOOE". 00 ~.H2"7E 
2.1000F 00 A.Q697E 
2.4000£ 00 A.iiAllE 
2.7000£ 00 A.68S4E 
3. Donor 00 R.3H72E 
3.3000f. 00 A.0745E 
3.6000£ 00 1.7Rf10E 
3.QnooE 00 7.5235E 
4.?OOt)f 00 7 .?2"E 
4.5()OOE 00 b.9]~IE 

4.RonOE 00 6.6741£ 
5.1000[ 00 6.431;:13( 
~.40('lOE' 00 fI.20<1iE 
~.7000E 00 5.lt346E 
6.000Df 00 5.f..870E 
b.)OOOf 00 5.4631£ 
6.6000£ 00 ~.?hOOE 

6.9000F 00 5.07~4E 

7.?onOE 00 4.~675F.: 

7.':;OOOf 00 4.6416£ 
7.AOOOE' 00 4.4414E 
H.lOOOF: 00 4.?&26E 
8.40(1)[ 00 4.1016£ 
8.7000E 00 3.9556E 
9.0000£ 00 3.f.l2?kF. 
9.30nOE 00 3.6;53£ 
9.AOODE 00 3.4916£ 
9.9000£ 00 3.330bE 
1.O?OOE 01 3.l"92E 
1.0500E 01 3.0b2YE 
1.OI:lOOf 01 2.9495E 
l.llonE 01 2.8473£ 
1.1400E 01 2.7547E 
1.17(1)£ 01 2.6702£ 
1.?OOOE 01 2.5927E 
1.2300E 01 2.5134E 
1.2422£ 01 2.474HE 

• 

MINIMUM 
2.4748E 06 

I 

RPA VERSUS TIME 

06 -----------------------------------+ 
06 -------------------------------------+ 
06 ---------------------------------------+ 
06 -----------------------------------------+ 

MAXIMUM 
8.9836E 06 

I 

06 --------------------------------------------+ 
06 ----------------------------------------------+ 
Ob ------------------------------------------------+ 
06 -------------------------------------------------+ 
06 -------------------------------------------------+ 
06 -----------------------------------------------+ 
06 ---------------------------------------------+ 
Ob -------------------------------------------+ 
Oh ----------------------------------------+ 
06 --------------------------------------+ 
06 ------------------------------------+ 
06 ----------------------------------+ 
06 --------------------------------+ 
06 ------------------------------+ 
06 ----------------------------+ 
06 --------------------------+ 
06 ------------------------+ 
06 ----------------------+ 
06 ---------------------+ 
06 -------------------+ 
06 ------------------+ 
06 ----------------+ 
06 ---------------+ 
06 -------------+ 
06 ------------+ 
06 -----------+ 
06 ----------+ 
06 ---------+ 
06 -------+ 
06 ------+ 
06 -----+ 
06 ----+ 
06 ---+ 
06 --+ 

06 - .. + 

06 -+ 
06 • 
06 • 
Ob • 

RVM RLL 
6.0025E-03 1.2053E 06 
6.34??E-03 7.5034E 06 
6.6790E-03 1.7990E 06 
7.0133E-03 R.0923E 06 
7.345IE-03 R.3B35E 06 
7.674IE-Ol 8.6722E 06 
A.OO03E-03 a.9584E 06 
A.139~E'-03 9.0806E 06 
8.0531E-03 9.0053E 06 
7.85Af.E-03 A.~341E 06 
7.5467f-01 8.5~04E 06 
7.1989E-03 A.2552E Ob 
6.8595E-03 7.9574E 06 
6.5290E-03 7.f,f..74E 06 
6.207?f-01 7.3ASOf Ob 
5.8949E-01 7.l109E Ob 
5.5914f-03 f,.R446E 06 
5.2960E-03 6.5 R54E 06 
5.0081:;,E-03 6.333?E Ob 
4.7294E-OJ b.OAA?E Ob 
4.4!:)9'E-03 5.B514E 06 
4.19A?E-01 5.6221f 06 
3.9449E-03 5.399BE 06 
3.699AE-03 5.1A47E 06 
3.4b24E-03 4.97b4E 06 
3.234IE-03 4.77f11E 06 
3.0151[-03 4.51340E 06 
2.804~~-03 4.3994E Ob 
2.6023E-03 4.2217E 06 
2.4070E-01 4.0503E 06 
2.2184E-('1 3.AA48E 06 
2.0360E-03 3.1;>48E 06 
1.861SE-O.l 3.5717f 06 
1.&951[-01 3.42A2E Ob 
1.5377E-03 3.2875E Ob 
1.3A6RE-03 3.1551E 06 
1.242:?E-01 3.02e.2E 06 
1.1033E-03 2.9064E 06 
9.6974E-04 2.7A91E 06 
8.4097F.-04 ? 6 762E 06 
7.1b6AE-04 2.5671 E Ob 
5.965?E-04 2.4&17E 06 
5.4889E-04 2.419QE 06 

' ...... -

V 

U 

U 

(J 



ELEMENTS OF ARRAY BVOL 

0.0 0.H59E-05 O.! 73E-0' 0.l59E-04 O.346E-04 O.434 E-04 0.52IE-04 0.610E-0' 0.69AE-04 0.787E-0' 

~ ~~ 0.877F: .. 04 O.966f.-04 0.100[-03 O.! I SE-03 O.! 24E-03 0.133E-03 0.142E-03 0.15IE-03 0.160E-03 0.170E-03 
0.1791::-03 0.1""E-03 0.19",-03 0.207E-03 0.217E-03 0.226E-03 0.236E-03 0.245E-03 0.255E-03 0.264E-03 

~ -lk. "'~',.)~1.. Q.274F ... 03 O.?~4e:-03 0.293[-03 0.303E-03 0.313E-03 0.323E-03 0.333E-03 0.343E-03 0.353E-03 0.3'3E-03 
O.373F.-03 o .383E-03 Q.393E.-OJ O.403F.-OJ 0.413E-03 0.423E-03 0.434E-03 O.444E.-03 O.454F .. 03 0.465E-03 
O.47!:1F-03 O.48(.F.-OJ O.49Af-03 0.S07£-03 O.51RE-03 0.528E-03 0.530E-03 0.550E-03 0.560E-03 0.571E-03 ~ 
O.5B2F. ... 03 O.S93E-03 0.604E-03 0.61;E.-03 0.62'E-03 0.637E-03 0.648£-03 0.659E-03 0.671E-03 0.682E-03 
O.6Q3F-03 0.704E-03 O.71AF. ... 03 0.U7E-03 0.739£-03 0.750E-03 O.762E-03 0.773E-03 0.7A5E-03 0.797E-03 
O.80AF-D3 O.P20F.-~3 0.1"1321:-03 Q.R44E-03 O.R?6E-03 O.86RE-03 0.81:10E-03 0.892£-03 0.9041:-03 0.916E-03 
O.9?1-l~-O3 0.941E-03 o .953E-03 O.965E·-03 O.q7~E-03 O.990F-03 0.100E-02 0.10IE-02 0.101E-02 0.104E-02 
O.10C;f-02 0.107E-02 O.lOHF.-02 0.104E-02 0.11 oE-Ol O.II2E.-Q2 0.113E-02 O.1l4E"-02 O.11~E ... 02 0.1I7E-02 
O.11N~-02 O.120€-O? O.121F-O~ O.I?2E-Ol O.124E.-O? O.12~I;:-02 O.l?hE-O? 0.llHE-02 0.120f-02 0.130£-02 
O.13?1:"-02 0.1 :nF:-02 0.1 :~4F.-02 0.136[-02 0.137£-02 O.134F-Q2 O.140E-02 0.14IE-Ol O.14JF-02 O.144E-02 
O.146F.:-02 0.147(-02 O.14RF:-OZ 0.1')0[-02 0.1"IE-02 0.1,3E-02 0.IS4E-Ol 0.I56E-02 O.lS?'F-OZ O.IS9E-02 
O.lhOF-O? O.161~-O2 0.1 hJf-Of? 0.164£-02 O.I",,,t-02 O.lb7[-02 O.16QE-O? 0.nOE-02 0.172f-Ol 0.173£-02 
O.17SF'-OZ O.171E-02 o .17~F:-Oi::' 00l80E-02 O.101E-02 0.183F.-02 O.184E-02 0.186E-Ol O.tA7E-aZ o .I'B9E-02 
0.1<;111='-02 O.1~CF.-02 0.194(-02 O.191:)E-02 O.11J7E-02 O.I9IJE-OZ 0.200E-02 0.20lf-02 O.201F-OZ 0.205E-Ol 
O.Z07F"-OZ O.?OHE-O? O.210F.-()2 0.7.12£-02 D.2L-sf-02 O.21">F-02 0.217E-02 0.218[-02 O.220E-02 O.722E-02 
O.22:iF-02 (J.??~~~-02 a.227F-Ot::.' O.??HE-02 O.t::.'30E-02 O.232E-02 0.234[-02 0.23,E-02 0.237£-02 O.239E-02 
O.241F.-02 O.i:'42F-uZ 0.2441:-02 O.?46E-02 O.24HF-02 0.?49F..:-02 0.25IE-0:> 0.?53E-02 0.2':='~E"-02 0.2S7E-02 
O.2e,fI~-02 O.;>f)OF-02 O.2fJ2f-02 0.7h4E-02 0.2f)""t-02 0.267F.-02 0.ZfJ9f-02 0.l7If-02 0.271E"-02 0.275E-02 
0.277F.-02 0.?"f9f:-02 O.2ROE-02 O.?Hct=:-OZ 0.2H4£-02 0.ZH6E-02 0.2fH3E-OZ 0.?QOt::-02 0.797E-02 0.7.94£-02 
O.ZQ6P-02 0.7":18E-07 0.300E-O;' 0.30)E.-02 0.303E-02 0.30'E-02 0.307E-02 O.309f.-02 0.31IE-02 0.313E-02 
0.31"-JF:-02 O.317E-02 O.319F.-O~ 0.32IE-02 0.323E-02 0.32';f-02 0.327f-02 0.3l9E-02 O.33If-Ol 0.333E-02 
O.33'i1-~-02 o.:n7E-02 O.140f-Ol O.342E-02 0.344E-02 0.34t-E-02 0.34BE-02 0.350E-02 O.3S7E-02 0.3,)4E-02 
O.35hF-02 O.35HE-OZ 0.360f-O~ 0.3'3E-Ol O.3t>'5E-02 0.3671:-02 O.3t-9E-0? 0.37IE-02 0.3"f-02 0.375E-02 
o .37f.lF-0i' 0.3AOE-02 O.3A2E-UZ 0.3H4E-02 0.3116£-OZ 0.38<1E-02 0.391E-02 0.393E-02 O.39SE'-02 O.3Q7E-02 
O.400F-OZ 0.407E-02 0.404(-02 0.406[-02 0.,+09E-02 0.41IE-02 0.413[-02 0.41~E-02 0.41FtE"-02 0.420E-02 
0.42?F-02 0.424[-02 0.427F.-02 0.429E-02 0.431E-02 0.434E-02 0.436[-02 0.43HE-02 O.441E'-OZ 0.443E-OZ 
0.44I3F-02 0.44~E-02 0.450f-OZ 0.4S2F.-02 0.4,,[-02 0.4'>7f-02 0.459F.-0? 0.462E-02 O.4f14f_02 0 .. 4"7E-02 
O.469F-02 0.471f-Ol O.474F.-02 0.476[-02 0.474F:-02 0.4I:dE-02 0.484f-O? 0.486£-02 n.4f1AE-OZ O.4QIE-02 
0.4Q3F-02 O.4~flE-0? 0.498F-OZ O.SOIE-Ol 0.':I0:~E-02 0.50"E-0? 0.50flr-02 0.51IE-02 0.513E-02 0.510E-02 
0.51HF-02 o .'>?IE.-Ol 0.523F-O'=! 0.520£-02 0.SeRf-02 0.53IE-0l 0.5340-02 O.536E'-02 0.53",-02 0.541E-07 
O.~44F-02 0.546[-02 0.544E-02 0.'>52E-02 0.55,+1:-02 0.557E-02 0.55':1£'-02 00l31E-OI 

fLEMENTS OF ARRAY "PA 

0.225E 07 0.?2"E 07 0.2l7E 07 0.?27E 07 O.228E 07 0.229E 07 0.230E 07 0.Z30£ 07 0.231E 07 0.l32E 07 
0.233F. 07 0.233E 07 0.234f 07 0.23!:lE 07 0.236£ 07 0.237E 07 0.237F. 07 0.238E 07 0.Z39E 07 0.240E 07 
O.241F 07 O.?41E 07 o.242E 07 0.243E 07 0.244E 07 0.245E 07 0.245E 07 0.246E 07 0.247E' 07 0.248£ 07 
0.24-.1E 07 0.?50E 07 0.250E 07 0.251£ 07 O.252E 07 0.l53E 07 0.ZS4E 07 0.l55E 07 0.251:)£ 07 0.256E 07 
0.?57F 07 0.?5HF. 07 O.259E 07 0.260E 07 0.261£ 07 0.Z62£ 07 0.263E 07 0.263E 07 0.2tit.E 07 0.265E 07 
0.21iAF 07 0.267E 07 o • .261 .. q: 07 0.2691:-: 07 '0.270£ 07 0.271E 07 0.27lE 07 0.273E 07 0.?73E 07 0.274E 07 
0.2751=' 07 O.?7fJr:. 07 0.277£ 07 0.?7BF. 07 0.279E 07 0.280E 07 O.lBIE 07 0.l82E 07 0.2R3E 07 0.284[ 07 
0.2ASF 07 O.?RbE 07 0.287E 07 0.ZR8E 07 0.2HSlE 07 0.2901: 07 0.291E 07 0.292E 07 0.2Q':I;[ 07 0.2q4E 07 

.~ O.29SI:: 07 O.?':It'>E 07 O.297E 07 0.29f!E 07 0.249E 07 0.300E 07 0.301E 07 0.3nE 07 0.303E 07 0.304E 07 
O.30SF 07 0.307E 07 O.30AE 07 0.309[ 07 0.310E 07 0.311E 07 0.31?E 07 ·0.313£ 07 0.314E 07 0.31~E 07 
0.31AF 07 O.317[ 07 0.319F 01 0.320E 07 0.321E 07 0.322£ 07 0.3l3E 07 O.324E 07 O.3?t:;E 07 0.326[ 07 

V o.3?1:iJ:: 01 0.329£ 07 0.330f 07 0.331E 07 0.332E 07 0.333F: 07 0.335E 07 0.336[ 07 0.337E 07 0.318£ 07 '-' 0.339F. 07 0._141E 07 o. ]4?t· 07 0.343£ 07 0.344E:: 07 0.345E 07 O.347E 07 0.348E:: 07 0.34QE 07 O.350E 07 
O.35('~ 07 O.3r;3E 07 0.3541: 07 O.]S~€ 07 0.3S7f 07 0.351"if 07 0.35YE 07 0.360E 07 O.3fl?E 07 0.363E 07 

U 0.3t'>4~ 07 0.36t'lE 07 O.3h7F. 07 0.36HE 07 0.370E 07 0.371E 07 0.372E 07 O.373E 07 0.37'E 07 O.37f,E 07 U 
0.377F 07 0.179£ 07 0.3ROE 07 0.3A?E 07 O.3~3E 07 0.3134F. 07 0.38flE 07 0.387E 07 0.3AP:E 07 0.390E 07 
0.391F 07 0.39('[ 07 O.394f 07 0.39::'1£ 07 0.397E 07 0.39HF: 07 0.399€ 07 O.401E 07 0.40?E 07 0.404E 07 

U 0.40'iF 01 0.4U7E 07 O.40~E' 07 0.410F. 07 0.411E 07 0.413E 07 0.4)4£ 07 . 0.415E 07 0.417E 07 0.418E 07 U 
0.4?0J-: 07 O.421F 07 O.423E 07 0.47.4f. 07 0.426E 07 0.427F 07 O.4?9E 07 0.430E 07 O.43?f 07 0.433E 07 
O.41~F 07 0.43M: 07 O.43~F. 07 0.440£ 07 O.441E 07 O.443F-:: 07 0.444E 07 O.44tlE 07 O.447f 07 0.4491: 07 

V O.451F 07 O.45?F. 07 O.454f 07 0.4~~E 07 O. 4S 7E 07 0.4':19[ 07 0.460E 07 0.462[ 07 0.4ft4E 07 0.4f:1SE 07 C' 

o.-'., ..... _~~-..: __ • __ ~ .... _ .. __ .~_ • .... _.- ... _--_ ........ -._._- ----_._. __ .- .--_ .......... - .. -.. 
. ~- .. -----



:] O.467F. 07 O.46S3E 07 O.470E 07 O.472E 07 O.473E 07 0.475£ 07 0.477E 07 O.478E 07 O.4H(lF 07 o .4Ht:'E 07 ('\ 
O.4R4€ 07 0.485E 07 (}.4B1E" 07 O.4fS9E 07 0.490£ 07 0.492£ 07 O.494( 07 O.44hE 07 O.497E 07 O.4~QE 07 
0.50lf: 07 0.<;02E 07 O.504f 07 O.506E 07 O.sOaE 07 D.SIOE 07 0.511E 07 0.513E 07 0.51')( 07 0.517E 07 

(') O.51Ar::: 07 O.'l?OE 07 O.':»22F 07 O.5.?4E 07 O.5?f-JE 07 O.5(!~F. 07 O.529E 07 0.531E 07 O.53'f 07 0.535E 07 n 
O.531F. 07 O."i39E 07 0.541E 07 O.542E 07 O.S44E 07 O.546E 07 O.S4AE 07 O.5~OE 07 0.552£ 07 O.554E 07 
0.55,,( 07 O.55HE 07 O.5I,Of 07 O.5hlE 07 O.563f 07 O.56SE 07 0.%7E 07 O.5b9E 07 0.571E 07 0.573E 07 

'"' O.575!=: 07 0.577E 07 O.519f 07 O.C;HIE 07 O.~R3E 07 0.585F. 07 O.SA7E 07 O.5B9E 07 0.591E 07 O.593E 07 (" , 
O.595F. 07 0.597E 07 0.599£ 07 0.601E 07 0.603E 07 0.605E 07 0.607E 07 o .609E 07 0.611E 07 0.613E 07 
O.615E 07 0.617E 07 O.620f 07 0.622E 07 O.624E 07 O.626E 07 O.62ef 07 O.630E 07 O.632E 07 O.634E 07 

') 0.636F. 07 0.639E 07 O.640E 07 0.643E 07 O.645E 07 O.647E 07 O.649E 07 0.651E 07 O.653E 07 O.b56E 07 Cl 
O.65":1F. 07 O.660E 07 O.h62E 07 0.664E 07 0.667E 07 0.669E 07 0.671E 07 0.673E 07 O.675E 07 O.b18E 07 
O.6aDE 07 O.682E 07 0.684[ 07 O.hA7E 07 O.689E 07 O.691E 07 O.693E 07 O.696E 07 O.69f1E 07 0.700E 07 
O.702E 07 0.705E 07 0.707E 07 0.709E 07 0.712E 07 0.714E 07 0.716E 07 0.138E 08 " 

ACCU"'1ULATOR VOLUME ARRAY ,~ 

0.344[-02 0.344E-02 0.344E-02 0.344E-02 0.344E-02 0.344E-02 

ACCUMULATOR CHARGE PRESSURES ARRAY KPA 
.) 

19311211 2492349 3738524 49B4698 6230873 7471050 

ELEMENTS Of ARRAY AP 

0.1941: 07 O.204E 07 O.?14E 07 O.?24E 07 O.234E 07 O.244E 07 O.254E 07 O.?64E 07 O.274E 07 O.?A4E 07 
0.2941: 07 O.304E 07 O.314E 07 O.324E 07 0.334E 07 O.344E 07 O.354E 07 O.364E 07 O.374E 07 O.3.q4E 07 
O.394~ 07 O.404E 07 O.414F 07 O.424E 07 0.4341: 07 O.444E 07 O.454E 07 O.464E 07 O.474E 07 o .4R4E 07 
O.494F 07 O.S04E 07 O.S14E 07 O.524E 07 O.534E 07 O.S44E 07 O.5S4E 07 O.564E 07 O.514E 07 O.SA4E 07 
O.'J94E' 07 O.f,04E 07 O.614E 07 O.624E 07 O.b34E 07 O.644E 07 O.654E 07 O.6f)4E 07 0.67"-E 07 O.6B4E 07 
O.694f 07 O.704E 07 O.714E 07 O.724E 07 O.734E 07 O.744E 07 O.754E 07 O.764E 07 O.774E 07 O.784E 07 
0.7941: 07 O.flO4E 07 O.R14E 07 O.A24E 07 O.H34E 07 O.844E 07 0.A54E 07 O.864E 07 O.874E 07 o .IH~4E 07 C~ o.e94E 07 O.904E 07 0.9141:: 07 O.924E 07 O.Y34E 07 O.944E 07 0 .. 954E 07 O.964E 07 O.974F. 07 O.984E 07 
O.994F. 07 O.IOOE 08 O.IOIE OA o ol 02E 08 O.IO:lE OB 0.104F. 08 0.105E OA 0.106E 08 0.107( 08 O.IOAE OB 
0.109F O~ O.IIOE 08 O.lllt 08 o 0I12E OB o .113E 08 0.1I4E 08 0.11 SE 08 0.1I6E 08 o .1l7E 08 o .IlSE 08 
O.119F. 08 0.120E 08 0.121E 08 0.122E 08 0.123E 08 o .124E OA 0.125E 08 0.126E 08 O.1?7E OA o .128E 08 
O.129F 08 0.130( 08 0.131( OB o 0I32E 08 0.133E 08 0.134E 08 0.135E 08 0.136E 08 0.137E 08 o .138E 08 
0.139F. 08 0.140£ 08 O.141f 08 0.}42E 08 0.143E 08 0.144E 08 0.145E Og 0.146E 08 0.147E 08 0.148E 08 
0.149£ 08 

ELEMENTS; OF ARRAY AV 

0.3731=:'-08 00l17E-03 0.22<;1'-03 0.325E-03 0.418E-03 0.504E-03 0.627E-03 0.H?E-03 .0.94';E-03 0.109E-02 
0.123f-02 0.13AF.:-02 0.148E-02 00l59E-02 0.170E-02 0.IAIE-a2 0.191[-02 0.200(-02 O.20GE-02 0.2?4E-02 
O.21~F:-02 0.252£-02 0.265f-02 0.278E-02 0.290E-02 0.30IE-02 0.312E-02 0.323E-02 0.333(-02 0.343f.-02 
0.353~-02 0.365E-02 0.374E-02 0.392E-02 0.404E-02 0.417E-02 0.42I.JE-02 0.440E-02 0.45?'E-02 0.463E-02 
0.473F.-02 0.484F-02 0.494F-02 0.504E-02 0.517E-02 0.530F.:-02 0.543(-02 0.555E-02 O.567F.-02 0.578E-02 
O.S90F.-02 0.601E-02 0.612[-02 0.622E-02 0.633E-02 0.643E-02 0.655E-02 0.6&7E-02 0.680(-02 0.692E-02 
O.704F.-02 0.71"E-02 0.727E-02 0.738E-02 0.749E-02 0.760E-02 0.77IE-02 O. 7tP E-02 0.191E'-02 0.80IE-02 
0.811F-02 0.82IE-02 0.B30(-02 0.A39E-02 0.84RE-02 0.857E-02 0.866E-02 0.874E-02 0.883E-02 0.89IE-02 
0.89QE-02 0.907E-02 0.915E-02 0.923E-02 0.93IE-02 0.93BE-02 0.946E-02 0.953E-02 0.960E ... 02 0.9~7E-02 
0.9741=:-02 0.98IE-02 0.987E-02 0.994E-02 O.IOOE-OI O.IOIE-OI O.IOIE-OI 0.102E-01 ·O.IO'E-OI 0.103E-OI 
0.104F. ... 01 0.104E-OI 0.105E-OI 0.106E-OI 0.1 06E-0 I 0.107E-OI 0.107E-OI O.108E-01 O.IORE-OI 0.109E-OI 
0.1091'-01 0.1I0E-OI O.IIOE-OI OolllE-OI O.IIIE-OI 0.112E-OI 0.1I2E-OI 0.1I3E-OI 0.113E-OI 0.114E-OI 
0.1I4f-01 0.1I5E-OI 0.1I5E-OI 0.1I6E-OI 0.116E-OI o .1I6E-0 I 0.117E-OI 001 17E-OI 0.118E-OI O.118E-OI 
0.1I8E-OI 

ELEMENTS OF ARRAY AL 

0.114E-/7 0.1I4E-03 0.228E-03 0.342E-03 0.456E-03 .. ~.570E-03 0.684E-03 0.798E-03 0.9I?E-03 0.103E-02 , .. 
. '-.---... ' -"-..--'~' .... --_ ... 



-, O.1l4F-Q2 O.125F-02 0.137f-02 O.148F.-02 O.II'>OE-O? 0.17IE-02 0.182E-02 O.194f-02 O.2(}~F-02 0.217E-02 r 
0.22H'-02 O.23YE-02 O.251E-QZ 0.2'2E-02 0.274E-02 O.2f:1SE-02 0.29&[-02 0.308E-02 0.314F-02 0.330E-02 
O.342F:-02 O.353E-02 O.365E-02 O.376E-02 0.387E-02 0.399E-02 0.410E-02 0.422£-02 O.431F-02 0.444E-02 

" O.456F:-02 O.467E-O? O.479f-02 0.490E-02 0.SOlE-02 0.513,-02 0.524E-02 0.536[-02 O.547F-02 D.5SeE-Q2 (' 
O.570f .. 02 0.58IE-02 0.593,-02 0.604[-02 0.615E-02 0.627,-02 0.638E-02 0.650E-02 0.66IE-02 0.672E-02 
O.6A4F-02 0.695E-02 0.707E-02 0.7IbE-02 0.729E-02 0.741,-02 0.752E-02 0.764[-02 0.77<;E-02 0.786E-02 

') O.79I1E-02 O.RQ9E-D2 0.82IE-02 0.832E-02 0.843E-02 0.855E-02 0.866E-02 0.878E-02 O.8A9E-OZ 0.900E-02 (' 
O.912f"'02 0.923[-02 0.934E-02 0.946E-02 0.957E-02 0.969[-02 0.980E-02 0.99IE-02 0.100E-Ol O.IOIE-OI 
0.103,-01 00l04E-OI 0.105E-OI 00l06E-OI 0.107E-01 0.108E-01 0.109E-OI O.IIIE-OI. 0.112E-01 0.113E-OI 
00114,-01 00l15E-OI 0.116E-OI 00l17E-OI 0.119E-OI 0.120E-01 0.12IE-OI 0.122E-OI 0.123E-OI 0.124E-OI C 
00l25E-OI 0.126E-OI 0.128E-OI 00l29E-OI 0.130E-OI 0.13IE-OI 0.132E-OI 0.133E-OI 0.134E-OI 0.136E-OI 
0.137,-01 00l38E-OI 0.139E-OI 0.140E-OI 0.14IE-OI 0.142E-OI 0.144E-OI 0.145E-01 0.146E-OI 0.147E-OI 
0.148E-OI " 
COMPENSATED HAULAGE TRIPPING PRESSURE PCOMP= 7819873.0 

ACCUMULATOR INCREMENT FACTOR Yi= 0.6430 

,; 

: . 

,-



APPENDIX II 

A Conversational Programme for Setting the Pre-Charge 
Pressures of a Bank of Accumulators to enable a 

HYdrostatic Power Absorber to, Simulate Chain 
Elasticity Effects on Power Loader Haulage Units 



/" I i J. 

10. 

11. 
12. 
13. 
It •• 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24· 
25. 
26. 
27· 
28. 
29. 
30· 
31. 
32. 
33· 
34· 
35· 
36. 
37· 
38. 
39· 
40. h" • ". 
41. 
42. 
4 3. 
h4· 
45· 
46· 
47. 
48. 
4 q. 
5Q· 
51. 
52. 
53· 
54· 
55· 

PUT LIST( 'Tills proeramme c"lculat~s tilt< Pr~-clldrge pressures of a uank of accumulators to'); 

PUT LlST('''nablC;l d lIyorostdtlc pO.I"r aDsoru"r to simulate cndln !!lastislty "fftlcts on'); 
PUT LIST('pow~r load"r naula"" units'); 
PUT LIST('Tnls Progrdmme ustls tlnolish units'); 
u~qf\RE Pel(20); 
Illgn,ret,rt,I~=99; 
pa=l; 
pl=3.142; 
PUT LIST('what are the sprock"t d"talls spt=urlv" sprocket teeth Idt=ldler t"eth'); 
~~T LIST(sPt,idt); 
mu=.S; 
PUT L ST('what ar" tile;: ""sorb!!r clldract"rlstics ad=uisplacemC;lnt cuo.in/rev abeff·"fflelency'); 
PUT L ST('"ufac=I"aka~" factor up=uoost pres~ure lbs/sq.i n '); 
PUT L ST('f or Hel.~lunus 6185 motor au=g96 d""tf=.975 dbfdc=1.15 bp-lOO'); 
PUT L ST('for Stdffa 627011 witll 2/1 ./b dd=526 dbeff~.9 dbfac=1.08 bp=lOO'); 
PUT L ST('ror Stdffd u27011 .dth 4/1 .. /u dU=1056 "b"ft=.g "ufac=l.OII op-100'); 
~~T L ST(ad,aueff,aufac,bp); 
PUT L ST('whdt is til" maximum sprocket torque tmm lbs.ft'); 
,",eT L ST(tmm)· 
PUT L sT('cllafn t~nsion~rs aVdilabl"'); 

PUT L ST( 'Clldln size (wd)mm av"ll""ltl compresslon'(ele)ln Pre-compresslon (pc)lbs full Compression (fc)lbs'~ 
PUT L ST('wd dC pC fc'); 
PUT L ST('22 26 3000 9300 sprln6 typ"'); 
PUT L ST('22 17 3000 9300'); 
PUT L ST('18 33.524QO 5500'); 
PUT L ST( 'lR 25 2400 5500'); 
PUT LIST('lR 17 24~O 55rO'); 
PUT LIST('lR 24 21100 12000 tl""ch ciale'); 
PUT LIST('18 33 7200 7201 MRuE dlso for 22mm ch"ln'); 
PUT LlST('18 211 9800 9801 Dolton dlso for 22mm clldln'); 
GET LIST(wu,ac,pc,fc); 
IF wd=18 f"eN pi teh=GII; 
IF wd=U T""N sC=.35; 
If wd=22 T"oN pi tCll=8~; 
II' wd=22 TIl"N sc=.119; 
IF 11d=26 THoN pi tCil=92; 
IF wd=26 TrloN sc=.47; 
at1=pi/spt+2*pi/l u t; 
s=(fc-pC)/2240/ac; 
k1t=mu*Vld*atl/2/pl tcll; 
k2 t=l +k1t; 
k3t=1-klt; 
pcr=spt*pit ch /25.4/pi/12; 
tmax=tmm/pcr/ k2 t/22 1, 0; 
tml=tmd x*k2t-Pc*k3t/2240; 
tpl=tma x*k3t-pC*k2t/2240; 



I 

56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
G1. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
6 G. 
67. 
68. 
6q. 
70. Im17: 

th" Vd lu" of pye 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. skp: 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. dCC: 
R fi ~ 

87. 
88. 

pa It: 

89. 
90. Im15: 

pa(l) =----
91. 
92. 
93. 
94., Im16: 

ClIsl=sC*k3t+s*k2t; 
tp2=tp1-dC*CIISI; 
IF tP2<=O ToI"N tP2=O; 
tau =tp1/a ueff/abeff; 
pCllpr=tdu *100/tmdx; 
pcllp r=f I 00 r( pCilp r); 
PUT LIST( 'dUjUSt nduld"t! trlppln .. pr"ssure to',pCllpr,' % to comp"nsate for t:fflCltlncy ulfft:ren ce '); 
PUT LiST('rtlmemU"r tills % ooes not InClude th" "ff"ct of I1gula .. e "oost pressure'); 
pd(1)=bp+tp2*2240*24*pl*pcr/ad/du"ff; 
IF tP2<=O T""N p"(l)=up; , 
IF tP2<=0 Tfje~ zmdx=tpl/cilsl; ELSE zmox=ac; 
rot=zma x/12/pcr/2/pl; 
prtn=tmdx-zmax*sc: 
PUT 1~~A~l:(prtn)(lm17); 
Ir1Aut.; 
t"ns I on I n the ClIg Ins ys tt!m Is --. -- tons 
IF prtn<5 T""N ~O TO skp; 
PUT LIST('tll" vdlu" of pre-t"nslon Is oUnv" 5tons put Il~ .. h=l to try" tensloner with mortl '); 
PUT LlST('dvdlldUltl comprt!sslon or Incr"ose thtl vdlut! ot dC uy up to'); 
PUT LlST('5 clldln plcnes tllus Introducln .. tht: tlquivdldnt of slack cndln'); 
,,~T LlST(tlir;h); 
IF 11 I r;i1=1 Tn"N "0 TO 11",; , 

pamax=up+tpl*2240*24*pl*pcr/au /aueff; 
pdmax=floor(pdmdx); 
IF pdmdx)3000 TII~N PUT LIST('ausorOtlr Pressure auove 3000 Ibs/sQ.ln.'); 
IF pdmax)3000 THeN PUT LisT('re-x"q to Input dltt!rnatlv" absorber'); 
slop"=12*22ItO*4P*Chsl*pcr*pcr*pl*PI/du/au/dUtlff/dufac; 
PUT LIST('whdt is tilt! dCCumuH.tor Initldl ~dS volume'); • 
PUT LIST('acCumulators av"llaule l"dll va=2l0Cub.ln. lqt va=60cu b·'n.'); 
PUT LiST('nott! tl1"se can U" us"d In Combination le.210+60=270 or 60+60=120'); 
I g=9; 
ueT LlST(v d ); 

IF.rt=2T"eN"qLl~T(pd(ll.l; , ' . 
dc~rot=(zmgx-«pd(1)-up)*da*aueff/2240/24/pl/pcr-tp2)/chsl)/12/pcr/2/pi; 
IF ret=l TneN PUT IMA~~(pa(1),rot,occrot)(lm15); 
Ir1A~e; 
rot =.--- aCCrot =.--

usl=slope*v a /pa(l); 
yl=.OS+.369*usl; 

yi (acCumulator 
95. 

IF yl<.6 TflcN PUT IMA\Jqyl,vd)(lm16); 
It1Au ,,;, 

Increm~nt fdctor)=.-- till s I s u~lo"l th~ lln"<lr ran .. " of the ---Cub. In. accumulator 

96. 
97. 
98. 

_ 99. 

IF yl<.6 Tn~N PUT LiST( 'try a larr;er dccumul<ltor Put Iga1 to Input a larg"r slztl'); 
IF yl<.6 TrI"N ",;T LIST(I .. ); 
IF 1 .. =1 THoN "0 TO <Ice; 
PUT LlST('oCCumulator pre-cr:i:lrr;e pressures In lbs/sq.l n .'); 

.IJO j=2 TO 10;, 



100. 
101. 
.102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
10R. 
109. 
110. 
111. 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
11R. 
119. 

·120. 
121. 
122. 
123· 
124· 

de 
125. 
126. 

spt 
127. 
128. 

tmm 
129. 
130. 

a""ff 
131. 
132. 

va 
133. 
134· 
135. 

tmax 
136. 
137. 

rot 

nd: 

dz: 

Im20: 
= _ ... 

im21 : 
== - .. 

Im22 : 
D ____ _ 

Im23: 
;: . ---

im24: 
= ---

Im25: 
El __ • __ 

I m26: 
;: . ---

pd(j)=pa(l)*yl*j; 
oNO ; 
UO j=l TO 10; 
pu(j)=floor(pd(j»; 
PUT LI Src 'pd ( , ,j , ' ) , , '=' ,Pd (j ) ); 
IF pd(j+1»=pamilx TntN uO TO nu; 
oNO ; 
j,= 1; 
IF Pd(j+1»=pamdx TdoN PlIT LlST(j 'dces. dre required to redCIl max. dOsorbcr pressure',pamax,'IIJs/sq.ln'l; 
nIJ =fl oor(p d mdx/pa(l)/yl); , 
IF nb)10 Tn~N PUT LIST(nu,'dCCs. would u" required to reach "max absorber pressure ',pamax,'los/sq.ln. 'b 
IF ret=l TM.N uO TO uz; 
ret=l; 
PUT LlST('lf more aCCumulators dre requlr'''.1 than "re dvailable or tile numb"r Is lO~I"r tlldn required'); 
PUT LiSTe'to "clllev" d satisfactory simulation put rt=l to trY an "lternatlve slz'-' aCc.'); 
PUT LiST(tJf a sdtlsfactory mdcl) cannot "cl aellleveu "y use of dlte~natlve .aCcumulators adjus~ tlltl valutl'); 
PUT L1ST( 'of p.a(1) tills will alter tilt' m"x sproCket rotation dWay trom tlh. desi red value, It adjustment'); 
PUT LiSTe lis requlreu Put rt=2 clldin rotatlon=rot dccumulator rotatlon=aecrot ' ); 
PUT liST( 'adjustment mignt dlso utl reQulrtld If pa(l) is less tn"n 20% of P"max'); 
';~T LlST(rt); 
IF rt=l Tn~N GO TO acc; 
IF rt=2 THEN uO TO pdlt; 
PUT LIST('thtl followlnb Is d list of pr06ramm Inputs'); 
PUT IMAuO(dC,pc,fc)(l m20); 
I tW'~; 

In_ pc = .---
PUT IMA~.(sPt,ldt,wd)(lm21);· 
I W\Gt; 

t""ttl I dt 
PUT IMAu~(tmm) (Im22); 
ItIA"~; 
lll.ft. 

= -. 

PtlT IMAu6(dbeff,ilU,aufac )(lm23); 
l~tAGO; 
factor dU = ---- cuiJ.in. 

PUT It.IAu~eVd,bp)(im24); 
I t.t,\GE

1
, 

cuu. n. up ;: --- lbs/sq. In. 
PUT LIST( 'additional proeramm outputs'); 
PUT IW\G~(tmdx,pcnpr,pdmdx)(im25); 
I tlA" 0 ; 

tons pCllpr ;: ---.-
PUT 1~1A"E.(rot,aCcrot) (lm26); 
It~A"t:.; 
revs. dcerot El • __ _ 

r~vs. 

fc 
El ___ _ 

· -. 

ilufac · -.--

pomox · --_ ..... 

1 bs. 

factor 

lbs/sQ.ln 



x"q 
Tnis Programme Cdlculat~s tll" pr"-cllar~" pr"ssures of 
"na"le a llyUrost"tic'power aUsorU"r to slmulat" cllaln 
power loau"r llaUld"" units 

a uank of accumulators to 
"Idstlslty "ff"cts onI7l __________________ ~ 

w.~~1 
Tnls prolramme us~s "ngllsh units 

, .. what are tn" sprocket dtltdil s spt=drlve sprock"t te"th Idt=ldler 
spt 
10 8 
W~dt are th" a~soru"r clldraCt"rlstlcs au="dsplac"ment cu .... ln/rev 
aufac=ledkdb" fdctor up=boost pr"ssur" Ibs/sq. In 
for nab"lunds 6185 motor ad=9q6 au eff=.975 dufdc-l.15 up=lOO 
~or Sta~fa B27011 viltn 2/1 .. /0 ad=5'-6 "beff=.9 a ... fac-l.OB up=lOO 
tor Statf. ci270n wltn 4/1 ~/u aU=1056 dueff=.9 aufac=1.04 up=lOO 
au 
1056 .9 1.04 100 
;'nat is th" maximum sprock"t torque tmm Ibs.ft 
trml 
2.0000 
cllaln t"nslon"rs dvai laule 

te" tl1 

au"ff."fflclency 

cnain size (wu)mm availaule compression (aqln pre-compresslon (pc)lbs full compression (fc)lbs 
wd dC Pc fc 
22· 26 3000 93QO 
22 17 3000 9300 
18 33.5 2400 5500 
18 25 2400 5500 
18 17 2400 5500 
18 24 2400 12000 
18 33 7200 7201 
18 24 9800 9801 
wd 

spr In .. type 

~""cn<.lal" 
HRUE also for 22mm cllaln 
~olton also for 22mm cllaln 

18 17 2400 5500 
aujust n"ula~~ trippin~ pr"ssure to 102 % to comp"nsdt" for "fflclency ulfferenc" 
r"mern"er tili s % <loes not InClude tn" "ffect of IIdulab" uoost pressure 
th" value of pre t"nslon In th" cndln syst"m is 6.45 tons 
til" valu" of pr"-tcnslon Is auov" 5tons put 1l111l=1 to try d tenslon"r wltll more 
avdllaule compression or Increase th" valu" ot dC Uy UP to 
5 cnaln plch"s tllus Introducln .. tilt' "qulvalant of SldCk cll"ln 
nib ll 
~. 
v:U 
~8 25 2400 5500 
aujust ndula .. e trlppln .. pressure to 10~ % to.compensatU for ~fflclency ulfferenc~ 
r~m;:mber tnis % Goes not inClude the ~tfeCt ot 11dUl" .. " "oost pressur" 
th .. valu" of pr" tension In tn" chain System Is 3.65 tons 
",l1at is tile dCCumulator Initial .. as volume . 
dccumuldtors availaul" 1Lall vd=210Cuu.ln. 1qt vd=60cub.in. 
note tnes" Cdn ue useo In Comulnatlon le.210+60=270 or 60+60 a 120 
va 
,Q,O 

\ 



yi (dccumulator Incr~m~nt fa<:tor)=033 tills Is "'''Iow tll~ linear r"n"e of tile 60Cu .... ln. "CCumulator 
try d lar .... r aCCumulator put Ib~1 to Input d Idr&"r size 
Ig 
1 
va 
110 
aCCumulator pre-chdrloe Pressures In I"'s/sq.ln. 
pa( 1 ) = 185 
pa ( 2 ) = 352 
pa ( 3 ) = 529 
pa ( ') ) = 705 
Pa ( 5 ) = 882 
pa ( 6 ) = 1058 
pa ( 7 ) = 1235 
7 accs. "re required to reacll max dUsorOer pressure 1321 Ibs/sq.ln 
if more dCCumuldtors dre require<l tlldn dre "vallool~ or tll" nllm"'''r Is 10~/"r than required 
to dClli .. v" a satisfactorY simulation put rt=l to try "n alterndtlv" slz" "Cc. 
If d sdtlsf"ctory maCl1 <:dnnot u .. aClllev .. d Uy US" of dlt~rndtlve dcCumul.tors ddJust the value 
of pa(l) tnls will alter tile mex sprock"t rotation away from tll" <.IeslreQ valu" , If ddjustment 
Is required Put rt=2 choln rotatlon=rot accumulator rotatlon=dccrot 
aOjustment ml .. nt also ... " requireQ If pd(l) Is I"ss tnan 20% ot pamdx 
rt 
2. 
pa (1) 
2.64 
pa(l) = 264 rot =.496 accrot =.462 
dCcumuldtor pre-chdq;e pressurlls In Ibs/sq.ln. 
pa ( 1 ) = 264 
pa ( 2 ) = 365 
pa ( 3 ) = 548 
pa ( ') ) = 73 0 
pa ( 5 ) = 913 
pd ( 6 ) = 1096 
pa ( 7 ) = 1278 
7 dCes. are required to reacll mdx dbsorber pressure 1321 Ibs/sq.ln 
rt 
5l.9 
tilt! following Is a list of 
ae = 25 In. 
spt = 10 te"th 
tmm = 20nOO lb. ft. 
dbeff =. gOD fdCtO r 
VG = 210 CUU. in. 
audltlonal prouramm outPuts 
tmax = 12.40 tons 
rot = .496 revs_ 

proordmn 
pc 
lut 

ad 
op 

pChpr 
"CC rot 

Inputs 
= 2400 rc 
= 8 • wU 

= 1056 cub.ln. a",fac 
= 100 I"'s/sq.ln. 

= 102.0 % pamdx 
= • 462 r~vs. 

= 5500 
= 18 

= 1.0') 

= 1321 

1 bs. 
mm· 

factor 

"Ibs/sq.ln 



APPENDIX III 

A CSMP Model of a Mechanical Haulage Unit 



- ••• CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MODELING PROGRAM ••• * 

.**PfiOBLEM INPUT STATEMDITS*** 

TITLE B.J.O. 814 MECHANICAL HAULAGE RUNRACK 
INITIAL 
PARAMETER FRAC=.75.TTRIP=2.65E4,BT=1.5E4 
PARAMETER KSTOP=O.5 
PARAMETER HJ=1700.0 
FUNCTIO.' DTDG=O •• 6.4E3,4.4.4.E4 
FUNCTION TODG=~.4E3.0 •• 4.E4.4.4 
FUNCTION DTDN=O •• 2.7E3,5.2.4.E4 

XTH=AFGEN(TODG.TTRIP) 
XTHO=FRAC*FS 

DYNAMIC 

.FS=.6 

RT=INSw(THD.BT,-BT) 
TN=INSW(THD,AFGEN(DTDN,TH).AFGEN(DTDG,TH» 
TH=INTGRL(XTH.THD) 
THD=INTGRL(XTHO,TH2D) 
VTR=-500.*THO*THO/.36*SIGN(I.O.THO) 
TH2D=(RT+VTR-TN)/HJ 

NOSORT 
IF(TIME.GE.O.5.ANO.THD.GT.-O.OIlKSTOD=I.0 

PRINT THD,TH.TH2D.TM.RT,VTR 
PREPARE THO 
FI~ISH TH=.11,KSTOP=O.6 
TIMER FINTIN=4.0 .OELT=.005.0UTDEL=.01 ,PROEL=.05 
END 
PARAMETER HJ=4700.0 
PARAMETER KSTOP=O.5 
nm 
PARAMETEP KSTOP=O.5 
PARAMETER HJ=7700.0 
END 
PARAMETER KSTOP=O.5 
PARAMETER HJ=10700.0 
E~'D . 
STOP 

~ ~ t.N):) ~-\....~~ 
~~L~. 

lUTPUT VARIABLE SEQUENCE 
<TH .THD TH TM VTR PT TH20 Tf-!O KC;TOP 

OUTPUTC; 
13(<;1)0) 

INPUTS PAPANS INTEGS + MEM RLKS FORTRAN DATA COS 
39(14(Hl) 13(400) 2+ 0= 2(300) 10(600) 21 

ENDJO!> 



B.J.D. '114 '1FCf<,ANICAL HAULAf,E RUNflACK RKS INTEGRATION 

T I ~'E THD TH TH2D rM RT vrp 
n.o 4.5000E-Ol 2.6321E 00 -2.4577E 01 2.6500E 04 -1.5000E 04 -2.R125E 02 

".onooF-02 -1.2330E-01 2.6343E 00 -3.fl676E 00 2.1596E 04 1.5000E 04 2.l115E 01 

l.nooo;::-OI -3.1422f-ol 2.(,233E 00 -3.7531E 00 ?IS17E 04 1.S000E 04 1.3713E 02 

1.500nE-Ol -4.9706f.-Ol 2.603010 00 -3.5461E 00 2.1371E 04 1.500010 04 3.4316E 02 

('.OOOOE-Ol -6.6753E-Ol 2.,738E. 00 -3.2h08f. 00 2.l162E 04 1.5000E 04 6.1888E 02 

2.5000E-Ol -fl.2214E-Ol 2.S365E 00 -2.9152E 00 2.0'l95E 04 1.S000E 04 9.3876E 02 

'3.000 OE-O 1 -9.S83I\E-Ol 2.4919E 00 -2.528810 00 2.057SE 04 1.5000E 04 1.27S6E 03 

3.5nnOF.-Ol -1.0747E 00 2.4410E 00 -2.1208E 00 2.0209E 04 1.S000E 04 1.6040E 03 

4.0000E-Ol -1.1704E 00 2.384BE 00 -1~7081f 00 1.9B06E 04 1.5000E 04 1.9024E 03 

4.5000E-Ol -1.2456E 00 2.3243E 00 -1.304410 00 1.9372E 04 I.S000E 04 2.1549E 03 

5.0000F-Ol -1.3011E 00 2.2hOSE 00 -9.198AE-Ol 1.fl91SE 04 1.S000E 04 2.3S13E 03 

5.5000;:-01 -1.33flOE 00 2.l945E 00 -5.61S6E-Ol 1.'l441E 04 1.5000E 04 2.4865E 03 

6.0000E-Ol -1.3578E 00 2.1270E 00 -2.3340E-Ol 1.7957E 04 1.5000f. 04 2.5604E 03 

6.5000E-Ol -1.3619E 00 2.0590E 00 6.2914E-02 1.7469E 04 1.5000E 04 2.5760E 03 

7.0000F-Ol -1.3520E 00 1.9911E 00 3.2750E-Ol 1.('982E 04 1.5000r 04 2.5387E 03 

7.50001"-01 -1.3296E 00 1.9240E 00 5.61('2E-Ol 1.6501E 04 1.5000r: 04 '2.4555E 03 

8.0000E-01 ';'1.2963E 00 1.8583E 00 7.6729E-01 1.6029E 04 1.5000E 04 2.3339E 03 

,B.5000E-01 -1.2533E 00 1.7945E 00 9.4693E-Ol 1.5572E 04 1.5000E 04 2.1817E 03 

:9.00001':-01 -1.2020F 00 . 1.7331E 00 1.1031E 00 1.5131E 04 1.5000E 04 2.0066£ 03 

9.5000E-01 -1 • 1.4 34E 00 1.6744E 00 1.2383E 00 1.4711E 04 1.5000E 04 1.8157E 03 

1.nOOOE 00 -1.0785£ 00 1~618BE 00 1.3550E 00 1.4312E 04 1.5000E 04 1.('154E 03 One PRINT output only shown 
1.05001': 00 -1.0081E 00 1.5666E 00 1.4553E 00 1.3938E 04 1.5000E 04 1.4116E 03 

1.1000E 00 -9.3316E-Ol 1.'5181E 00 1.5413F. 00 1.3589E 04 1.50001" 04 1.2094E 03 PREPARE data plotted on 
1.15001: 00 -fl.5422E-Ol 1.4734E 00 1.6146E 00 1.3269E 04 1.5000E 04 1.0135E 03 Fig. 13.2 
1.2000E 00 -7. 7189E-0 1 1.4327E 00 1.6768E 00 1.2977E 04 1.5000E 04 8.2751£ 02 

1.2500E 00 -6.8('70E-Ol 1.3962E 00 1.7292E 00 1.2715E 04 1.5000E 04 6.5493E 02 

1.300nE 00 -5.9911E-01 ·1.3641E 00 1.7729E 00 1.2485E 04 1.5000E 04 4.9852£ 02 

1.35001': 00 -5.0954E-Ol 1.3363E 00 1.8088E 00 1.2286E 04 1.5,OOOE 04 3.60,59E 02 

1.4000E 00 -4.1835E-Ol 1.3131E 00 1.8376E 00 ,1.2119E 04 1.5000E 04 2.4308E 02 

'1.45001': 00 -3.2589E-Ol . 1.2945E 00 1.8599E 00 1.19R6E 04 1.5000E 04 1.4750£ 02 

I.soonE 00 -2.3246E-Ol 1.2806E 00 1.8762£ 00 I.IRR5F. 04 1.5000E 04 7.5053E 01 

1.5500E 00 -1.3836E-Ol 1.2713E 00 1.8868E 00 1.1819E 04 1.5000E 04 2.6589£ 01 

1.6000E 00 -4.3f169E-02 1.2('('7E 00 1.8920E 00 1.17>36E 04 1.5000E 04 2.6729E 00 

"**SIMULATION HALTED**" KSTOP = 1.0000E 00 

1.6200E 00 -6.0205E-03 . 1.2662E 00 1.8926E 00 1.1783E 04 . 1.S000E 04 5.0342E-02 
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lNSTRUMENTATION 

1 Sprocket Torque External 

British Hovercraft Corporation Ltd 

Torque Transducer Type FC 0 - 20.3 kN m (0 - 15,000 lb ft) 

Strain gauged shaft with slip ring connections 

Output 1.5 mV/V at full rated load 

Used with British Hovercraft TM6 indicator 

2 Gearbox Torque Internal 

Strai'1 gauge bridge bonded to first reduction wheel shaft in 

BT-D Ltd B14 Haulage Unit 

Strain gauges Philips 600 Type PR 9832K/l0FE 

External connections via IDM Electronics Ltd slip ring assembly 

3 Haulage Speed Measurement 

Racal Electronics Ltd Tachometer Type No MA 38 

Output 60 pulses per revolution 

4 Pressure Measurement 

Bell and Howell Ltd, Consolidated Electrodynamics Division 

Pressure Transducer Type 4-326 

Pressure range 0 - 24.13 MPa (0 - 3,500 lbf/in2) 

Output 4 mV/V at full rated pressure 

5 Displacement 

Penney and Giles Ltd 

Potentiometer Model No RP 25/15 100 ohm 10 turn 

5 cm drive wheel with foam strip 

6 Chain Tension 

British Hovercraft Corporation Ltd 

Strain Gauge Tensometer. Load range 0 - 500 kN (0 - 50 tons) 

Output 1.5 mV/V at full load 



7 x - Y Plotter 

Bryans Southern Instruments Ltd 

Model No 26000 (metric axis) 

Max writi~g speed Y axis 125 crn(sec (two channel), X axis 66 crn(sec 

Pre-amplifiers 26102/26116 

Max sensitivity 0.05 mV/cm 

Curve follower attachment Model No 26236 

Max following speed 40 crn(sec 

Accuracy 0.8 mm 

8 Signal Conditioning Equipment 

Bretby Modular Instrumentation System (MRDE Internal Report 71/72) 

ACitve, Passive and Frequency to Analogue Modules feeding X - Y Recorder 
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